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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents observations of the macroscopic line-of-
sight velocity Cield 1n the solar atmosphere. The observations were 
made at Mt. WUson Observatory, primarily in 1960 and 1961. A 
quasi-periodic vertical oscillatory motion ha s been detected in the 
upper photosphere and low chron')o!§pherf\. The "average period" of 
this oscillation hag been determined with aome accuracy to be about 
300 sec.; there appears to be a slight decreatJe of period with increasing 
altitude. The mean life of a single oscillation is about 400 sec. The 
"velocity elements" which partake of the oscillation have an appear-
ance very similar to the photospheric granulation of low levels. and 
are probably identical to it. The vertical velocity amplitude is about 
1/ Z km/ sec at theae levels, and increases with altitude. The horizontal 
component of velocity is nearly as large aa the vertical at low leveh. 
but decreases with altitude. until at higher levels the velocities are 
substantially vertical only. The mean diameter of the velocity elements 
is only slighUy larger than the photospheric granulation at low leveh, 
but increases to many times that size a.t higher leveh. 
We also report in this thesis on observations of macroscopic 
intensity fields, made concurrently with the velocity observations. A 
correlation coefficient betweon lntensity and velocity haa been found 
which appear. to decrease monotonically with altitude. from about +0.5 
at the lowest elevations observed to about .. 0. Z at the highest observed 
elevations. An oscillatory behavior of the intensity aeld lIS found in 
the ehl"omolllphere, with roughly the same period as the velocity oscU-
lation. and evidently coupled to It. Thls oseillation may be followed 
to considerable altitudes in the chromosphere. It is apparently absent 
ln the upper photosphere, however, even though the velocity oscillation 
is quite strong there. 
Also dhcussed are 80me possible interpretations of the observa-
tions and wha, they might imply about the structure of the solar atmos. 
phere. We find that the observed period is close to the "critical 
period" separating propagating and standing acoustic wave. in a gravi-
tating atmosphere with the solar value. for temperature and Iravita-
tional field. Several possible explanations for the decrease of period 
wUh altitude are BUliestad. The ampUtude and phase of the temperature 
fluctuations accompanying a wave propagating in an atmosphere with 
radiative leakage are discussed; thh leads to a possible explanation 
or the presence of an intensity oscUlation at high levab and its ab •• nce 
at low levels. and of the reversal with altitude of the 6iln of the CO!-
relation coefficient between in.tensity and velocity. 
Some observatlooa.l problema are also dlsculsed. both in the 
body of the theais (Parts I and U) and 1n a.ppendices. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In thia thesis VIle wish to present some res .t1ts aC obaervations 
made at Mt. Wilson Observatory dl.4ring the S,lmmers of 1960 and 
1~S1 concerning the macroscopic velocity str,!cture of the line-
forming layer s of the solar atmosphere • 
Although observations of velocity fields in the solar atmosphere 
are by no means new, the techniqaea./ted in this investi-gation are 
somewhat novel. These techniq,les have in tlrn led to the observa-
tion of several new features of the velocity str'"ct,lre of the solar 
atmosphere. Thh thesis will treat in detail one aspect of these 
observations, na.mely the presence of oscillatory motions in the 
solar photosphere and low chromosphere, with a. Ptrongl~D pre-
dominant period of aoo,lt five minutes. 
The new techniq.le J U,ltt mentioned was originally developed 
by R. B. Leighton (1) in order to meas:ue Zeeman splitting of 
Fra.-tnhofer lines; it 13 easily adapted to the mea~llrement of Doppler 
shifts as well. The principle of the method is as follows: two 
simlutaneo;.lS opectroheliograms are taken, one on either wing of 
a spectral line. A Doppler shift, of the line cause:iO opposite effects 
en the intt.'nsity of the two images, whereas all other intensity 
effects are essentially the same 'on the two imaget:>. The difference 
between the density of the two images, which is obtained b}, a 
z 
photographic s'.lbtraction technique, h then proportional to the 
line-of .. ,ight velocity at each point. In ,.uln& Sllch a technique. one 
pay s the price of beini able to observe Doppler !Shifts of only one 
line d~lring each observation, whereas a normal spectrogram 
recorda an entire region of the spectrum for each point observed. 
However. in return one reap$ the compensating reward of ·a .. two-
dimen.ional picture of the velocity struct'lre Over an extended area. 
Meaauremenh of the statistical properties of such !!velocity epec-
troheliograms" and of the statistical time correlation properties of 
pair. of sllch "spectroheliolTams, "·taken at different times, form 
the biUk o£ the data preliented in thh thesis. 
This paper h divided into four pal'tso In Part 1 we shall 
diSC1l6S the spectrohe1iograph, its adaptations for the present work. 
and certain charaneristics of the instrtlmental resolution and scat· 
tered light which bave particular bearing on the present observations. 
In Part n we dhcu •• the method of obtainina the data and re<il.1cinl 
it in the labor a. tory • Part UI contains a pre.entation of the data 
obtained to date concernlnl the macroscopic motions in the solar atalO.-
phere. and part IV presentit eome poe.iDle interpretations of th ••• 
re.u1u. A major part of the data presented here and 80me of the 
conclusions drawn have alread~D ~en reported (2). 
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PAR T I. THE 3PECTROHELIOORAPH 
The observations described in this thesis were obtained with 
the thirteen foot 8pectroheliograph at the sixty foot solar tower 
telescope of the Mt. Wilson Cb8ervatory. We shall belin thie section 
with a brief discussion of the spectroheliograph and its opera.tion, 
and a description of the auxiliary a.pparatus which has been intro .. 
d,lceci. to a large extent in specific connection with the obaervationa 
reported in this thesis. We shall then consider the problem of spatial 
and wavelength resohltion in the spectroheliograph. followed by a 
di 8C'lssion of scattered lisht in the instr'.lment. 
A. The3fectrohelioiraph 
Fig\lre 1 .. 1a is a schematic diagram of the optical path 
traversed by light in the spectroheliograph when set to record 
velocity fields. Several auxiliary pieces of apparat.11'J have been 
introdJ.ced in addition to the tlormal components of a spectrohelio-
graph. In the order in which they are encountered by the lilht beam, 
these a.re: 
(1) Oalder (not illustrated) 
. 
An uniJUvered plate gla.s3 mirror situated several feet above 
the entra.nce alit defiectlJ a small iraction of the incident light to a 
photoelectric guider. which keeps the 80Uth and west limbs of the 
solar image stationary to within lest than 1 lIecond of arc on days of 
good Geeing. 
3a. 
Figure 1-1. <a) Schematic diagra.m of the eptical ayatern. A: 
vertical li,ht-beam of the 65 .. {oot tower telescope. 
I); optical pas beam splitter (moves with spec-
trol •• Uograph). C.C'1 duplicate ima~eaK D: en-
trance GUt (19.l cm lonl). E: doubl .... convex lena 
used to adjust the ;Itilt" of the IIfpct(;trallinelJ. 
F: double-concave lena used to adjust the "curva-
ture" of the spectral linee. (E andF aho act as 
a field lena for the /jpectrograph.) 0: Ilaplit" 
light-beam proceeding toward the collirnator lens. 
H: dhperiled licht-beam proceeding from the 
camera lene (V and a. delJianate the violet and red 
directiona along the apectrum). 1.1 ': plane-
parallel Jlas. blocks, whose ~qua1 a.nd opposite 
tilt aerves to "abUt" the spectra of the two ima,es 
e.c I equ.aUy in c,PPQslte cl1recdon6. J: exit slit. 
K, K': monochromatic image Il e trlps" pall.ed by 
exit aUt. L: photographic plate. M.lvt ': latent. 
hnaaelJ on photographic plate. built up of succes-
aive " .. tripslt by th .. motion of the _pectroheUo-
araph. (b) Diagram of the action of the line shifter, 
ahowins the displaced line profiles. The cross-
hatched sectlona repre~Knt the portion of the Une 
profil •• admitted to the photographic plat. L by the 
exi t :ili t J. 
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(Description on facing,page (3a) ) 
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(l) Beam Splitter (! in Fig. l-b.) 
This instrument, placed in the light path jllst a.head of the 
apectroheliograph entrance slit, creates two identical image. siele 
by aide on the entra.nce $1it. Varia.tion& in the splitting factor of 
the half-aluminized mirror in the .plitter neceasitate placing a 
neutral step wedge "compensating filter" in the more intense beam 
to eq 1&lize the intensities of the two images. Attached to the beam 
splitter is a shutter which ca.n cut off the light to each image 
~imDKlltaneouslyI and which is a.ctuated automatically at the end of 
each exposure. Finally, a "pla.te indexing circ, . ut'· causes a set of 
metal !lfingers" to be inserted in the light path just above the $1it, 
each finger blocking O;lt the light over a small a.rea of the iroa.ge. 
The "registration marks" th;lS created on the photographic plate a.re 
in identical positions on each image and aid in placing the two imales 
in register for photographic cancellation. 
(3) Curvature and Tilt Correcting Lenses (! and! in t-"ig. l .. la) 
The double..convex t1tilt" correcting lens and the double-con-
cave "curvature" correcting lense are situated just below the entrance 
glit. These lenses introduce carvature and tilt to the apec:trallines 
just sufficient to cancel out the curvature introd<.1ced 'by the grating 
and the combined tilt d<le to imperfect alignment of the grating system 
and to solar rotation. Such corrections are eljsential for making 
5 
velocity observationa, due to the reqllirement of extremely prect •• 
positioning of the 8pectralline below the second alit. 
(4) Line phi£t~ (!. r in Fig. 1-1a) 
The line shifter consists of two ala8e block., situated aid. by 
side below the exit .Ut. Each glass block transmits lllht from one 
of the two imag •• created by the beam splitter. The blocks may be 
tilted equal amounts in opposite directions, thus shifting the spectral 
Unes at the exit alit by equal a.nd opposite amounts. 
For velodty me&.su.rementa the line shifter b Ilsed in conjunc-
tion with the beam splitter in the followins way: Wltb the blocks 
initially baving no tilt. the .lit ie precisely centered on a apecual 
Une baving a symmetrieal profUe. The blocks are then tilted a pre-
scribed amount. so that the wavelength of light passed by the alit 
corre.ponda to a position on the rod wing of the Une for one iOla, •• 
and an eqllldhtant position on the violet wina for the other image 
(Fige I-lb). A Doppler shift of the line then moves the Une core 
toward the alit for on. imaie. a.nd away from the 511t for the other. 
thereby producing opposite small changes in the total light intensity 
passed by the .lit to the photographic plateo Thlls the contribution 
of Doppler .. hilts t.o the density of the developed plate at any point 18 
the small "difference ai;nal" between the much 1ar.or total denalti.s 
of tho two images at that point. Thh difference signal is later .epar-
ated from the main density pattern by a. photo,raphic H 8 I.lbtractionll 
technique to be delcribed later. 
6 
(5) Slit Drive Motor (not illustrated) 
• • 
A slit drive motor has b.en provided which caul •• the •• con4 
sUt to be driven slowly across the pr~fre of a epectralline of 
intere.t. It is coupled by a micro.witch to the plate indexina circuit 
mentioned in (l) in such a way that the reahtration marks may b. 
placed on the plate at the instant the second slit is at any de.ired 
prec:letermined place on the profile. The .Ut drive motor, coupled 
with the plate indexer. is used for velocity calibra.tion purpose., to 
record the position 01 the ,Ut on the profile dl.l!'ing the actual ob"erva-
don and also the elope of the line profile at that point. We shall dill. 
cuss the details of its use in the section on observational technique. 
in Part D. 
(6) Microscol!! and m!Ioto~eter (not Wuatrated) 
In order to achieve accurate velocity measurements in the 
way just described. it is essential that the spectl'alline be Itraigbt 
and parallel to the slit, a.nd that the position of its center be known 
to within about 0.01 mm. The spectral Une may be allped and 
positioned to thh accuracy by meane of a spedal microscope. This 
microscope has cylindrical optic I!I which mapify the lmale of the 
slit in one direction and reduce it in the other. Thus the 19 em alit, 
opened to 0.10 mm is imaged into a rectan.le 15 mm by 0.5 mm. The 
image may be examined with a normal. Z8 mm eyepiece or deflected into 
another McuYing sy .tem which reduces the image to a 10 mm by O. Z mm rectana 
imaged on a difhaing screen dh'ectly in fr0'11t of the photocathode 
of a IPll PM tube. (A. 7102 PM tube is substituted for use at wave-
lengths grea.ter than 7000 J.. especially the X854lline of Call.) 
The sig1".a1 from the phototube is amplified and displayed on the meter 
of an Eldorado photometer, or may be recorded on a Varian chart 
recordet". A dhcussion of the ·.lse ot the microscope and photometer 
in setting on a line and adjusting it to parallelism with the slit will 
be deferred to Part 11. 
B. oeKol~tion of ~e Pp!ctroheliolr~Kb-
D..le to the non-zero width of the spectroheliolraph slits. 
thlrd-orderaberrations of the collima.ting and camera lenae •• and 
finite lena and grating resolution, the 8pectrohe1iograph degrades the 
spatial resolution of the solar image which the 60 loot telescope 
formi on the entrance slit. The wavelength resolution also is de-
graded to a val~e considera.bly below the theoretical resolution of 
the grating alone. It h of interest to obtain quantitative estimates 
of the e{fects of these influences, both in order to correct the mea.sured 
data for resolution loa. and in order to recognize and avoid pos-
sibilities of actllal misinterpretation of the data. 
Con.equentl}·, an experimental and theoretical investigation 
of the principal sl~lrceU of relolution los 8 was undertaken .. A detailed 
discussion of this somewhat complex problem is presented in Appendix 
1. Here we shall summarise tholle reli',llu of the invetJtiaation which 
pertain to the techniques of observation and analysis described in 
"?a.rt U, to the data presented in Part: In, and the interpretation of 
t.ltis data discus sed in Part IV. 
1. Loas of Resolution aD·~e to Curvature of the Focal Surface of the 
~pec:troheliograph 
Due to the curvature of field produced by the collimating and 
camera lense .. , the apectroheUolraph focal surface at the center 
CJl the second sUt is abOl.1t 9 mm higher than at either end of 
the .lit. To get the bost compromise focus. the Itpec:troheUoiraph 
is eet 80 that the center of each imaae. located approxhnately 1/4 
and 3/4 of tho way along the slit (Fig. 1-1) is in focus while the 
edges of each imal. (located a.t the center and ends of the aUt) are 
somewhat out of foc'.ls. The resulting 108$ of spatial reso!tttion at 
the edgo of each image i" abOl.lt 1-2 sec arc: on the sun. or 7 -1500 k-m. 
Aside from poor flscetng,lI thill it the largest sinsl. source Qf spatial 
resolution lo~uK Accompanying the los. of spatial detail is 108. of 
wavelength resolution at the ends of the slit, resulting in a broaden-
ing and smearing of spectral line profiles. 
". Resolution Los s Dl\e to Finite ';lit Widthl5 
1£ the apert:lres of the fir oft a.nd :lecond slit:! are equal, the 
'\tranJimittance" of the 3pectroheliograph for spatial detail of variou.s 
<) 
.ize. relative to the .Ut-width. has been calculated; the principal 
result h a sharp cut-off near abe. comparable to the .Ut wi4t1l. 
sianUicant atteDllation extend. to siz •• equal to two or thr.e slit 
widths. Experimental meaf,UZ'ements of both wave1en.the and spatial 
resolution as a function of sUt width are presented and dhcu ••• d In 
Appendix 1. 
3. The Effect of Magnlication of the Image of the First Slit Du.e to 
Gratin. Diepereton 
n" A direct consequence of Brags's law D • .tnei-sinld (where 
n iii spectrum order, D • dieper81on. ai,ed = anile. of incidence and 
diffraction) t. that if the firlt .lit 8\lbtends an anile de i at the aratln •• 
then its monochromatic image at the exit slit subt.-nds an an,le 
cos91 
de d • co. e d de i • a(") dt\. '(A.) is plotted in Appendix 1; for the 
spectral regions normall~D observed, fj ..... 1.5. 
One important cmuequence of this magnification is that for a 
given exposure, determined by the '2roduct of the elitwidths, the 
wavelenath resoLltion of the spectroheliograph is best when the 8econd 
alit width is the same all that of the magnified image of the first aUt. 
i. e., when a 2 z; ~ a 1 where a 1 and &z are the apertures of the first 
and .econd sUt. The beat resolution of spatia.1 aetail, however, 
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4. Loa. of a. •• olution Due to the Oap between Exit Slit anf! Plate 
The exit slit of the spectrohe1io&raph Ues about O. 3 cm 
below the level of the photoiraphic plate. ne Uaht from the Iratlnl 
converges to the sUt. b\lt diverae£l alain after paa,ing through the 
.Ut. Thua the width of the intensity dhtribilt10n which strikes the 
plate at any inatant ie Ireater than the slit width. The width Z6 of 
the distribution is determined by the aUt width and the focal ratio of 
the optical sy.tem. For 0.01 mm aUta, and with the 17 em solar 
image (the .fleetlve focal ratio h then that of the 60 it tele.cope) 
we find the width to b. w~ :: 0.12 mm or 1.1 sec or arc, i. e •• nearly 
twice the aUt width. 
Aa the aUta are ftarrowed in an attempt to attain better IJpadal 
r •• olution, .. width (about 0.04 mm) ie reached below which the 
resolution actually worsen.. This is due to the fact that ae the first 
.Ut h narrowed. the diffraction pattern of the aUt widen., until 
finally the central maximl1m of the pattern fill. the entire coUlmatinl 
lens. Then the effective foc:all'atio is the ratio of the collimating 
lens aperture to it. focal length, and 11 about half that of the 60 ft 
telescope. 
We .ball now brie£1y indicate how the results of the preceding 
dlacl.l.aion should affect the ob.ervaUonal procedure. and the 
analysh of data. 
11 
a) 11 one wieh •• to compare obaervatlons of dtff.rent pointe 
on the .un to each other (e_,_ velocities at the center of the dhk 
and near the limb) care should be taken to place the two clifferent 
areas over the same polnu on the slit. 1n order to eliminate .purious 
re8ults due to change. of spatial and wav.1enlth resolution aloft, the 
slit_ Otherwise one must correct for these resolution changes. 
b) To obtain the best wavelength resolution for a given 
a Z 
exposure (a 1.Z • conet.). the aUt should b. set such that a 1 = e-
However. if one 18 lnter •• ted only in spatial resolution. the sUts 
should be eet 8\lch that -I II a 2• In no case should a 1 be Ie •• than 
about 0.04 mm, for 10.8 of resolution due to the gap between the 
1. s. 
aec:ond .Ut and the plate wUI £ol1ow. (In addition. that portion of the 
incident Ught diffracted out of the collhnatin. lens will be 10et. thus 
decreasinl the intensity passlng through the K~ond slit. ) 
c) In an&l.yaina plates, one must be aware that the photographic 
im&ae contains only solar detail above a. certain 8ize. of the order 
of the sUt width. and that i.n addition there may be amearina of thi. 
detail due to the optical imperfections we have just di.cuesed.. 
s. Scattered Li.t:.t 
A preciae knowled,. of the sca.ttered llaht in the spectro-
heliol1'aph would be very helpful in connection with a nllmber of 
ob.ervad.onal problems. For in stance: 
12 
1) It is interesting to know how eolar intensity varia.tiona, 
i. e., temperat.lre fl·.lctlations, vary with height in the atmosphere. 
In principle this could be determined by analyzing density fluctuations 
in spectroheliogram6 taken in line cores. However, light from the 
nearby contin~um is scattered into the center of the lines; this light. 
'{Jhich is imaged, reflects intensitv fiuctllations in the continuum rather 
I ...
than the line cores, a.nd sclch an effect should be allowed for. 
2) Cross-correlation functions of plate;i taken simtlltaneouily 
in the core of a spectral line and the nearby continu.um rie1d aver,' 
large correlation coefficient. For a aet of plates taken in the 
+ Cr -l55S line on a day C. -1-61) of exceptional seeing, for instance, 
a correlation coefficient of 0.6. was obtained. To what extent this 
+ ill real, i. e., to what extent intensity fluctuations in the Cr core 
are correlated with fluctuations at lower levels depends, as already 
explained, on the amo', .. mt of imaged light scattered into the line from 
the contin'.ll.lm. 
The ideal way to meaSi.lre the acattered light Q'-1antitatively 
would be with a sodhlm ab::Jorption tube, to create an absorption line 
which is intrinsically black at the center. In the ab .. ence of s'J.ch a.n 
absorption 'i:.1be. u few rough measurements have been made which. 
although they do not explicitly determine the $catterec1 light, do yield 
an order-of-magnit:.lde estimate. The following separate contributions 
to scattered light have been. measured: a) ghosts, b) light scattered 
parallel to the spec:tram from an HI emis.ion tube .ouree. c:) 
non-imaaed white sunlight seattered perpendicular to the spectrum. 
The details of the meaeurements are reported in Appendix D. 
Here we .ball merely summarize the results: The ima,ed scattered 
light lntenstty in the .econd OI'der 18 about 11,. of the direct intensUy. 
due partly to Ihoat. EP~F and the remainder (8ft) to scatterinl parallel 
to the spectru.m. In addition. rDMn-lmale~ scattered liaht (scattered 
perpendicular to the spectrum) has an intenslty of several percent of 
the direct intensity. 
Althoup the •• results have an important bearing on observa-
tional work planned for the futu .. e. they do not bave a sipifieant 
effect on the present observations. Hence we ehall not eil.cu •• them 
fllrther at thi. point. 
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PAR T U. METHODS OF OBTAlNlNO. REDUCING, AMI> 
ANALYZING DATA 
In Part 11 we shall £irst discuss in some detail the actual 
processes involved in obtaining the velocity spectroheliogran1s and 
subsequently "cancelling" them photolraphically to produce Popple,! 
flates a.nd penler di££erenc,: or ~p1aKtesK Following this we shall 
take ap a description of the methods of obtaining statistical informa-
tion about the reduced plates from an "aatocorrelation device. II 
Finally, we shall consider the VariO.l8 sourcea of error which can 
enter into the measured statistical properties of the photographic 
plates and the extent to which the:Je errors can lead to incorrect 
interpretation of the results. 
A. The Collection and Reduetion of Data. 
Most of the observational and photographic techniques to be 
diseulsed here bave already been presented (1,2). bu.t in the interelt 
of completeness we shall repeat the clhcus5ion, expanding on 80m. 
of the details which could be treated only lightly or not at all in the 
abovementioned papers. 
Observations were taken from mid-May until mid-September 
d1lring the summers of 1960 and 1961. Observation. generally belan 
within twenty or thirty minutes after sunrhe (as .oon as the image 
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brightness allowed and the sun roee far enough above the horizon to 
escape low-lying atmospheric turbulence) and continued al lone aa 
atmc,spherlc stability permitted (1l8Wllly between thirty minute. anel 
two houra). The method of observation is as foUow.: the spectral 
Une to be observed is chosen and the slit width., IIpeetroheliograph 
anel telescope focua. nominal positions of the C\lrvature and tilt cor-
rectinllensee. and zero correction for the line shifter seto The beam 
splitter h poaitioned with the appropriate order-separation filter 
and compensating filter setting, creating essentially identical imales 
ride by aide on the first aUt. The 17 em solar image is politioned 
on the first eUt. and the spectJ'alline desired is brought below the 
second slit by tilting the grating. Using the microscope and photometer, 
the center of the line profile ia found photometrically for light enter-
ing each ot four different positions along the first slit. If tho location 
of the center of the profile is found to vary along the slit, corrections 
of the curvature and tilt lens settings alii well as the zero position of 
the 11ne shifter are made llDtil the line is parallel to the slit to within 
at most 0.01 rom along its entire length. The area. of the SUD to be 
observed iii selected and the gllider is positioned accordingly. The 
gluder is checked to make .·..\re it ia opera.ting as 8ensitiv.ty a. pos-
.ible for the particula.r conditions of seeing. brightness, and scattered 
skylight. With the .alar image in it. observing position. the fiBal 
position of the entire epectralline is measttred. the alit is placed at 
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the center of the proftle, and the microscope is removed. Using the 
line 9hlfter. the spectral line is offset by the required amount. in 
op~Kite direction. fol' the two image II. This places the opposite' 
winge of the profile under each corresponding half of the slit. For 
most of oar observations the slit is offset to that point on the profile 
Idl 
where the logarithmic slope of the profile idT is greatest, thus 
alving the greatest Doppler sensitivity (,. 25 ). An ax 10 inch 
Eastman Kodak spectroscopic plate of the appropriate emulsion 
(n-O for \<5000 A. DF for 5000A<A.< 6800 A, leN for Ca+ 8S4Z) 
is loaded and placed in position above the second alit. The spectro-
heliograph traverse speed is :ielected alter noting the image bright-
ness 011 a brightness meter and the exposure is begun. At the end of. 
the exposure, which for a typical 11 crn traverse requires three to 
five minutes, the plate is immediately shifted to place fresh emulsion 
over the slit and a new exposure begun, this time with the spec:tro-
heliograph t2'avelling in the opposite direction. Sometimes the settinl 
of the line shifter is reversed between expos.lr6S, thus reversing the 
sign of the Doppler shift contrib<ltion to ea.ch image. The plate indexing 
circuit h actuated at each end of the image to provide registration 
mark. for ilse in later photographic 8'lbtraction. 
At the end of a sequence of observations, an ex-ended line 
p!oiUe is recorded, for later use in calibration. This is accomplished 
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in the following way: The shifter is relet to zero and the .lit drive 
motor is engaged with the micrometer which positions the second. 
sUt. thus enabUng the slit to be driven slowly acros. the line profile. 
A cam. which revolve, with the motor and act'..latee a micro.witch 
closing the plate indexing eirc\ut twice per revolution, h set to cl08. 
the indexing eircuit when the second. .lit is in the preciee position it 
occupied during the observation. Since the ~eeond slit micrometer 
moves at 0.50 mm per revolution. the plate indexer will aleo be 
act!.l.8.ted when the .lit h O. Z5 and 0.50 rom .ither side of its position 
during the observation. The slit is then backed off some di.tance 
greater than O. Z5 mm and a short specU'oheliogram i.e taken, during 
which the slit is driven past the .pectralline. The result is a greatly 
expe.nded line profile, with index marks at the precise wavelength 
occupied by the slit and at wavelengths corresponding to a. distance 
O.l5 rom either eide. The latter marks, together with knowledee of 
the spectrograph dhpersion, serve to establish the wavelength .cale 
of the profile. The line profile serves two purposes: (a> it recorda 
the exact position of the slit on the line and whether the alignment 
of the line and slit was satisfactory. and (b) it yields, after micro-
photometer tracing. the slope of the Une profile at the shifter offaet 
used; this is ••• ential in order to translate transmission variations 
on the plate into absolute velocity fluctuations on the sun. 
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Aiter the obwervatione are made. the plates are exposed at 
one edge to a calibrated step wedge source (red for n .. F and I-N 
.row.ions, violet for n-O). and developed for five (D .. O or I-N) or 
ten (n-F) minutes in full strength D .. 19, fixed, washed, and dried. 
Each member of a pair of lmage:i which were exposed simul-
taneoua!j in the ma.nner described above is ideally identical to the 
other in every respect except for small den sit}' variations ea\.1sed by 
Doppler sr..iftii of the 8pectralline, which prod.lce op£osite variations 
on the two images. In order to exu'act this "mall "difference signal" 
from the ml.l.ch larger main density field, a photographic subtraction 
techniqu.e is used: a negative contact print is made of one of the two 
images and developed to,mity gamma. s'lch that, when placed in 
reghter on its own positive. a -..lniform gray field results.. When 
placed in register on the other member of the image pair, however. 
the Doppler signals, being originall, of opposite polarity, now rein-
force. Therefore, these two plates when cemented in register show 
a ilniforrn gray field everywhere e~cept where there was a. Doppler 
fih.itt of the spectral line, and the departare from gra~neUs is propor-
donal to the magnitude of the shift. S'_lch a £oJ2pler pla*t.! exhibits 
.The relation between the intensi ty I striking any point of -. 
a photographic plate and the transmi •• ion T at that point on the 
developed plate is T ao: C Ir where C and r are functions of exposure and 
development time. For a contact print I ex: lIT where T is the 
tra.namb.ton of the plate being printed. qhel"efor~I if r = l~ 
T III con.t./T , anei the transmission of the original and-tts cantact 
placed in regPster i 5 T T a const. 
o 
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many intereating properties and merits detaUed study; however, it 1s 
abo of interest to subtract two Doppler pla.tes in the manner just 
described. This yields Dopp!er ~um or difference pla.tea, dependinl 
on whether the Une ahifter waa revel' eed or lett unchallged between 
expo.urea. A Doppler sum or difference plate exhibits departures 
from unitorm irayne. a at any point whenever the sum or difterenee 
o! the velocity field., a8 recorded at the two times the apectrohe1io-
gTaph scanned that point. ia not zero. These two times are separated 
by an interval which varies linearly along the plate from nearly zero 
(at that end of the ima,e scanned at the end of the first expoaure and 
at the beginning of the second exposure) to six or eight minutes at 
the other end. 
(In order to obtain a difference or sum plate from two sue-
cea.ively scanned Doppler plates, each of which consists of a "Iand. 
wich" of two plates cemented emulaion to emulsion. each Doppler 
plate ia firat projection printed to unity gamma in order to bring the 
imale to the surface of a plate for further ca.ncellation. During the 
projection printing the image is purpoeely slightly deloei.lsed by an 
amount sufficient to wash out the image of plate grain in the first can-
cellation, bl1t not enough to degra.de solar detail significantly. Follow-
ing thh. the procedure is the same as for a firat cancellation: a 
contact print of one imalle i. made to unity gamma a.nd sdperimpolJed. 
on the other to bring out the difference aignal between the two plates.) 
lO 
B.. qh~ Analysis of Data: Autocorr..!!a.tlon and Cro •• Correlatl~ 
Functions and Thel,!', Interpretation 
A s t~ shall di seu. s In Part nl. many of the res,.tlts obtained 
from this investigation ar-e qualitatively apparent after a vieual 
examination. of the plat.s in various etagee of red:Jction. However. 
to obtain quantitative information about the nature or the velocity 
8tructure (e. g. the magnitude of the velocities, the dimensions of 
the elements over which the velocity is coherent, the variation of 
average velocity with position on the solar disk, etc.). some sort of 
more objective measurement procedure is necessary. A traditional 
method of analyah would be to make essentially one-dimensional 
microphotometer tracings across an area of interest, and with the 
help of our velocity calibration procedures, to determine the velocity 
profile along the line traced. We are, however, more interested in 
the statistical properties of the field. as averaged over a. large area, 
than in the velocity as measured at discrete points with the micro-
photometer. 
By quite laborious measurement and analy sis procedure. it ls 
-
possible to obtain statistical information. such as the one-dimensional 
autocorrelation function, from a microphotometer tracin,. It would 
actllally be tar better to use a two-dimensional autocorrelation function 
Cor statistical analyaia. if it could e&sUy be obtained, since the two-
dimensional &l.ltocorrelation function averages statistical properties 
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over an area rather than along a line. A relatively painles/il method 
for obtaining the two-dimensional autocorrelation {,metion directly 
has in fact been developed. consequently a very large fraction of our 
q.ulntitative rtuulu hae been obtained from two-dimensional aato-
correlation f,lnctlon teehniq:lea. 
The two-dimensional a'ltocorreiation (A-C) fllnction of the 
tranemia.ion over a given area A is defined ali 
cr.) == * J T(r) T \r + i) dA ;; EqE~F Tcr + 'S) > 
A 
If we write the transmhsion of the plate a9 
T(1-) = T (1 + e (1'» • 
o 
where T 19 the average tran3mituion 
o 
T = (T (r) > • 
o 
then 
C(s) == T Z «1 + e("i» (l + lIl(r +-;»). or 
o 
C( s) == T Z (1 + ( € (-;) ~ (r + --;) ) ) • 
o 
(z. 1) 
(2.2) 
(Z.3) 
(2.4) 
where we have noted from eq'lation8 Z. Z and Z. 3 that < c (1) ) == o. 
If we define the normalize.d height of an a'.ltocorrelation fltnCtion to 
be 
H= eEo~ - C(ooJ 
eCce) 
(Z.5) 
we see from eq ,11 tion 2.4 that 
2 H= (e ). 
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(l.6) 
Thus the h.eight of an A-C function i. ~he mean square p!r~~ntale 
p.uc:tuation O!~!!K!rnhsiEFn of the area over.which the.mean h Eer-
formed. Similarly. one can obtain the cro,s correlation (e-C) func-
--
tion of two different plates with transmissions 
(2. 7) 
We see that 
(l.8) 
and 
(l.9) 
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of an A-C or C-C 
fClnction is a mea sure of the linear size of the elements 
in the field. The exact relation between the F W"HM and the statistical 
propertiei of the sizes of the elements is a complicated (unction of 
the power spectrum; nevertheless, mathema.tically amenable trial 
[:.lnctions yield A-C curves with halfwidths which are indeed of the 
same order of magnittlcta as the characteri3tic ~ize of the elements 
contl'ibuting to the A-C function. 
An A-C function contains much more information than that 
given by it. height and width. in fact, one can obtain from it the :lpectral 
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distribution of the statistical field represented by T(x, y). since the 
FOJ.rier transform of the A-C function is the absolute square of the 
Fourier transform of T( r) (3). However. all the regulh reported 
here have been obtained by analysis of the height and FWHM alone. 
In order to obtain the _~-c or C-C f~nction of the trant'mission 
field oC a. photographic plate. a device (Fig. Z-1) was built to carry 
out the integral involved in equation Z. 1 photometrically. To obtain 
the A-C function over a given area A of a plate. two copie~ of the plate 
- . 
are made which are mirror image 9 of each other. so that they may 
be placed in register with their emulsions in contact. We shall refer 
to the~e two plates aIJ a right-left eire On one plat-e. the entire 
area except for t.he area of interest is masked off. The plates are 
fixed to separate framell, which are placed in a holder in such a way 
that thelr enhllsions are in contact a.nd in register. A motor drive slides 
one plate slowly past the other. Collimated light is passed through 
the two plates and ill brought to a {OCUi on the photocathode of a 
photomultiplier tube. At each point, the light transmitted is pro-
portional to the product of the transmittances of the two plateii at that 
point, and the total light collected by the photomultiplier h the integral 
of that product over the area of intere3t. Thus, when the plates are 
displaced an amount s in the x-direction a.nd t in the y -direction, 
relative to each other, the photomultiplier record, C( ill, t) (eq. Z.I). 
In practice, t is utJually zero. The !lignal C(s. 0) trom the photo-
riaur. ~ .. 1. Schemadc: dlaaram of the &atocorre1atlon device. 
A: 6 ... v. 4. S A ~orKd .. fllament la.mp. air-cooled to 
reduce convection curren.ts. .8: beam dennin, stop. 
e: gradtent-compensating filter. ThJ.s IUter hat a. 
Unear a.enslty Iradient from adae to edge; by adjust-
tnlits azimuth. a.n over-all "tilt" of the AeC curve 
may be avoided. D, D '; plano-convex. c:ondensing 
lens... D renders the lipt parallel, and D' con-
c:entrattt. it upon the photomultiplier cathode. E., 
F: fixed mounting frame. V': movable frame. 
a, Olt circula.r plate carriers. These carrier 8 may 
be ro~ted o· -360· in azimuth and locked in position. 
H.M': matched riaht .. and left-band plates. emulalon 
sides In contact. The plates are {heed to the car-
rier G.O' so as to be in re .. ster when the carrier s 
are concentric and co-azimuthal. I: aperture stop 
which define. the area of integration. J: motor-
driven micrometer. which slidas frame F' 8lowly 
past F. (Motor not shown.) 
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Figure 2-1 
(Description on facir:I~ page (2Ja)) 
m·.uti:plier is amplified and fed into a 0-10 mY chart recorder. 
3tne. the fluctJ,1&tion of 5( s. 0) aeldom exceeds 10 percent, C( s, 0) 
varyinl between 9 and 10 mY when C(O. 0) ie nos-malized to 10 mV. 
a lOx multiplier reshtor is ineerted in the cis-cuU. along with a 90 
mY bucking voltage. 'Thus the chart recorder's range it between 
90 and 100 mY. aDd the full iJcale of the chart represente a 10 percent 
change in the dgnal. Multiplication by other factors with appropriate 
bllcklng voltages is alao lilometime, '.lsed. 
~se shall now discuss how the heights and F 'HEM of auto .. 
correlation and crou-correlation carves may be interpreted to yield 
quantitative information about the ~tathtical properties of the bright-
ness and velocity fields of the solar atmosphere. A number of basic 
assumptions underlie our interpretation~K Some of these have more 
vaUdit), than others; later we shall discuss the q<Kle~tion of their 
validity In some detail. The basic assumptions and their consequences 
are: 
1) The presence of a non-zero Une-of.eight component of 
velocity over an area sufficienUy large to be re,olved by the lnstru-
v 
ment simply :shifts the spectral line bodily by an amount A A. I:: - ). , 
c 
without changing it. shape or residual intensity. 
2) The alope of the line profile is constant over a wavelength 
range larger than any Doppler shifh actually encollntered; further-
more, it 1>1 oppollite for points equidistant from the line core 
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on either wing (the line is ~ymmetricFK Auumptions 1) and Z) 
imply that a Une-ol-sight velocity component adda an increment of 
intensity to a point on one image which is directly proportional to 
the velocity, while it subtracts an equal increment of intensity from 
the other image. The fractional increment in intensity Ie 
Al 
T :. :l: 
v A 1 
--c I 
d In I 
. 
d~ (Z.10) ). + l::. f... 
o 0 
where I(A) is the D~nshifted line profile, ~ is the position of the line 
o 
core, and AX is the of£Set of the line core from the 6lit. The line 
profile fE~F is the intrinsic line profUe smoothed out by the instru-
mental relilobtion window; i. e •• it is the intensity profile measured 
at the plate position by acanning with the second ;jlit. 
3) The intensity striking the plate consists of a mean inten$lt:,' 
pll.lS small fluctuations about the mea.n. If (x, y) are coordinates on 
the plate, I (Xt v) = I (l + ~E~~ 11 ), AlII «1. !!. 
. 0 I 0 I const StS of 
o 0 
the Doppler shift contributions 
v d 1n I 1. - ." ", (x t Y) 
c ~ (Z. 11) 
plus other contribution9 which we lump together into a term ~ (x. V). 
The main contribution to S is due to fluctuations of the solar intensity. 
(VIe shall often adopt the working hypothesis that!3 is proportional 
to a ,!.emperat::.:!! fluctuation. In view of the complexity of the problem 
of line formation. this is a rather risky assignment to make; one 
2:6 
justification will be the rather self·consistent picture which emerge. 
as a re:.lult.) We choose the signs of e and ~ :i'.lch that~I is positive 
for up!arj (approach) velocities when the slit is in the red _lng of 
the Une .. and f) lei pOidtive ior i?creases of intenaity. Then 
I r (x, y) III I (l f: ~ (x,;;) 1- j (x. y» (Z.lZ) 
o 
v 
where r and v refer to t:-.e red and violet wings of the line. Fllrther, 
we assume t ~ ! <Ie 1 and 'f' 1« 1. I is ehoiJen such that 
o 
< :t: 6 + S} o. i. e., (i» = < ;3 ) = o. (1 = (I ).) 
o 
4) The gamma of thf> apectroheliograph plate is constant. 
Therefore, the transmisliion l' of the plate is 'r ex l. From 3), 
r !\ I T = T o( 1 ± 6 + ~F • Because T « 1, we approximate 
T :: T (1 + r e * r.5 ). 
o 
(z. 13) 
5) In t,.l}e reduction ?roeess. a contact transparenc:. of one 
hnage is expo Bed and developed to gamma (it id ass:.!med) of exactly 
mit,. Then the transmihion of the contact. T 0= (T )-1 = 
er rJ 
1 v v 
T (1 + r Ai: r' ). ~ T (1 - r e- To r.s). Therefore, when the con-
oc oc 
tact ia placed in regi&ter"pon its mate, the sinB~ (lX) £anceUatlo'! 
which results hajJ the tranRmi~eion 
T 1 = T (1 + r fJ * r 0 ) 'l' (1 - r e 2: r 6 ) It T IX (1 ± zr 6 ) X 0 0<: 0 
(z. 14) 
to terms ot second order in $ and a • 
1.7 
6) 3imilarly, a ~!!gwuF =anceUati01!! which is prepared 
by making a contact print to um ty gamma of a singly cancelled 
Doppler plate a.nd placing it in reg! ster upon a second Doppler plate 
taken at a different time, has a transmission (i£ the shUter was set 
30 the first Doppler plate hal. T IX = T IX o( 1 + Zf e. ) ) 
T zx:: T IX 0(1 + 2r «x, y. tl (x, y» T IX oc( 1 ~ zr 6(x. y. tZ(x. y» or 
(1.. 15) 
T zx= T zx 00 + Zf (6 (x. y, t 1) Of 6 (x, Y. t 2» • depending on whether the 
shifter was left unchanged (difference) or reversed E~umF between ex-
posures. t 1(x, y) and tz(x, y) are the two times of scanning the point(x, V). 
5) and 6) follow from assuming tluity gamma of the plates 
in the cancelling process and that I a I and; (, ! « 1. 
1£ we accept the preceding a.uamptions, and if we a.dd tho 
(non-trivial!) ali sumption that the output of the autocorrelation machine 
really i 3 the purported a\ltocorl"elation function, we may relate tho 
- . 
height of the eurve9 to the stathtieal parameters of the 301ar velocity 
and brightness fields. Namely: 
1) The root mean square (rros) velocity is determined from 
the height of an A-C function of a Doppler (singly cancelled) plate to 
be 
( v l )' = «£ 1 Z t 1 1 2 ~ I~ ) ) e :- d In i 2f ( (If f,) ) or ~ d In I ~ 
clX dl (Z.16) 
< v 2)! c 1 },. = - 'din T (H lX)" • O~ 
dX 
za 
. din t din T 
using equations Z. Z, Z.6, and Z. 14 and notmg r d)' ,- = ~-
d ~ tis found from a mierophotometer tracing of the line profile 
(see Section C). 
1) The I'm •• um or difference between the velocity as measl.\l"ed 
at two times tl and t z i. found in the same way from a.n autocorrela-
tion curve of a (doubly cancelled) sum or difference plate to be 
(Z.17) 
c 1 
.- -
_. 2X 
--;i In T 
--;rr-
Eko~ that the velocities and velocity differences or sums obtained 
are independent o£ r . ) 
3) We may aho investigate the 1'm3 velocity. the rms intensity 
fluctuation, and the correlation between them from a.utocorrelation 
and C1'03:.1 correlation curve;) of the original apectrohe1iograph image 
pairs. The A-C and C-C funed01l8 of the red and violet images may 
be written: 
a) r r C (.):1 (T (K,)') T (x+s,y».: < [1 (x.y») [1 (Xi-s,y») ), 
rr r r r I' 
b) r r C (.) = < T (x,y) T (x+.5,y» .: ([I (x,)» (1 (x+I,y») ), and 
vv v v v v 
c) r r c (8):: < (I (x,y)] (I (x+s.y)] ) • 
I'V r v 
(2. 18) 
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U sing equation Z.5, and droppinl terms above the fleeond order in 
• and 6. we find 
a) 
b) (l.19) 
e) 
Thus, 
a) 
b) (Z.lO) 
c) 
c 1 e 1 
FinaUy, using v III r d in I 6" r r dIn T/d'A. 6. we obtain 
• dA 
a) ( V z) e Z [ 1 J 2( \ 
= ~ d )n q/d~ Hrr + Hvv • Z Hrv' • 
1 b) (H + H + Z H ), and 
rr vv rv 
(l.21) 
c) ("v) :: 1 (N .. H ). 
rr v .. , 
c • 
'in'" dIn T 
dl. 
Note that if our undel'lying assumptions are correct, this second 
Z 
:5oparate method of determining (v ) (eq_ 2.21) abould agree with 
the first one (e<l. l. 16). We shall :Jee later that there is actually 
slpificant disagreement between the results d the two methode, 
indicating that if we wish to obtain very precise quantitadve lnlorma-
don, we should "eline OlU' a99'1UJ)ption. and perhapa abo our 
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techniques of obtaining A-C aDd C .. C curves. 
C. Ca.libration 
• 
A s we saw in the last section, in order to interpret density 
fluctuations on Doppler plates in terms of actual velocities of gaee. 
in the 90lar atmosphere ... e need to know the logarithmic slope of the 
liBe ywoftle alli recorded Oft the photographic plate at the wavelength 
I dT 
of observation. 1. e.. T dr or d 'n TIe]).. This is aecomplhhed 
by tracing the line pI' ollie with a recording mic:rophotometer. For 
e&3e of analysis. the mierophotometer h used in c:onjunetion with 
a curve follower on an x-y recorder, which causes In T to be plotted 
e 
directly. where T is the tranlsmi88ion ef the plate. The micropho-
tometer slits u.ed are long and rather wide. in order to average out 
moat of the detail of the solar surface which is auperposed on the 
structure of the apectral line. Typical plots of log T versus" are 
e 
shownin Figure Z-Z(a). Alao shown are the changes in transmission 
on the original IlpecU'oheUogram pairs for a velocity ci 1.0 km/sec. 
We see from equatiOlls z. 16 and Z. 17 that the change in transmission 
on a Doppler plate will be twice &8 great. while on a Doppler ,urn 
(if the velocity bas not changed in the interim) it will be four 
times as great. 
d -tn T The logarithmic: slope of the micl"ophotometer profile. dA ' 
as measured at the ofhet used 'in the observation, variel' from observa-
tion to observation, ;aince the shape of the profile is sensitively 
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6102.73 
a) Profile of Fe6102 and Ca6103. The middle index mark is at the 
normal observing posi tion for the violet image of a Ca6l03 Doppler 
plate. The separation of the index marks corresponds to 0.22 mm. 
or 0.36 A at the spectrograph. T = transmission of continuum. 
Arrows indicate changes in transriii::>sion for v = + L 0 km! sec. 
1 
'r + I r = 2.30 D f~+ D I 1I- F i TI-a 
- I ~f / I I I 
0 I 2 0 H 
H 
b) H-D curves for II-F and II-O plates. H = logl (intensity x 
exposure time), D = -loglO (percent transmissionp. Zero of H 
is arbitrary. Arrows show normal limits of density fluctuations. 
Figur e 2-2 
:u 
depeDd.ellt upon spe<:tI'oheliogl'aph slit width, ,pectr.-heUogl'aph focus, 
gamma of the plate. aftd mean density of the plate. Thus the Ulle 
profile mUlt be measured for each plate reduced. 
We .ee from equadon ~K Zl(b) that in order to interpret 
brlghtne:u-caused density fiuctuatiolu in term. of aetual brightnes. 
fluctuations on the sun, we need in addition to know r for the original 
spec::trohellolram. although v~loeitl measuremenh are independent of 
r. r i 6 determined from the atepwedge placed em the plate at the 
time of observation by a calibrated step light source. Typical JI .. D 
curves for the plate t1 used are shown in Figure Z-Z(b) with mean 
densities and limit. of density fiUCtuation8 aho illustrated. 
D. 3ensidvhy aDd Errol" 
....... --_ ... .. 
Most of the qtUlntitative results to be presented in Part m 
depend entirely on measured heights and balf.widthlJ of A .. C and C.c 
curves. Thu. for each plate the total output of information may be 
contained in one or at most several A-C or C-C curves, which there .. 
fore represent the 801e end product of a rather complex and tedious 
observation and data reduction program. (Whea the number of fruit-
le~n trip. up Mt. WilBon on day" of poor seeing. the obeervational 
errors, and blind paths pursued are taken into accouat. the total 
investment of effort pel' piece of output data looms rather 1&1' Ie. ) 
Thus it is well worth while to aDaly.e carefully the natUl'e of the 
recorded A-C and C -C function., and in particular to determine to 
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what extent they dif'fer £rOI'D the "tl'ue" A-C and C -C functions for 
the BUD. We define the IItrue" functions .s those which would be 
obtained uncleI' pel'fect coaditiona--the theoretical spatial reaolutiou 
of the tel •• cope, infinitely '11&1"1'0. spectrohe1iograph 811te. no .cat-
tered lilht, no lens aberrations, con.tant lamma of the plate., no 
plate grain, exactly unity gamma in the reduction proce •• , perfect 
superposition during cancellation, etc., but with the Ame wavelength 
re solution, and thUIi deriving from the same range of opti~Cl depth 
which contributes to the actual observations. Unfort..usately, the 
problem of error s is so complex that it ie useless to attempt to assip 
a mapitude to each error source and then combine them into a tt.nal 
errol' estimate. We eball in the end have to rely on certain direct 
measurements in order to obtain a meaningful quantitative error 
elltimate. Nevertheless, it is useful to have in mind the variolls 
sources, in order to recoamae the precautions which need be taken 
to minimise the errors. To this end we have undertaken to investipte 
aU !lignifieant sources of error and, whenever possible, to make 
estimates of their importance by comparison with measurements. 
The re.u1ts of thh study are presented in Appendix m. Also in 
Appendix m we present our best attempts at quantitative estimates of 
the limit .. of error. drawn from actual measurements of 80me of the 
various separate contributions to errOl"8, born the standard deviation 
of Bets of obeervadone of the same quantlty, and from internal 
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b,eons1etencies in the autocorrelation cllI've tracinl proces.. Here 
we shall summar i.e the principal results obtained ia Appendix m: 
1) Source" of E1'ror 
.. 
£1'1."01'8 in the final A-G function may be introduced at any or 
aU of the stage'!! of ob.ervation and reduction. The foUowinl Uat 
summarizes the er1'O'l'8 in the order in which they al'e introduced: 
at the time of obseJ'vation and development of the plates include: 
resolution 1085 due to imperfect ••• lna. to imperfect spec:troheliogl'aph 
resolution, and to third-order aberrations of the opectrohe1ioCl'aph. 
imperfect settitll r:4 the spectroheliolrapb foc\1s, the curvature and 
tilt correctinglen8eIJ, or the position of the aUt on the epeetralline; 
non-constant r of the plate. dlJ.st streaks. and blemishes on the 
emul.ion. All of these SOl.J.I'C6S of error except the fir st may be 
K~etentially eliminated by proper observational, photographic, aDd 
measarement techniques. The inevitable presence of reaolution 100. 
requires us to select only plates with the best seeina for atathtlcal 
aoalysh. and to intercompare only plates taken ander similar coadi. 
tions of aeeing. We must aho make suitable corrections for variation. 
alo-ug the spectrograph sUt of spatial a.nd wavelength resolution, when 
compariDI areas on the same plate but exp0:ied at different potftt. on 
the slit. 
b) Error:J introduced into the fir at cancellation include noft-a....· ... .• 
ueity gamma. of the contact print and imperfect registration of detaU 
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on the two images being eaKnc:~redK For velocity observation., the 
range of density on the original platea ia sufficiently smaU that r may 
be kept constant over the entire den.tty range. and by proper choice 
of exposure and development times for the contact print its vahle 
may be made very close to unity. It h. however, sometimes impes. 
sible to achieve perfect regidtration aU over the image. due to third-
order aberrations of the spectroheliograph which cause unequal 
magnification of the two in'iaged. 
c) Errors introdllced into the second cancellation are similar 
.... . -
to tho se introdllced into the fir st cancellation, but somewhat more 
serio!..!,. The contrast of a £11" at cancellation for a few lines is sui-
fieiently great that the density range over which r :: 1 on the second 
ca.ncellation may in .some ca~e::i be exceeded. Slow drifts ol the 
guiding system with time a.re common and lnay make perfect regia-
trat10n over the entire plate impolil sible. Distortions of the image 
due to seeing £luctua.tiona compound the problem. 
d) Error2., in the autocorrela.tion curve tr!Kc~nj ,froces,! arhe 
from the preparation of right-left prints and from the actual tractui 
of the curve. The principal cont ribution of the former is from imaged 
plate grain which wa s introduced in the original plates and each of 
the reduction stages. This maj be minimized by slightly defocusing 
the imale when projection printing the cemented fir st canceUadon 
(p. 19). and when projection printing the right-left pail's. Errors 
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in the eurve tracing process may arise from laek of perfect regis-
tration of the plates in the A...c machine, from Impl'oper masking 
of blemishe., and {rom effects due to the boundary of the area 
integrated. Ambigu,ities in normalization of A ... C and C..c C\ll'Ves 
have not been entirely avoided. 
e) Calibration error:;. finally t arise from the dUfie ulty of 
-- -- -
accurately measuring the logarithmie slope of a line pro£Ue and 
variations of the profUe from polnt to point on the solar image aDd 
on the spect1'obeUoaraph slit. 
2) Limit9 of Error 
The combined effects o£ the numerous source. of error j1l8t 
listed have been estimated in several waYaJ: 
a) "Nohe plate.!" were obtained with the alit on the aame 
wing of the spect1'al Une for each ima.ge. Thus the velocity field 
should be cancelled ra.ther than relnfor~ed in the subtraction proces., 
leaving only "nmsell due to imperfect cancellation, non-unity gamma, 
etc. Comparhon with D.Ormal Doppler plates ~-ieldK a II signal to 
Dohe" ratio of about 16 to 1 for rms velocity as mea.ured Oft Dopplel' 
plates. 
b) Measurements of the self-consistency of sets of A-C and 
........-... "' --.. F'II 
C .. C function. indicate that er1"or'3 of about 20 percent in rms velocity 
may be introduced by the reduction and' measurement proc:e ••••• 
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c) Ca.libration el"rOl"11 have been estimated to be about 10 
percent, from the dhperGion 01 repeated mea.l#urements of the same 
profile. and of d1£fel'ent profile 51 of the \lame speetralline. 
d) The observed dh2!:rSlion of measurements of velocity in 
one spectral line is uflually 1e4\5 than Z5 percent. 
With the help of the above considera.tions, we adopt 30.40 
peJ'cent ail a conserva.tive estimate of the "Ur-nits of er1"or" of the 
velocity measured on a Doppler pla.te. Much of. this error is Iv.team-
"tic; as we s.hall disC:Uli slater, 81'1'01"9 in relative velocititu (as 
'" 
meal'Jured lor instance at different parts of a spec:trall1ne 01' dUe 
feront points on the sun) are much leas. 
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PART m. THE OBSERVATIONS 
We now proceed to a diacIlsaion of the observation. of time-
varying macroscopic velocity and intenaity fields in the solar atmoa-
phere. A nllmber of the observation. Civen hert:: have already been 
reported (2) in somewhat lese detail. 
Cbservations of solar '''elocity fields were attempted in the 
fashion described in Part II on virtLUllly every clear morning from 
June through September of 1960 and 19b1. The eeeing was considered 
good when a resolution of a few second8 of arc was a.ttained; only 
rarely was one-second resol'.ltion encountered. The principal 
observations made were Doppler difference and sum scans with 
various time lags in lines of differing strengths, and scans in the 
core of certain chrortlospheric lines. The lin~a most oiten employed 
were, in order of increasing strength, Fe610Z, Ca6103, Ba + 4554, 
+ + NaS896, MgS1?3, Ca 3933, Ca 8542 and H0'6S63. Roughly 32 
percent of the observations, tho.e with the beat inl&ge quality or 
having some partic,llar property of interest, were reduced. 30me 
of the reduced plates were analyzed only viltually; the other. under-
went measurements, in varioulil stages of the reduction process, on 
the autocorrelation machine described in Part II and (for line profile 
calibrations) on the recording microphotometer in Robinson Labor-
atory. 
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We sball belin by presentina the relultIJ of observations of 
the in.tantaneol.1S line-of-sight velocity field .. -the size of the 
e1ementa of the field. the magnitude of the Une-ot-eight velocities. 
and the variations of these parameters with height in the solar atmos .. 
phere and with position on the disk. We shall then present evidence 
for a quast-oscillatory variation in time of the velocity at every point. 
We shall eval:.late the "average period" of this oscillation and see how 
it varies with altitude, and abo investigate the IIUfetime" of the 
oscillation. Next we shall turn to the lntenaity (brightness) fillCtU" 
ationa of the oscUlating elements and discJ.s8 evidence for a correlation 
between brightness and velocity. W. ehall see that this correlation 
varie,. in a regula.r way with altitude. Finally. we shall find that at 
higher elevations the intensity field also undergoes a quasi-oscillatory 
variation. We .hall evaluate the "average period'l of this variation, 
its change with altitude, and the phase relation between the brightness 
and velocity o.cUlationa. 
In this part we shall content ourselves with pres.nUns only 
the observational results, deferring all speculations ae to their 
interpretation or their interrelationships to the Dhculdon in Part 
IV. 
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A. The ~natantCneouK Velocity Field 
A singly cancelled Doppler plate of the inner wing of a 
medium-strong specnalline, such as Ca,6l03. exposed over the 
center of the solar dhk, reveals a velocity "gl'anlllation" pattern 
somewhat similar in size and appearance to that of the ordinary 
photo.pheric gran\llation ad seen with poor resolution" (Fig. 3-1(a». 
Indeed, the qll3.litative similarity between the two patterns, as well 
as the small separation of at most a few hllndred kilometers between 
the line-forming region at ,. ..... 005 to .05 and the photollpheric 
granulation at,. ...... 0. S leads l18 to 8uspect that they are intimately 
connected. The similarity of the appearance of the velocity field 
to the white-light gra.nulation is largest for the loweat-lying lines, 
i. e., those closest physically to the pbotospheric granl.uation. All 
one observes stronger and stronger lines, formed at higher a.nd 
higher levels in the atmosphere. the aiae of the Ilgranulea" in the 
velocity field increases to many times that of the photospheric 
granule,. and magnetic fields in plages begin to inhibit the velocity 
field (Fig. 3-l(b». Finally, in the high H'y chromosphere (eil. 
3-1(c, d». the gas motiona seem to bear no apparent relation to the 
photospheric granulation far below. 
For each of the spectral lines observed, a nllmber of Doppler 
plates have been obtained and reduced. and their autocorrelation 
(A-C) C'Jrves obtained aD described in Part U. 'fypical A-C curve. 
39a 
Figure 3- 1. Singly cancelled Doppler plates: 
(a) Ca6103, ~xK:: O.lA; darker areas receding. 
(b) Na5896, 6\:: O.lA; darker areas receding. 
(c) eaKSRSPIS~=lKPRA; darker areas approaching. 
(d) Ha.6563, ~xK= O.7A; darker areas approaching. 
(a) 
(c) 
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for six of the spectral line. Uty~dled are tlbatrated in Figure 3-2. 
Comparieon of the .ar10ne curves with each other shows that both 
the height (i. e •• mean square velocity) and width (i. e., the lIiz. of 
the elements of the velocity field) increase as we progress from 
weaker to stronger line.. The average rms velocity for each of the 
lines haa been determined with the help of a number of such A-C 
1. It z v c H-
functions, using the relaUon < v, :: zr d '0 T/d"A. (see po 27) 
where H is the height of the A-C f .:mction a.nd. d 'n T is the loga-
. -dk 
rithmic slope of the line profile, mealiurad at the position of the alit 
on the line wing. Table I lists the rms vertical velocity for the dU· 
ferent lines as averaged from a nilmber of measure. of different 
plates from different ob3ervations. 
Table 1 1 
Line Offset No. or Sleb of No. o! 
.' v2}t 
(A-) observation. meaSi.lreS (km/sec) 
Fe6102 .10 3 18 .41 li:. 04 
Ca6103 • 10 4 Z3 .43 *.06 
B&+4554 .07 1 4 .50 
NaS896 .11 3 20 .56 •• 07 
Ca+854Z .l3 1 Z 1.8 
Roo 6563 .35 1 Z 1.6 
1 
Deviations shown are rme deviation. from the mean of a. number 
of measurements of various areas on several different platea, each 
plate taken on a different day. As shown in col'lmn three, the 
measuremenh lor the linea 8a+4554. Ca+S542. and H!.l' 6563 were 
each made on plat •• {rom a ainsle set of observations, and hence 
for these lines we have no estimate of probable errors d'lO to seeing 
and calibration variations. 
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Aho Iht.d in Table 1 are the number of different aetll of 
observation. contributing to the average, and the n',u:nber of A-C 
curves obtained. (In each set of observations, several plates may 
have been taken and on each plate several A -C cllrves were often 
run over different areas, or scanned in different directions.) Devi-
ations '!Jhown are rms deviations from the means; most of the eontri-
bl.ltions to the le deviations are due to certain factors which vary 
from plate to plate and da~ to day. Chief among these are: (a) aeeing 
variations, with consequent variations in resollltion of the solar 
velocity field, and (b) velocity calibration errorliJ, different for each 
aet o{ obeervation.o 
Table 11 shows the results of a.ttempts to explore the velocity 
structure within individual spectral lines by taking plates at different 
offsets. For each line. although the individual velocities are subject 
to the errors just mentioned, the relative size" of the velocities are 
nearly free of such errora: (a) l'he effect of slow seein, variations 
ia eisentially eliminated by expolling an entire set of images with 
different Qffsets from a line during a sinale ob.ervational .equence. 
and also by arranging the order of taking the imaaos such that an 
image at every offset immediately precedes and follows &n image at 
every other offset. (b) Since all images are part of the same observa-
tional sequence. the calibration i., the same lor aU. The remaining 
variations which contrihi,lte to the rms deviations shown in Table n 
Line 
Fe610Z 
Ca6103 
Na5896 
• 
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• Tabl. U 
Variation of Velocity within Spectral Line. 
Olfset (A) (vz) t (km/ •• c) 
( 0.13 0.35 + 0.01 
( • 10 .37 :; .01 ( .07 - .01 .40 + 
-( .04 .49 + .0) 
-
( • 13 .43 + .01 
-( • 10 .40 + .02 
-( .07 .43 + .01 
( .04 - .05 .. 45 + 
-
( .. 1·, .42 + .01 
{ .14 -.41 + .01 
{ .11 .4:8 + .01 
( -0.08 0.49+0.01 
........ ----
Eight measurements were made of four differont image. for 
each ofhet. Deviations shown are rms deviations from their 
mean. The values of the velocities disagree with thoae in 
Table I because they refer to only one set of obaervations, 
while entries in Table I show the average of several sets of 
observations. 
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are mainly due to photographic and instrumental noise in the A.C 
curve tra.cing proces.. In addition, there are probably small 
sy.tematic errors remaining due to errorli in measuring the differ .. 
ence in velocity calibra.tion between dillerent parts of a line profUe. 
Nevertbelesli, it 18 felt that these measurements do indicate a tendency 
towa.rd higher velocities in the core of a line than in its winas. 
We conclude from Tables I and 11 therefore that there is a 
definite trend toward the increatte of vertical velocity with height 
in the JPper photosphere and. lo\v chromosphere. both from line to 
line and within lines. Thh finding is in sllbetantial agreement with 
that of other investigators (4,5,6). It should be pointed out that the 
velocities listed in Tables J and U. being rm5 velocities averaged 
over areas containing both quiescent and moving elementa, do not 
represent t}'pical velocities of a moving element.. Indeed, if we 
anticipate the reaults of the discussion in Part IV and a~Cociate the 
motions with the presence of bright photospheric granulelJ directly 
below, we find from estimates (7) of the fraction of the photosphere 
covered by bright granulel9 that approximately one-third of the atmos. 
phere directly above is in motion. The figure of 1/3 a.lso alree. 
with the estimate by Evans and Michard (8) of the fraction of the 
vertical velocity field ;mdergoing oscillatory motion at anyone time. 
Thus typical velocities within individual moving element. might be 
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about /3 times as large au aiven in Tables 1 and U. The ob.erved 
vel<xitiea lilted in Tables I and n are plotted. with their probable 
errors, in Figure 3 ... 3. The abeet •• a is the height above T. 0.003 
at which the vario''\s velocities are observed. The actual aselanmel1t 
of a height of formation to a given part of the profile of a given line 
is of course an exc:eedinaly complicated matter. In Filure 3-3. and 
el:lewhere in this paper, we define the beight z of formation to ~ 
the height where the emergent intensity 1E~F as meaiJttred by the 
residual intensity of the line is equal to the black body IfO;'ll"Ce function 
2Tfh Z hc/)"kT -1 
Bx (T) !i. ~ - (e ... 1). l' = T{z) is the eq lilibrium temper-
A 
at.!re prevailing at height ti. Th.le, if r is the l'eeidual intensity 
e~;;preU1gedK all a fraction of the continuum intensity. 1("-) II B>. (T{z» =: rBA (Te) 
(Te i.a the lI effective temperatUl'e" of the sun .. ). z is then determined 
hv/kTe 1 
for each val'1.e of residual intensity by solving r I: =hv/kT· for 
e *.1 
T{z) and \.lying an atmospheric model (we uaed the model giv.n by 
Allen ('i») to determine z. This crude approximation cannot avoid 
giving incorrect abiJolute heights. especia.lly in the chromosphere 
where the continuous opacity is nmch leis than the line opacity and 
where the aource tunc tiOll becomes complicated through scattering 
and the absence of local thermodynamic equilibrillm. Noverthe1ee., 
the orderin&., of the lines which it sUllosts ia probably approximately 
correct; the exact placement of the lines will not seriously affect the 
interpretation. which will result from the observations. 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
<v 2)112 
(km/sec) 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
44a 
. /. 
• = Fe 6102 } 
• = Co 6103 FROM TABLE I 
• = No 5896 
• = Bo+4554 
8 = Fe 6102 }{FROM TABLE II, 
o = Co 6103 NORMALIZED TO 
o = No 5896 TABLE I 
lKl~----~~----~------~-------i------~------~---------
-300 -200 -100 o 
HEIGHT ABOVE T = 0.003 (km) 
Figure 3-30 (v2)' versus height of formation for upper photospheric 
line So 
Solid figures: Data from Table I. 
Open figures: Data from Table II, normalized to agree 
with Table I at offsets common to the two tables. 
(See footnote to Table II.) 
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We conclude our diaculuion of the instK~ntaneouK lin.-of-sight 
velocity field by an observation about the effect of the relatively 
strong magnetic fields in plage regions on the velocities. On plate. 
taken in Ca. 6103 and Na 5896, the rms velocity is reduced in aize in 
plage regions, And the velocity structure is diffuse in appearance. 
(Cf. Fig. 3-1(b).) 'Ne are apparently aeelng an inhibition o{ the 
motion due to the magnetic fields. The inhibition appears gl'eatest 
both in magnitude and spatial extent in Na. 5896. liigure 3 .. 4 illustrate. 
A-C curvetJ corresponding to plaga areas and non-plale areal on the 
Na 5896 Doppler plate of Figure 3-1(b). 
B. S ze .0£ ~e ElementliJ. of the V ~l~_~ity Fi.!!2. 
It has already been mentioned that the elements in the small 
scale Doppler field vary in aize from somewhat larger than that of 
the photospheric granulation at levels immediately above the granu-
lation to severa.l times the photospheric gran1llation at the level of 
the NaD line. It h ftomewhat difficult to describe this variation pre-
cisely, due to the fact that the apparent eell size depends etrongly on 
the image quality of the pla.te being studied. Therefore. a. collection 
of mea.surements of half-widths of A -C carVeS of &singl)' cancelled 
Doppler plates will exhibit large va.ria.tions between data. from different 
sets of observations; the variationlil are considerably larger than half-
width variations of different a.reas on the sa,me plate. Nevertheleell, 
45<.i 
-18000kmr-
a 
5 
Figure 3-4-. A-C curves of Na5896 velocity field, (a) outside 
plage- and (b) inside plage. Plate is that 
illustrated in Figure 3-1(b). 
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by studying only thos. plates lor which the seeing was exceptionally 
good, we find enough aelf-eoneistency in the different ball-widths for 
given 11nes to have some confidence in the rather large variation. 
of apparent cell size from line to Une. 
Figure 3-5 shows as cr08sea a plot of the full width at half 
maximum of A-C curves of Doppler plates of various spectral lin ••• 
The curves which were measured are similar to thoee Ulustrated in 
Figure 3-2. Also shown as dots are half-widths 01 A-C functions of 
the original image. taken on either wing of the line. Each cross 01' 
dot repre •• nta the average of a number of A-C scan. over eeveral 
different areas on a set of plates from a single ob.ervational •• quen.ce. 
The ordinate is the half-width in units of km on the sun; the u.n •• are 
arranged along the abacilsa in the same way as Figure 3-3. In view 
of the fact that the total change in altitude 01. line formation between 
the Fe 6102 line and the Na 5896 line ill probably not more than a lew 
hundred km , i. e •• less than the order of magn1tude of the .ize of 
the ceU. themselve •• t:he more than doubling of their abe in such a 
distance ae implied by Figure 3-5 is a very significant change. 
It also a.ppears from Figure 3-5 that the size of the velocity 
field for Fe 610Z and Ca 6103 is very nearly the size of the photospheric 
granulation field, aa photogra.phed in green light by the ,ranulation 
camera at the 60 foot tower •• This is sca.rcely surprhina in view of 
.. A~ exact comparison of the siz •• of the elements in the two fielda h 
impo •• ible since the Iranulation camera hal far better In.tJtu.mental 
reaolution than does the 'pectl"obeliolraph. 
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Figure 3-5. FWHM (km) versus height of formation for original 
images exposed on spectral line wings (dots) and 
Doppler plates (crosses). Also shown (circle) is the 
FWHM for a direct photograph of+ the solar granulation. 
(Heights of atmospheric lines Ca 8542 and H 6563 are 
ct from De Jager (10).) 
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the close physical a..sociation of the velocity field at that altitude 
with the granulation field directly below. It should be pointed Ollt 
that although aU 01 the points on the f'igtlre represent pla.tes of unu8wU 
itnage quality. the average image quality lor Fe 610Z and Ca 6103 
considerably 8urpasSert that of the other lines. Therefore. the cU!-
ferenee in half-width between these. two !lnes and the higher lying 
lines represents an upper limit, and the true difference is quite 
probably somewhat less. 
A few upper chromosphertc linea are also included in Figure 
3-5. The hall-width for theae lines representa a characteristic size 
of the vcUocity field at this altitude, but it should be recalled that this 
field is apparently uncorrelated witK~ the gran,uation or the velocities 
at lower levels. Rather it is to be O1.s8odated with the velodty Ktr~c· 
ty~re of the "chromospheric mottling" visible on ordinary spectrohello-
gra.ms. a.nd discussed by DeJager (5). The size of thh chromo_pheric 
velocity detail appears to remain roughly constant from the level of 
Na 5896 to the level of Het • 
Near the center of the fh,lar disk (e =: O. cos 9 =: 1) the obaerva-
donalline-of •• ight coincide:; with. the local vertical. and thus the 
--
Doppler shift technique 18 sensitive to only vertical. ra.ther than 
horizontal. veloc::itiee. Near the limb of the sun (8. 90·. eos 4) • 0). 
the Une-o{.sight coincides with a local horizontal line. and the aitu-
.. .. 
ation is rel.'erse':i: only horizontal velocities can be detected. 
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Therefore, an analyate of the va.riation of llne-of-.iaht veloc:ity with 
eoe e will yield information on the relativo abea of the horizontal 
and vertical componenta of the velocity field. 
For the linea Fe6102, Ca610l, and Na5896, such an analysltJ 
bas been ma.de. The plates ulled for this purpose included areas on 
the 151m from the center nearly to the limb, a..nd f\l.rthermore bad 
exceptional image quality. On all of the plates the Doppler granulation 
can be observed to well past e • 45-. In regions where 9 h 1arler 
than about 30·. there is some danger of confusing the Doppler granu. 
latlon with the long-Uved large cells of primarily horizontal motion 
discus8ed by Leighton et &1. (2). However. the great difference in 
size between the two velocity fields does permit a separation of their 
contrib1ltione to the overall velocity field. 
The method of analysis in all three lines was to mask off all 
the area on the singl}' cancelled plate except that wit.lrln an annulus 
(p, dp) of wid.th dp II: dEosine~ O. 03R centered at p II: R sin'. For each 
value of p, two A-C curves were run, one perpendicular to the 11mb, 
the other parallel. The heights of these A.c curve. were melldured 
with reepect to a baseline choaen to intersect the A-C eurve. C(.) 
at a distance!. IJ' from the central peak, where 8' corre.ponds to 
3 sec of arc (2400 km) for the Ca and Fe platee, and 1 see of arc 
(5600 km) for the Na plate. Thi& choice of baseline include. moat of 
the contribution of the small-scale velocity field (aOOO km for Fe and 
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Ca; 3500 km for Na) to the autocorrelation peak. yet elhninate. moat 
of the contribution of the larae convective ceUs, who •• size 18 
mea.ured (2) to be 14000 to 18000 km. 
The velodty ie derived from the heilht of the A-C curves 
measured in the above fa.hion by dividing the aquare root of tho beight 
by the logarithmic slope of the line profile as measured separately for 
each value oh: (v l ) t (p) : ir ~~: ~Ci . (5 ... eq'. Z.16, p. 27.) 
en 
The elope of the Une profUe i. determined by two factors: 
(1) the elope of the intrinsic 801ar profile, which d.ecreal •• from 
center to limb of the sun, and (Z) the curvature of the focal IUl'face 
for spectral line. at the specuoh.Uolraph, which cau ••• the apparent 
alope of the Une proiU. to decrease from the center to edge of the 
aUt. The latter effect actually con.iderably exceeds the former and 
-
therefore the profile should be mealJured at the appropriate dletance 
along the alit. On the pla.tes used, however, the position Oft the aUt 
-
varie .. over the annulus (p, d,) of integration: at each value. of 10lal' 
latitude the di.tance x along the slit from that point on the aUt which 
8canned the center of the disk is given by x l.ID P co. t. Since a sil-
niflcant range of latitude was covered in the imale. we measured 
the profile at that point J. which was the averace poaltioa on the alit 
of pointe In the annulus: t(p). J ,g",.) dt 
rd. 
,> 
To analyze the contribution of the horizontal and vertical 
components of velocity to the line-of-.ijht velocity, let ua eonal4er 
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the velocity field atatiaticaUy to have a distribution function I(!,). 
i. e •• if we as.ian to each resolvable element in the field a point 
(" ," • v ) in velocity space, the density of pointe will be t(v • v • v ). 
x y • x y IS 
Taldng the z-axis to be in the direction of the local vertical, and 
the x-z plane to contain the Une of light. inclined at an angle e to 
the ~CxiUK we eee that 
:I v sain e + v coa 9 • 
x z 
(3. 1) 
Then 
z Z Z 2 Z . 
vII III v sin e + v cos e + v sin 29 • 
x z z 
(3. Z) 
from wbicb we de tel' mine 
Z r l < v" ). V II f( v) dv dv dv • 
~ x y z (S.3) 
U we make the plausible assumption that 
t(v v v). f( -v v v) 
x. Y. z x. y. z (3.4) 
we have 
Z) ,. l 2 () 3 f' 2 Z 3 ( vII II J v x .in e f v a v + . VIS co. 9 fey) d v 
• sinle (v 2) + coaZe (v 2) 
x II) 
(3.5) 
(It should be noted that thh result 18 independent of any correlation 
between horizontal and vertical velocities; ou.r assumption in equation 
3.4 causes sllch correlations to cancel out in the averaaine procea8 of 
the A..c function integration.) U we now write 
(3.6) 
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eq:.l&tion 3.5 becomes 
2 2 2 2 (v II ) • w( (v )..( v » + V III aw + b • 
z x x 
(3.7) 
Therefore. we see that any velocity di stribution £(!> should 
yield a linear relation between mean sql1are line .. of ... ight veloc:ity 
and w= co.le. The w = 0 and w:: 1 intercepts should be the mean 
3qu.artt horizontal and vertical velocities. respectively. 
Accordingl~" the measured line.of-.ight mean square velocity. 
Z ~ 2 
< v If ) :a (9), has been plotted versus w. cos 9. This plot is shown 
in Figure 3-6. Aho shown are the straight line least-square fits to 
( 2) ~ the data, VII :: a + b w. We may read the best fits to the mean 
sql1are vertical and hori~ontal velocities from the intercepts a.t w I: 1 
and w = 0 (center and limb). respectively. The data. for 0 < e < 54-
were 11 :led in the lea.st-sq.lare fit. weighted eql.ially. The parameters 
a and b and the corresponding values of mean square horizontal and 
vertical velocity, as well as their ratio, are listed in Table m for 
the lines investigated. 
Table In 
Mean square horizontal and vertical velocities, determined from 
variation of ( V 1,2) with w. case i < V II Z) = aw + b. a and bare 
determined from least square £its of the data plotted in Fig. 3-6. 
(V 2) < V 2) 
2 Z h Z v l < V 2) I (V Z) 
Line aE~ m/sec) b(km /seq (k 11-;/ sec) (km/ sec) h v 
Fe6102 .25+.02 .09+.04 .25+.02 .34+.06 .73+.16 
Ca6103 .13+.01 .08+.01 .13+.01 
-
Na5896 -.04+.03 .51+.04 -. a·H. 03 
.21+.02 
.47+.05 
.62+.04 
-.09+.08 
0.4 
0.3 
(V2) 0.2 
" (km/s)2 
0.1 
0 
0 
0.3 
0.2 
<vl~F 
(km/s) 2 0.1 
0 
0 
0.5 
<sf~F 0.4 
(km/s)2 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
Figure 3-6. 
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Mean square line-of-sight velocity (V,I ). as measured 
at various values of e. for three spectral lines. 
Abscissa: w = cosZe. Intercepts at w = 0 and w = 1 
are (Vh . Z) and (V 2) • respectively. ariZ vert 
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The individual maptud •• of the horizontal and vertical 
velocity components litted in Table nl do not bave any more validity 
than any of the incUvldual me.euree which contributed to Tabl. I, fOI" 
both are subject to calibration errors in the line profile measur •• 
and to the imale q\lality on the particular plato analyzed. However, 
the ratio of the horizontal to the vertical velocity components, alVD 
in the last column. should be independent of calibration errore aDd 
of variations tn image quality. Therefol"e, except foJ.' possible 
instrumental effecta which vary from center to 11mb, and which we 
shall shortly discus., the !aat column should repre.ent with aome 
reliability the act,.1 situation on the sun. Thie situation, as impUed 
by the table, is that in the lower lying leveh of formation of the F. 
and Ca lines, presumably immediately above the level of the photo-
spheric granulation, the horizontal component of mean square velocity 
is nearly as lar,e as the vertical. However. a.t the level of formation 
of the Na. 5896 line, a.t lealt Iileveral hundred km above the granulation. 
the velocities are stlbstantiaUy vertical only. Part of the chan,. ia the 
ratio is due to the increase of vertical velocity with height which we 
have already encountered (p. 43 ), but it appears a.lso that the hori.-
zontal velocity decreases with height. The deviations in the me&eured. 
value. for Fe610Z and. Ca,6103 a.re sufficient to mask any differenee 
between those two liutls. 
There are four factors which mlsht complicate the above in.tel'. 
pretation of the data, and which must be examined. They &I'e, 
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1) As deacribed in Part 1. the apatial re8olution h somewhat poorer 
near the ends of the slit than near its center due to the curvature of 
field of the spectroheliograph. Thh milht ca.use mea/Jured velocities 
&0 be too low neal' the eo.es of the cancelled image, beca!.lse there the 
.maner velocity elements are lee. well resolved. 
Z) Since the cell siz. might be expected to drop off toward the limb 
du .• to foreshortening. and sinee the resolution worsens all the ceU 
size decrea.e., the measu.red velocities miaht be too low near the 
limb. 
3) The horizontal motions in the large eell., being not completely 
separated from the amall.scal. field, might contribllte to the measured 
small-scale field in an &mOlmt which increases toward the limb. 
4) D'-le to the rise of height of formation of a. spectral line near the 
Umb, coupled with the observed incre ••• of velocity with heilht, 
the ob.erved velocities might be sUghtly too high near the limb. 
Due to. fortuitol.18 combination of circumstance., none of 
the •• conaiderations affect our major conclt.lsion. which i. that al-
thou8h the velocity field baa a sizeable horh.onta.l component at lower 
levels, thie ia mllch l.a. or even e&.entially disappears at the higher 
level of the Na 589(, line. The first three factors can only act to make 
the observed decrease of horizontal ve1oci~y with height smaUer than 
the true decrea •• , and the fO:.lrth is negligible. We ae. this in the 
followina way: 
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1) Becauee the Fe and ea Doppler ceU. are amaUol' m .ia. than dl_ 
Na cella, the deerea.e in me.8t11'ed velocity near the od ••• of the 
imale due to curvature of field tn the apectl'oheUopaph wID be 
,reater for the Ve and ea lines than the Na Une. 
Z) For the eame re.son, the decrease in reaoludon due to fore-
ahortenina near the limb must decrea.e the meaaUl'ed velociti •• in 
the Na line 1 ••• than those in the Fe 01' ea lin ••• 
l) Becau.e the .l.e of the Na Doppler cells i.e more than twice the 
alae of the Ca and re Doppler cell., it ts more dUficult to .eparate 
the Na 8mall scale field from the Na lar.8 cells thaD to make a .tmUar 
.eparation lor F. and Ca. Therefore, the influence 01. the lar.e ceD., 
t. e., the iftCr .... of mea8ured velocity toward the limb, will be 
p'eateet for Na. 
4) The hei"ht of formation 01 a .poctrallin. lDCr ..... alanilicantly 
toward the limb only if there is a lar.e temperatUl"e gradient. At 
the level of observation, the 80lar temperature is approachina a 
minimum, and the flradlent i. small enOuah that the chaDI_ of helpt 
of formation with I' is unimportant (6). 
The only remalnlDI qualification nece'.eary is to note that 
our conclusion--tbat althoup the hort.ontal aad vertical components 
of the velocity field are comparable at lower levela, the horisontal 
component deerea ••• with altitude whUe the vertical component 
increa •• s, untU the velocities are sllbetantiaUy vertical at ht,UI" 
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levela·-te based OIl only three plates. More observation. are laadly 
needed to put thh conc1usiOft Oft firmer around. The ob.ervation., 
however, are in ap'Mment with other observers, notably Evant 
and Micbard (6). who alao find that there i. a marked merea.e of 
vertical velocity with altitude, with a concomitant dllbt cl.cr .... 
of horizontal veloel tv # 
D. lscrla~ry »doUon. all aevMled bl the TlrM O.p!llClence of ~K 
V eloci!y riel~ 
It will be recalled that a. fiuctuatlon in transmi •• lon at any 
point of a Doppler dilfereDCe (01' sum) plate 18 direcdy proportioaa! 
to the cUfler_nee (or .um) of the velocities at that point a. obael'veC1 
at two dmea .eparated by 't, where At varie. linearly from Dearly 
zero at one end of the image to several minutes at the other end. 
Thus the mean aquare fiuetuatlona of tranamllalO1l, which are quali-
tatively appreciated as IJcontrast, It and whicb may b. <l,uaAtUatlvely 
measured ... the height of. an A-C function of the aanami.aion flelcl, 
are related to the correlation o£ the velocity field with itsell alter a 
• time interval a t. It there were no time correlation of the velocity 
fielcl, i. e •• if the velocity at a. point were a random fu.ncdon of 
time, the contrast would be urdform aU over the plate. U (ae od,in-
ally expected) the velOCity at a point Il'aduaUy evolved in time with a 
.11 the traGsmi •• loll of a Doppler plate is (eq. J.8) T .·T 
(1 + 6 (x, y, t(x») the aaasrnl •• ion of the Doppler .um ir GUleruc. 
plate h (eq. 3.9) TD;, • T' (1 + 6 (x, y. t(x») aDd the mean squl'e fluctuation of u-an,mr"ionois (eq. J. 10) Ha. 2( 6 Z(Xty» ! 
Z< 6(x.y,t)6(x.y,t+At» # Equation 3.10 results from equation '.9 
if .e as.ume statistical stationarity in time. 
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lif.tlme" for cha.Dsea in moelty comparable to the velocity itselI, 
the time correlation would dee ....... with a. llletime ". and in a 
Doppler difference (sum) plate, the "ccmr"aK~D would lDcruae 
(d.cr .... e) with the aame Wetlme. It would be l'"soDaWe to _peet 
the lifetime T to approximate the obs.rved lUetime of a f •• minute. 
loJ' decay of the tim. corJ'e1ation of the photospheric p'8.Dulatloa 
field. 
An actual Doppler dUf.l'enc. plate h shown ill F11ure )-1(&). 
It 18 aeen that the behavior of the contl'a.t is 'lulte dW .... nt from 
that ju.t described. Near At. O. the contra.t 40 •• incr ..... with 
• t. Dut at • t - 150 sec it reach.s a maximum, aDd. clecrea ••• to a 
minimum near 6 t • 300 see. Th1. h (oUG"IItK 'by another maximum 
and minimum 01. contl'aet at At - 450 anel 600 sec, respectively. on 
plates whoae scannin, speed i. sufficiently slow to permit ob •• rvatlGD 
of thee. lonaer time la.s. 
The exiatence of a minimum of contl'a.t CD a Doppler dilf.r-
ence plate, 1. e •• a minimum in the mean square -r~lty difference, 
at At - 300 sec, 600 sec, etc •• can only mean that the velocity fleld 
tancb to repeat it.elf after thi. time. Thus w. cooelw!e that the 
vertical velocity field. contains a .trona quaai-oscUlatory componeDt, 
with an "averac. periodtl T of about flv. minut... The fact that. .. 
contra.t at the At -300 s.c minimum 18 oDly sUghtly peate!" thaD tbat 
at At -0 .ec lead. u. to auspect that the oscillatory component may 
COIl.tltute th. maJ!1' R!rt of th. vertical velocity field • 
56a 
(0) 
I 
Ambo~b LIMITS 
o 100 200 300 6t (sec) 
+ Figure 3-7. {a}: Doppler Difference Plate. Ba 4554, 7-1-61. 
(b) Heights of A-C curves averaged over long narrow areas whose 
width is bounded by vertical lines at bottom of plate. Time lag 
increases from left to right. 
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Figure 3-7(b) sbows the heights of A.c functiOJ1. lntoSl'ated 
over lona Darrow ar .... "R'ith the lona a.xis parallel to the slit. 1 •• 0, 
areae where At - COIl.t. The heilht of the A-G fanction. 18 & 
quantitative mea.ure 01. the mean .quare Q\1CtuaUon of v.toeity. 
and of the time COl'l'ol&tion of the velocity fie14 •• 
A Doppler sum plate is illu..trated with the cOl'l'eapcmcUlill 
- . 
plot of mea.n square fluctuation of transmiesion in Figure '.8. The 
contrast and mean square flu.ctuation i8 •• en to pass thl'CNP a. mini. 
-
mum at At- 150 see and a maximum at At- lOO sec. The tact that 
_____ ..... d..... .1, 
the sum of the velocity fields after one-half period. cl the oscillation 
-
h very nearly zero (a.s evidenced by the low contrast of Figut"e ,-8(&) 
aDd the low meaft .quare velocity amplitude in 1'11111'0 3-8(b) tw 
6 t - ISO .ec) lead. "s to conclude with some confidence that prae-
tlcally the entire vertical velocity field la olicUlatory in nature. 
~K DeteJ'mination of ~ Ayer.,. Pertod of the 9~etat1cm aDClI,. 
Variation with Altitude 
.. 
Experience with preliminary estimates 01. the oacillation 
period on twenty plates taken in the Ca6103 Un. tn 1960 bas shown 
that rough visual estlmates of the position of minimum eontraat on 
the Doppler diflerence plates yield remarkably eonslatent re.u1t. for 
the average period. Not only are different visual eatimates .elf-
consistent, but they also agree clo.ely with tho minimum of the 
c:orreepondiftl time correlation curve (ViiS. 3- i (b). 3-8(b»)obtalne4 
5''7 a 
(a) 
IAPERTURE LIMITS 
50 
H ( b ) 
l~~--r-ff-K--K--r-D--K--K~D-D-~--r-D-~--r--r-D-
o 
+ Figure 3-8. {a}: Doppler Sum Plate. Ba 4554, 7-1-61. 
(b) Heights of A-C curves averaged over long narrow areas whose 
width is bounded by vertical lines at bottom of plate. Time lag 
inCyeaS8S from left to right. 
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with the A-C machine. Therefore, for the purpose of & more detailed 
investic&tion of the avera •• period and its variation from line to line. 
it was decided to u •• vhual estimate., wblch give results similar to 
thoa. from the much more laborious A..c curve traelna proe •••• 
Becau •• of the .implicity of the visual 8atirnation method, a lal'l. 
number of plates could be analyzed without an impractical expense 
of labor. 
Although it ia difficult on a sinale plate to detel'mine the posl-
tion of minimum or maximum contra8t prec::be1y (indeed the poSition 
of minimum or maximum contrast may not be well defined), it t. 
r.latively easy to determine it to within perhaps + 1010 o.f tho diatanee 
-
to the At - 0 end of the imale. the standard deviation of a aingle 
estimate from the mean of many estimate. 01. the period usually tu1'us 
Ol.lt to be between 5 and 10 percent. A set of n independent observa-
tions wUl produce a mean whose standard deviation from the popu-
1 lation mean is - times as large. ,"or esample. each of the ZO 
.rn 
visual obs.rvations of 1960 Ca6103 plate. reported by Leighton et a1. 
(Z) had a standard deviation of about S percent. leadins to a perl04 
estimate with a standard deviation 01 one percent. The maesive 
statistics offered by e.timates from many plates allows us to 
exb'act relatinly preehe numbers from a collection of relatively 
impt'eciae individual measures. 
Therefore. a systematic viail&l atudy of many plates 01. 
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difl.ret apectral Unea was undertaken, in order to determine the 
averas_ peJ:'iod more precisely and to s~ch for va.riations fl'om line 
+ to line. The lin •• ".10Z, Ca6103, )4155Z8, Ba 4554, Na5896, 
MIS1,), and Ca +8541 ..... ere studied. All pla.te. obtained in 1960 and 
1961 which sad.fied the foUowiDI ha.ic criteria .. ere se1ectecl: 
(a) lood 1ma,. quality, (0) location of the minimum or maximum to 
be measured not too neal' the 11mb 01. the sun or the end of th. plate, 
(c) ,oed centering of the spectral UDe, (d) relatively f .. ee of sunspote 
a.nd plages, and (e) DO larae guiding errore. The .elected plates 
included both eum and dliference pail' 8, with widely varying 8cannilll 
speed ... 
All of the plat •• underwent a fir lit cancellation, and the 
individual cemented ima.ge pairs were projection printed. A contact 
print was made of one pair and this was sup.imposed on the other 
to form a second cancellation. Thi. second cance1le.tion was not 
cementeQ, in order that the obeerver be allowed to briDK the two pdDt. 
in and out of resister at will. (nus freedom ia o£ aome help in 
estimating the minimum of contrast when the plato, ar. in relister, 
as the contrast decreases sharply at a mblimum and nowhere els. 
as the plates are brought into regtater.) 
On each plate. independent estimate, of the position of aU 
minima and. maxima observed were made by thre. observers 
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separately (R.. B. Leiahton, G. W. Simon and ll. W. Noyes). These 
observation. were made without pl'lor knowledlo of the scanning 
speed ->1" time delay betw.en sacce.sive apeeuoheliopaph scans; 
thllS there was no way of knowing ahead of time the value of A t to 
which any estimate corre.ponded. 
In addition, the oblervers accompanied. each estimate with a 
weightinl faetor. eq\la.l to 1, 2. 3. or 4. Thea. purely s\lbjective 
weighting factors served to lJeparate the estimates into groups of 
different reUabUity. a.nd reflected such thing. as the degr.e of can-
cellation at a minimum or reinforcement a.t a maximum, the aha.rp-
n.s. with which the minimwn or maximum was approached from 
either sido. whether thore were sunspot. or plages in the res!OIl of 
minimum or maximum, whether the minimum or maximum occurred 
too close to the limb of the sun or to the edge of the p1a.te, etc. 
For each estimate, the value of that fraction of a period. to 
T 3T 
which it pctrtained ("i' T, '2 . etc.) was ealeulated by the equation 
nT 1 1 
-;" ::: D ( - + - ) + A • where D is the distance from the At - 0 end. 
"" VI Vz 
of the plate to the estimated minimum or maximum, vI a.nd v Z aro 
the velocities of the spectroheUograph during the two scan., and 
A lIJ the time which elapsed ~tween the seane. The individual 
estimates for the various line, are plotted in Figure 3-9. 
nT For each line. and each value of n, the •• timatea of 7' 
within each ... f,At group wer e averaged and their standard deviation. 
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Figure 3-9. Individual estimates of average values of T/2, T, 3T/2 
and 2T. 
Dots: weight 1 or 2; open circles: weight 3; closed circles: 
weight 4. Horizontal lines: weighted averages from 
Table IV. 
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founci. It was noted that in almost every case the aroups with higher 
weights had a smaller standard deviation than those with lower weights. 
thus verifying that the weiahts were indeed meaningful. In the very 
few cases where a group with a lower weight also had a. lower standard 
deviation. it wa s combined with the next higher Iroup. reaveraged. 
and a new standard deviation obtained. This was also necessary be .. 
cause in these cases the i.ndividual groups llsu.ally .. ad only a few mem .. 
bers. and thus the individual standard deviations were not meaningful. 
TI"'Jllowing thh procedure. the grand average of the results from each 
weight group was obtained usina as weighting factors the reciprocals 
of the square of their standard deviations (9). The 9tandard deviation 
1 °i 
of the entire set was computed ulling Z = r z ' i c I, Z, 3. 4, 
a 1 a i 
where a i is the standard deviation of the i th group, wbich contains 
ni estimates. If \j is the jth estimate in the i tb weight group. 
2 1 .. Z 
a = - .... (t'j - t,) . The result:t of thh procedure are glvenin i n, -1 '. 
1 J 
Ta.ble IV. and are graphed for T /2 and T in Figure 3-10. 
The first impression from {<'igures 3-9 and 3 .. 10 is that the period 
is roughly the same {or a.ll lines observed. The !Scatter of the individual 
estimates shown in Figure .3-9 be.ms to mas.k pOiiuible variations of 
average period from line to line. However. examination of Table IV 
reveals that the average period for the two lines Ca 6103 and Na 5896 Ii; 
remarkably well-determined, due to the large number of estimates 
made. (A good indication of the relia.bility of a particular average. 
asi.de from its standard deviation. is the total weight 1:: W • listed in 
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TABLE IV 
Estimates of Ave rage Velocity Period for Various Spectral Lines 
Time No. of No. of Average 
Interval Line Plates Estimates l'W Time (f 
i-eel Dlfee~ 
TIl Fe6102 10 29 68 151.5 2.Z 
Ca6103 30 88 255 157.7 1.3 
Mg5528 6 16 39 163 4 
Ba+4554 10 29 92 142 2 
Na5896 20 57 198 157.0 1.5 
MgSl73 4 12 27 138 2 
T Fe610l 5 10 22 289 6 
Ca6l03 31 77 191 296.1 1.3 
Mg5528 6 17 48 303 2 
Ba+4554 8 22 59 288 3 
Na5896 20 5S 186 285.8 1.5 
MgS173 4 12 31 285 4 
3T Ca6103 7 14 34 432 6 
-2 MgS528 3 4 4 431 16 
Ba,+4554 5 14 27 431 9 
Na5896 16 46 125 439 3 
MgS173 4 10 23 425 5 
2T Ca6103 6 11 21 583 9 
8a,+4554 2 3 3 590 30 
Na5896 12 22 33 588 4 
MgS173 3 -4 5 567 10 
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Figure 3-10. Estimates of T/2 and T for six spectral lines, from 
Table IV. The lines are arranged according to ap-
proximate heights of formation. Dashed lines are 
fitted to the values for Ca 6103 and Na 5896. 
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column five of Table IV. i. e •• the sum of the weichts aaslgned to the 
individual estimate •• ) The avera._ period for Ca 6103 is 296 sec; 
fol' Ha 5896 it is 286 sec. Thb implies a slight but definite decrease 
in average period from the weaker and lower-lying (6103) line to the 
etronger a.nd hillher -lying (5896) line. i. e •• a decrease of period with 
height. Such a conclusion is borne out by the other Unes studied: the 
higher-lying (Ba 4554, Mg 5173, and Na 5896) lines tend to have a shorter 
average period T than the 10wer-lylng(Fe 610Z, Ca 6l0S. Mg SSl8) lin ••• 
We shall briefly discuss three apparent exceptions to this ten-
dency: (a) Mg S5l8 is slightly stronger. than Ca 6103 and therefore might 
be expected to have a shorter period instead of a lonler period. &$ ob-
eerved. The average period. however, is baaed only on two sets of 
obaervations. and lacks good confirmation. )furthermore, we have 
already mentioned that the exact ordering of lines with altitude by their 
strength or residualintenalty is a.n uncertain procedure. (b) Fe 6102, 
which, because it is considel"ably weaker than Ca 6103 and bas a. hiaher 
excitation potential, is almost certainly formed at a lower level, has 
nevertheless a shorter average period than Ca 6103. It is aho very 
difficwt to observe the oscillation for longer than one period in this line; 
i. e •• the "Ufetime ll of the oscUlation may be shorter at thia level than 
at higher levels (5ee F'ig. 3-12, next section). Pe rbaps this could be 
due to 5uch a low-lying line being more closely associated with the 
turbulent motion of. the granulation, which would destroy the periodicity. 
As we shall see later (p. 95 ), a rapid decay of the. oscillation wiU 
cauae the observed average period to be too short. (c) For the longer 
3T 
time intervals Z and 2T. the trend of period with height seems, if 
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anytblua, to b. rever •• d. Bu.' we see born Table IV that OUl' ecathdcs 
are not reliable enoa.p to J,ntU, any conclualOll for the.e lonler drne 
intervah. 
Finally. we should Dote that the "average" period we have mea.-
Ul"ed is the period of the spatially avera,ed dme correl.tlOll function of 
the velocity Qeld. The small dhpersion of the measures of thh pedexi 
should not be taken to imply that the di.persion of the oscUlation pedocl 
of individual elements in the veloelty fields is also small. The pre.ent 
measurement. can make no 8ta ~mellt about the period of individual 
elemental exeept that th.y combine to form a well-defined averale 
period which s.eme to decrease with height. 
F. Lifetime oE the Oscillation 
. 
The oscillatory motions have been followed tbrou.,h at least three 
lull periods Oft Doppler difference plate. made with very elow scannb., 
speeda. However, the ampUtude of the oac1llation of the time correia-
tion function appear s to decay rather rapi.dly with time delay A t, and it 
is difficult to follow the OSCillation for more than two or three cycles 
on a normal difference 01" sum plate. 
For large Ume delays, it h dealrable to analyse a Doppler cUI. 
ference or sum plate for which the time delay is con5tant over a 1arle 
area, in order to obtain bettor StatiStiC9. Therefore, sets of difference 
plates were scanned in the same direction, Mparated by vario". time 
o 
Intervals. Because the two lma,es were 8canned in the same direction 
at the same 'peed, the time delay is constant over the entire plate. 
Sets of ew:h scans were obtained for the lines Fe 610Z. Ca 6101, 
T 3T 
and Na 5896, with time delay. of At. !. T, 7' ... where 
T III 296 sec. A-G cu.rve. ot Dopple .. difference Plat •• in. Ca6103 wIth 
various time delay. are paphed in Filure ,.11. 
as a function of time delay At. expressed in l"mU. 01 the period T. 
It is sseD that the characteristic maxima ami minima of the 08Ci1lat1oa. 
ma.y be followed out to at least three periods. 
It we as.ume that the peak height of the A-G function vari •• 
sinuaoidally in A t with a period of !ive minutes, a.nd with an expoDeDd-
ally decay'ing amplltude, we may e.timate the mean 111. 1" of this 
"damped oscillation" 'by expressina the height of the A.C; function as 
where n is the numbe .. of oscUlations, T te the period. and ... ie the 
mean Uie of the oscillation. 
Figure '.lZ(b) showe aemUog plot. of , H (i T)-H En~l T. 
for the data of Figure 3-1Z(a). From the elope. of the two Une. 
shown, which corre.pond to mean Uvea of 3Z0 and 440 •• C, we 
conclude that the data for the three Une. 1".6101, Ca6103. and 
Na5896 are aU coneiatent with a mean life ... -380 sec. 
Vie should point out that two sourc •• can contribute to the 
ciecay of the time correlation function, a) actual 10 •• of ene .. sy itt. 
the oscillating elemenh. I.e •• dampinl. and b) chana •• of ,hal. 01 
the oacUlatinl elementa. which destroy the correlation. W. ,ball 
discus. thh point again later. 
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Figure 3-11. A-C curves for Ca6103 Doppler difference plates for 
which the time delays are constant over the entire 
plate and have the values T/2, T, 3T/2, 2T. These 
curves show that at integral periods the curves are 
both le~s high and narrower than at half-integral 
period s. 
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Figu:J:e 3-12. (a) A-C heights versus 6t/T for Fe6102. Ca6l03. and 
Na5896. (b) Semilog plot of successive differences D 
in peak height ver sus 6 tl T. The mean decay time is 
T - 380 sec. 
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9. Relative 5i ••• 01. O.eUlatol'r, and Non-OKUlatory Coml?2n.nte 
~f the Veiocl ~ fDiKl~ 
From Figure ,.11 it is apparent that the full wid.th at half 
maxim'lUl Cf'WHM) of the A .. C Clrve. of Doppler difference plate. 
is gl'eatelt for Ume laS. of 1/ ZT and 3/ ZT. i. e •• wben the o.cUIatory 
fletcb reinforce. Doppler Sllm A-G curves exhibit the greateat 
-
FWHW at time la,. of T and ZT, apin when the oscillatory field. 
reinforce. 
Thh behavior BUlgeata that the 8lae of tho elements of the 
osci.llatory velocity field is Euter than the 11&. of non .. oscillatory 
elements. When on a Doppler Stlm or dUference plate the oeci1latory 
fielda reinforce. they dominate the velocity sum or dilference field, 
and the larger '"WHY of the A-e curve is therefore primarily due 
to them. On the other hand, wben the time lag i.. such that the 
oscillatory component. cancel, the short-lived and non-periodic 
components dominate. and the smaller FWHM of the A-C curve h 
therefore primarily d'lle to these components. 
We bave already 8een (p. 57) that almost the entire contl'i. 
Dution to the rms velocity le oscillatory. Thus we may conclude that 
the element. of the oscillatory field are larger both in size and in 
velocity amplitude than the non-oscillatory components. A part. 
but certainly not all. of the "non-oscillatory component" is actually 
photolraphic "nohefl--grain. .puriou. signals clue to imperfect 
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cancellation, etc. -.which 1. ma.ked by the much larler oscillatory 
component when the latter reinforces. We may take the ob.eJ'ved 
variation of halfwidth lUustrated in Figure P~ 11 to be aa upper 
limit to the true 8ituation it representee 
!!. The BriJhtn ••• -Veloci!y Correlation 
It will be recalled that the two orilinal epectrohelloaraph 
imale. which are cancelled to brine out the Doppler field are {d._tical 
except that one wae exposed on the red win, of the speetraillne and 
the other an equal dbtance from the core on the violet win". \vh.a 
two euch imag.e expo.ed on the wing8 of the Ca6103line are compared 
with each other. a striking cUfference between them 18 immediately 
apparent. Althouah both images were exposed over the aame area at 
the same time. and .how identical detaU. the ima.e expo.ed on the 
red side of the line invariably has more "contrast" than that exposed 
on the violet side; i. e •• liaht areas are liahter and dark ar .... are 
darker. Thh eUect is illustrated in Figure P~1PK We interpret the 
contrast difference in Ca6103 a. beinl due to a local correlation 
between briptneaa and velocity, euch that brighter-than-avera,. 
areas tend to be assodated with upward velocities. and darker areas 
with downward velocities: On the red side of the Une. the variations h1 
the light transmitted by the aUt r •• ulting from the local Doppler ah.tIta 
and variation. duo to intrinsic brl.htDe •• fiuctl1&tions tend to reinforce, 
whUe on the violet side of the line they tend to cancel. The effect h 
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( a ) 
( b ) 
F igure P~1PK Simultane ous spectroheli ogra m s taken (a) on lhe red 
wing and (b) on the vi ol et wing of the lin e C a 61 03. The greatt.:1:' 
l1contrast11 of image (a ) implies a positive c orr elation between 
incr eas ed bri.ghtnes s and upward velocity . 
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so rnAl"ked that even a previously uninformed. observer can e&sUy 
identify to which aide of the line each imale cOI'1"esport4s. 
Th. line Fe610Z show. a briahtne.s-ve1ocUy eorl"elatlOD of 
the aame .ign aa Ca6103. This line b aomewhat weakel' thaD Ca6103 
and has a hiaher excitation potential, and hnce is formed at a lower 
level in the atmo.aphere. 
A weakel" correlation, but of the same sip. la also founc1ln 
the stronl He D 1 (\ 5896) Une wlng for offsets f~eater than about 
• o. 15 A from the Une Core. However, plate. taken 1 ••• thaft about 
• o. lZ A from the Un. core ahQW a rever sed correlation: at the •• 
heilhte brighter-than-average areas are assoclated with downwa2'd 
+ 
velocities. Observation. in Mg 5173 and Ca 854Z show that the cor-
relation remains rever.ed for still bigher l.vela in tbe atmosphere. 
These conclusions can b. drawn from vt8tlal inspecdon, .s 
just described. but we may also analyae the ~gituatilft quantitatively 
with autocorrelation techniques. Fiaure 3-14 shows A-G and C..c 
cUl'vee of imag •• taken neal' the center of the solar disk. on the red 
... 
and violet .id •• of the line. Fe 610Z. Ca 6103, Sa 4554. Nd"6, ,aDd. 
+ ell. 85"2. The height of the peak of each A-G curve &ive. the meaa 
aquare u&n.mla.lon variation on the plate, which is a quaDtUative 
meaSUl"e of the "contra It. " The linea are arrange4 in order of 
incl'easlag altitude in the solar atmosphere. It is .e.n that for curve. 
(a -d) the red aide of the line ha I the hiaher A -C height. wbtle for (e) 
alld (f) .the violet .ide baa the bllher A-C bei,ht. in agr.ement with 
the vi.ua1 observation. just dhcus.ed. 
.5 
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Figure 3 -14. A -C curves of original plate5 exposed on the violet (_) 
and red (----) sides of various spectral lines. Also 
shown (bottom curve of each group) is the C -C curve 
between the images on the two wings of each line. 
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Wuetrated in F1lur. J-1. to achieve aD a.nalytic •• pal'atioa of the 
mean .. uare bl'iptn ••• fiu.ctuadon born the DMt&ll aquare velocity 
fluctuation, aDd to investigate their correlation. a..callio. equation 
Z. Zl (po 29), 
a) < vZ) 
Z [ -12 
• ; l d in
l 
T7diJ (81'1' + Hvv - Z lir ) 
b) ( ~wF 1 (H +H +ZH) (Z. Zl) 
• 4fZ""" rr YV r 
c) ( .v) c 1 (H -HvJ. 
• 'iTt d.n 'TId), 1"11 
•• obtain for the •• quantities the valae. Usted in Table V. Further. 
we may define a correlation eoelftclent C between the br1ahta ••• and 
velocity to be 
(1.11) 
The values of C c&lculatect in thia maDDer are U.tec1 in t1ae sixth 
column of Table V. 
A. we have pointed out in Part U. some tnt.zonal inconli.teftCy 
Z 
appears when one compares (v ) •• calculated by eq,uauOD %,11. 
above with the same quantity as calculated from sinaly c&llCeUecl 
Doppler plat •• in the normal faahion E~K z. 16, p. 27 ). The 
source of the inconsistency ia quite po.aibly the C -C curve., the 
heiahta of which appear in leneral to be too low. This quo,doa Ie 
discu •• ed in more delaU in ApperuUx m. H_e "'e simply wieh to 
estimate to what extent K~ch err0l'8 woulcl affect the vall1 •• 01 the 
corre1atioo c~ricDent ja.t obtained. 
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• Tab-le V 
i (!! z) * ( v.!!) c C < v 2) Off.et 1 I (:.lain. (ulllna 
(km .-" • (f/-)· 
II: (v8) 
Line (1) 
.... ,(km ..... \ 
(S.12)) (I. 15) 
-
• 
Fe 6102 • 10 .39 .039 .005-, .la .3 • 
Ca. 6103 .10 ."3 .048 .0103 • SO .SI 
B.+4554 .0-; .61 .068 .0166 .s. .4Z 
Na 5896 • Ii' .35 .053 .0022 .12 .lZ 
Na 5'96 .11 .50 .04S -.0051 
-.2' -.37 
Ca+aS42 .23 1.20 .048 -.0070 •• 1Z _.-
<!3Oft) (t30'-) <:!:30ft) <!w~ <!ZK) 
.. .. 
.. - • .. . 
• Data fOJ' each eptlctralline were obtaine4 from me&8tUemenu of 
plates taken durin. a .lape Nt of observations. Such set. of measure· 
mente are usually sell-con8istent to within lOCi. Howevel', ayatematk 
ud random erl'01'8 which vary from day to day arhe from DUmerOI.lS 
source .. , th ••• errors may be correlated or "uncorre1attKi in the vari. 
ous colulmu of the table. The uncertainties indicated. at the loot of 
each colamn repreaent our be.t provisional estimate., baa.d \lpGll 
our experience with many plates reduced under similar con41d.a, 
but are not to be c01l.idered. ae iftdepend.ent statistical ....... 01". in the 
usual .en'e. 
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f'l'om Appendix m .e Bad that the fOUl' fluantiti •• H • H • n yv 
H • and H (where 1". v. a.n4 c ref.,. to the lmale. Oft the red aftd. 
rv c:c 
violet ,iele. of th •• pech"a,lllne aad to the C&DceUecl tmale) coat&ift 
redundant lnfol"lllation abo'lt the thre. quaatiti.. < ,Z}. (vZ). and 
only the three A-C curve heilhtll H • H • aDd H : 
1"1' vv ce 
H -H 
c- J"r vv (J.IJ) r z(H + H \ _ ~ )1 H i 
rr v~ cc cc 
In thi. equation we have eliminated the C-C cUl've h.eiPt 
H • which, ae we have eaid, may be 80rnewhat too low. U we cal-
rv 
culate C by eqll&dOD 3.13 rather than equatlon J. IZ •• e ,et the valu •• 
listed in the last column of Table V. Comparison of the last two 
We .e. that altboulh there I, 80m. uncel"talnty 1n the individual 
value., the leDel'd treacl from Une to lin. h about the sam •• 
The COIlclu8iOlla we o*y draw fl'om Table V are: 
1) There Ie a ,trGllI positive correlation b.tween bri,bme,. an4 
ulNaI'd velocity at low elevation, whicb deer ...... with alUtude thl' •• 
&ero and becom •• nepUve for Un •• 10 .. upper photosphel'. aDel 
Z) The amplitude of the Intensity fil.1ctwltion appeal" to remain alaotlt 
the lame or to lncl' ..... aU.hUy with altitude. 
3) Th. velocity appear. to increa •• with altitude, in the Mm. way 
al w. have already observed from 0111' aDAly.i. of 81D&1e "MeUecl plateso 
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In F1SUJ'e ,-15(a-c) we bav. plott.«! dwt value. 01 (yl)i • 
( ~ z) t. and C from Table V lor the various apecual Un ••• tudied. 
1' •• 1dual intensity. in tho fa.bloll d.e.cribed on pili. 44. 
The fact that in the photo_ph_r. the dam, material t. brilhteJ' 
(1. e •• hottor) than average and the falliJ11 matcn'ial is clarkel' (i. e •• 
colder) than averale aUla.stfl that there h • eet flus 01. ... rlY upwar" 
in the photosphere. A. W8 bave already mtmtioned. the atatemeat 
that intensity Quctuations in spectral lin •• are proportional to tena-
perature fluctuation. in the region of line forrnatloo i. an exuemely 
crude approxi~till1I •• peclally in the chromospher.. Nev.rthel •••• 
it la inter.,Una to evaluate the nux ob .. rve4 at various helpt. lD 
Z The en.rlY tran.ported upward pel' •• c<m4 per ern at allY 
point in the solar atmosphere cOll.hta of a pert due to boclily tran.· 
port of heat, a part due to work clon. by Fe •• va, ancl a part due to 
bodily b"uuPOl't of klneuc enerlY: 
E. ...!..:. p II v + Pv + t pv). ....l..l Pv +. pv) 
'V-I po 'V. (3.1.) 
The last term may be written aa • Pv E~ yZ) to' i Pv (: )J I 
• 
since the velocity of sound y in the .olar pbotG.p.n-o i8 about 
• 
(. km/ •• e, while v - t km/ sec, the la.t term lit no,11I'1>l. compared. 
to the fil'at. 
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Figure 3-15. Rms velocity. rms intensity fluctuation, brightness-
velocity correlation coefficient. rms temperature fluc-
tuation. and upward flux of mechanical energy. as 
observed at various heights h in ~e solar atmosphere. 
f::. = Fe6102; 0 = Ca6103. 0 = Ba 4554; 0= Na5896; 
X= Ca +8542. 
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-Ai I Jt( •• y) dA • < £) • .-:L. (Pv) • ....L.1 ! (p '1' v) -y-:r v- fA (:s. IS) 
U .e write T • T + A T anci not. tha, ma •• COIl •• rvaeioft .. eq,ub •• 
o 
( p v) • 0, equation 3. 15 oecom •• 
(S.16) 
If .e (uribeI' write p :: p + A" and nepec:t third degree correlation. 
o 
between the .mall quantities A p. A T and v • 
("C") • ..:L. ap T 
. .tIt V-I 0 0 
.. 
E v~Flf:KKl- p IVll) 
. TV-I 0 \ T • 
o 0 
(3. 11) 
AT Al w. now •• t T -a().) T • (3.11) 
where I is the re.idual intensity of the spectral line, 
and (J.19) 
(3 .. 20) 
For T • 6000·K and 4500 A < ~ < 8500 A, we iind 5. $ ,. a(l) > Z. ,. 
In Figure 3-15(d,.) we bave plotte<l ':.l and the upward flux tOl' the 
various Un •• , which we have calculated nain, equation. 3. Ii -). ao 
Al 
and the values of T H.ted ift Table V. 
Z w. see that tho!'. appeal's to be an l1pward nux of - J watt/em 
in the so1&l' photosphere, which, however. decr •••• with incr.ala, 
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and the decreasing press,ire with altitude. At chromo5pheric levels 
the calculated £l~ irJ negative. The question arises whether this 
reversal of flux is an erroneous result of our assumption about the 
relation between temperature and resid'.l.Cll intensity, or whether it ls 
indoed real. If it is real, some sort of d~mping of energy into the 
atmosphere at abo'.1t the level of the NaD line is suggested. We shall 
discuss this question further in Part IV. 
We shall nO-N retarn briefl} to the cross-correlation C'-.lrves 
shown in Figure 3-14 in order to make two additiona.l remarks: 
a) With the exception or Ca + 8542, the height H of the central 
rv 
peal, is positive for low-lying linos and negative for high-lying lines. 
:3ince H ex ~ 2 _ e, 2, we concbde that on plates exposed in low-lying 
rv 
lines, the intensity-ind~lced fl'.lctl.13.tions are greater than the velocity-
ind'lced fluct'J.ationtl; wherea~ the sit'ld.tion is reversed for higher 
linefJ. In the chrornospheric Ca + 8512 line, however, the intentlity 
fl~ct~tionU again predomiD.;"'\te. presumably d,!e to a decrease of 
velocity sensitivity in this line along with the appearance of the large-
scale chromo spheric emisliion pattern. 
b) The C -C CIlrvea C (.3) for Sa 4554 ( A \ I: 0.0, A), and 
rv 
Na 5896 (t\ >. I: O. l'l A) have a pronounced VVshape. This implies that 
there is po3itive correlation at small displacement:i .::. (about lOOO 
km on the d m) bllt negative correlation a.t larger displacements (about 
8000 km). ',ince 
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r r C (8) e < r 1 + ;;(x, V) .. 6(x,y)J [1 .. ~EII+ .,y) - 6(x+a,y») ) 
~v 
• 1 +r( il(x, y) a(x + a. y» ..r< () (XI Y) 6 (x + $, y)) , (3.21) 
thi. behavior sUII.ste that the sl •• of the elements of the velocity 
field is Feater than that of the element. of the ltaten.ity field. 
I. Oscillation. in t]le Chromosp!!~ic lyrllhtnelg~ Field 
velocity correl.tion which is po.hive in the lower solar a.tmoaphere 
and reverees eian at higher elevation bas led 1.18 to suspect aD upwa~" 
nux of mecbanic:al enerlY in the lower reaiona, which c.u.a.ipate. ltaelf 
at higher l.v.le. Inasmuch aa the flux 18 closely aS$Ociateci with the 
oscillatory motions, it s.emill reasonable to expect a periodic beaU •• 
of the chromosphere. Thereto ... , oscillations in the intensity of the 
small-scale chromo.pheric structure" were sought in plates taken ift 
the corea 01 the cbromo8pheric lines Na 5896. Mg S17 3, Ca" 3933, 
+ Ca 8542, and H.y. The plate. used were "briptne •• dUlerenee" 
plates. These plates are seta of normal .pec:trobellograma (die 
beam apUttel' and line shifter are not u.aed) in which an area. 0( tile 
sun 18 .canned successively in opposite direction.. Pail'S of CODSecu-
tive IIca.ns are then H subuactM" photopaphleaUy ill the u.aual .ay. 
11 the line is well centered OD the llit. the inteDlIity Itbollld be lnele-
pendent of the velocity field, and ahould vary only with the r •• idual 
intenalty of the line. For tbb last statemeat to be explidtly true. 
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we require that the wi4th of the line core over which the pl"ofUe re· 
main. at its minimum be larl.r thaD. the .p.ctrobe110lraph slit. 
While thh is true for moat of the lin., lhte4. there mipl be .ome 
qu •• tion about the relatlvely .harp Na 5896 liee. Howevet', examlD-
ation of the profile of Na 5896 recorded with the .ame .lit width uled. 
for brightness difference plates .how. that a velocity of .km/ •• c 
wW change tho tran.mission of the plate at that point by Ie., thao 
one percent. (If the slit were accidentally offset by A ~ :II 0.01 A. 
about the maximum tolerated ."1'01', the chana- in transmil.ion due 
to a. i km/ sec velocity would b. about 3 percent. The •• numbers 
should be compared with the 15 percent change in intensity ob.erved 
due to a t km/ !Jec velocity when the .Ut is off.et to the steep part 
of the line p"ofUe tor Doppler mea.Sl11"ements. We •• e that the .t •• 
01 the transmission fluctuations contributed to a Itbrlabtn ••• 1t plate 
in Na 5896 by velocity field is a factor of at 1eaat five smaller than 
that contributed to each imale of a Doppler plate. and at l ... t ten 
times smaller than that contributed to a cancened Dopplel'" ,late. 
(The factor of Z is includ4ld because of the doublhll of the velocity-
induced flu.ctuation in a Doppler cancellation.) Faa- the othel' line, 
studied, the velocity-induced fluctuatioos are even 1 •••• 
In spite 01. thh 108s of velocity sensitivity, ho,.ever. a 
relatively strona .econdary minimum of contrast i. o'b •• rved in the 
briptness difference platel. Thia h ob.erved not only in plate. 
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expo .. d m the N .. 5896 Un., but a1ao on tho •• expo.ed in Wa5173, 
+ + + Ca 3'33, and Ca 8S4Z. The Ca 3933 plat •• have been taken in the 
core and alao at various poaition. on the line wiD._ The alop. of the 
• 110. win, for Ca 3933, however, 1. so sUlall that there is ne.U,ible 
Doppl.r sensitivity. In .everal cases. lor Na 5896, W,5173, and the 
• Ca 3933 winl. the minimum of contrast after one period h Dearly 
as pronounced a. that {or a normal Doppler clifference plate. There-
fore, due to the relatively 100d eaneellatiOft even when the Doppler 
• sensitivity is very low (lndeed essentially Zero for Ca 3933). we 
leel confident that the brilhtne.e oeciliation ob.erved ia truly due 
to va .. iatlons in residual intensity rather tha.n to a pure Doppler .hift 
of the Une profile. 
Table V11htil the valu •• fo1' the period de .. ivecl from vlaual 
ob •• rvations of these linelil. The method. of analyeis of the visual 
e.timate. 18 the same as that for the oscUlation period .stimatea. 
It is aeen that the period ie considerably shorter for the chromospheric 
briptn •• 1i oaci1la.tion than for the velocity o.cWationa at 80mewhat 
10wo .. lneh. In Figure 3-16 w. bave plotted the determination of 
avera.e period vel'.us the mean hei.ht of .mis.lon (tho heilht where 
the optical depth 10. the lifto is unity) of thea. varioue chromo.pheric 
lin •• a. liven by De Jager (10). Aholn the fllll ... we have induct.d 
our KrUer mea.suremenU of averale velOCity pel'iod. 
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TABLE VI 
Estimate of Aver&18 Int.netty Period for Various Spectral Lines 
Time No. of No. of Avera.e 
Interval Line Plates Estimates rw Time ~ 
(sec) (8ee) 
TIl Na5896 7 17 53 130.5 1.6 
MI5173 l 6 20 142 5 
Ca!854l 3 7 13 103 4 
Ca 3933 
A l. =. 83 A 1 Z 4 124 4 
.58 A 1 Z 4 115 4 
.50 A 1 Z 4 120 10 
.35 A 1 Z 5 130 3 
.10 A 1 1 1 95 
T Na5896 7 15 44 25705 4.2 
Mg5l7) 3 6 20 281 5 
Ca+854Z .3 6 8 200 IS 
Ca+3933 
61. -. 83 A 1 2 7 Z6Z 10 
.58 A 1 2 7 Z65 20 
.50 A 1 3 S 238 20 
.35 A 1 2 6 Z6Z 10 
.10 A 1 Z .3 174 10 
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A. can b •• e. from the fourth and fifth. eo1ulml. of qa~lK 
VI. the r.liability of the brilh~eKs period d.terminati0ll8 h (exc.pt 
for the ca •• of Ma) vastly inf.rlor to the velocity perl04 determiu.-
tion.. Thi. h due both to the paucity of obaervatloaa aDd to th ... 
inaccuracy. i. e.. to ~etr lar,. atandard deviatiora. N.v.rthel •••.• 
it appeare that we may draw two conclusions: (1) the period 01 the 
brl,htn •• s oscUlation is somewhat sborter than that of the velocity 
oacWadon, evert when the observations are ,made at approximately 
the same lev.l, anel E~F th.r. is a tendency for di. bri.htn ••• oHil. 
ladem period to d.creaa. with altitude. iD the same way aB the 
velocity oscillation period. The second conclueioD muat be raprded 
a. tentative only. in view of pre •• nt observational uncertainti ••• 
A third conclu8iOft may be drawn from the viaibW!y of the 
minimum contrast on br1ahtne •• difference plate.. Th. minimum of 
contrast is much eaai.r to .e. and identify on brishtDe •• differ_c. 
plate. expo.ed in the core of Ifa 5896, the core of )4a'173. and the 
win. of CaK (for off.ets from the core 6"'" O. Z A) than OD similar 
plate. eXpOsecl in the eore of CaR 01' Ca + 854Z. Careful searcb of 
brilbtne •• difference plat •• in R'1'reveals no alp of a periodicity. 
-
This .ullosta that the bripme.s perlod it more p1'e<iominant in the 
chromosphere 'below 3000 km than above that level, and that 'by the 
tim. the altitude of H& (5000 kID) 18 reached. the brilhmes. O.ctUatlOD 
has .ntirely disappeal'ed. 
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Flnally, we .hall report on pl'e1lminary attempt. to detect 
the brlptne.& osclllatiOll at level_ lower than that of the Ifa 5896 
core. The beat way to aceompUsh thia would be to take b:rlp •• a.-
diUerenee plates in the cores of photospheric Une.. Lacldftl .uch 
plate., the following method wae asedt Doppler diffel'ence plate8 
exposed in the photospheric linea re 610Z, Ca 6103. and Ma sa" 
were recanceUed in order to brinl out the briahtn.ss field rather 
than the velocity field. As i. seen from eq'lAtiOD 2 .. 13. thls la aceom-
pllabed by addlns. rather than eubtraetina. the density OIl the two 
members of an lmale pair. When such a photolrapbic ac1c11tiCJD wa. 
performed to obtain the brightness field and the bri,hme •• cliffereac. 
between two successive plates obtained. ODly a v.ry weak, althou,h 
definite. cance11&tion was observed in the Na 5896 line (A>. CD 0016 A). 
and no sip of a brl.htness oscillation was observed in the Ve 610l or 
Ca 6103 lin... lnet.ad. for the latter linea a uniform hcay Oil the 
time correlation was observed, with a time constant of a fe.." mlDlltea. 
The above should not be accepted. as con.clueiv. evidee. that 
the brilhtne •• oscillation diaappears in the photosph.r •• in view 01 
the fact that oDly W.e platea were analy •• d (the photopapbie .. edUCe 
tion proc~us involved in prepal'iDI a photoaraphic additiOD rath.r thaa 
a subtraction is very tedious). N.v.rth.l •••• there t. 80me OACour-
agemeni in the agreement with direct ob •• rvationa of the lI'alWlation 
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Immediately below, which reveal no .lp of a periodiCity in bl'iaht-
De.S (11). A .earch lor bri,htne •• oscUlations in the cor •• of upper 
photospheric line., .s well as He. Ii y, and H 6, h pre •• ntly unclel" 
way. 
~K Ob.ervation. of the m~Ke Relation between the Velocity aD:,ci 
Krietrry~~K OacUlation. 
On one occasion (Au,ullt I, 1961) a normal Doppler 8can of 
the sun was made in the Na 5896 Une, with slits offset 0.16 A from 
the 11no core, immed.iately foUowed by a return Ican in the core. 
Abo, •• ean in the core at a later time was immediately followed 
by a DOrmal Doppler scan with slite oUset 0.08 A from the ctne. 
This offered two oppoI'tunltiea for observing the time correlation 
between the brightne •• and velocity; neld by searebiD, lor a minimum 
in contrast tn the differenc-e between the cOluecutive Doppler and core 
brightness plates. Such a minimum was sought and actually found. 
the cancellation was rather weak, but definite. The dme delay ancl 
the Doppler polarity were such that the cancellation implied a nelative 
correlation between the two fields; a.reas with increased intenaity we .. e 
associated with velocities of recession about Z,70 8ee later, and 
velocities of receseion were t'oUowed by increased intensity about 
Z95 .ec later. This impli •• that the brightness oscillation lead. the 
velocity o.cillation by about 163·. The reslllt that the two oscillation. 
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are anti.correlatcd 18 in good agreement with the negative brllhtness-
velocity correlation already fo'md at the elevation of the NaD line 
core and inner wine. 
We must qualify the result above by noting that uncertainties 
in identifyini the minhnum of contrast might allow the phaae by which 
the intensity leads the velocity to be a.nywhere between abollt 150· and 
175-. Also. it should be mentioned that the plauSi taken in the core 
and in the line wing refer to 30mawhat different elevations; ~Dte core 
is formed at a rather higher altitude. The exact difference is of course 
exceedingly uncertain, but if as a fir st a.pproximation we assign a height 
of formation to the core based on the mea:-Jureo. residual intensity. as 
deo-lcribed on page 44, we find the difference of height between the core 
and t..he average offset E~h c .12 A) for these mea.surements to be 
b. h ..... 100 km. If we asstlrne that we are observing an acou~tic wave 
krn propagating upward. at the iJound speed V - 5 - , then dhturbancea 
s sec 
at the altitude of the core shQuld lag disturbilnceo at ~u =.12 A by 
..... 20 &lec. Therefore, we conclude that at the latter elevation the in-
tensity ~hould lead the velocity by a.bout 163· + l~~ 360- - 187-, or. 
equivalently, it lags the velocity by 173·. 
The rather large ullcertainty in this rneaaurecnent should not be 
\1nderrateci. 'Ne have rO\lghly calc(llated the pha3e lag in the face of 
.. ~llch uncertair.ties only becaase the pha~e reiauc.ne between temperatllre 
and velocity have a great significance in any theoretical interpretation of 
the obofJrvationf:.l. In the disclls6ion. to which we ~hall now turn, we 
shall come baCt, to this point and consider it further. 
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PAR. T IV 0 DISC USSION 
II. Introduction 
. 
The possibility that olJcillatory motions miaht be present in 
the solar photo3phere and above has been recognized at least since 
the mid 1940's. About that time it became apparent that in the low 
chromosphere there is a reversal of the temperature Iradient, 
and that above that pOint the temperature climbs steeply to attain a 
6 \rahe of 1-2 x 10 eK in the corona. The n lX of non-radiative en.rlY 
req .. dred to maintain s'.lch an extreme temperat:lre inve:rsion ha. b •• n 
estimated (12,13) to be from one to several watts per eq..1are centi-
meter. Biermann (14) in 1946 and Schwarzchild (IS) in 1948 lode-
pendent1~· sUlgeated that the reqtured non-thermal enerlY nux milht 
be s\lpplied by acoustic waves generated by turb~uent motion in the 
gran,aation at the top of the eonvection zone, propalated throu.h the 
convectively stable upper photosphere. and linally dhlillpated as beat 
in the chromoaphere and corona. As the acol.utic wave traveh upward 
throuih region. of decreaeing denlility. its amplitude should increa •• , 
and if at higher altitudes the material velocity 'becomes comparable 
to the 80md velocity. the aco-.lstic waves will be transformed into 
shock waves with accompanying dissipation. 
The theoretical problem of an aCO\lSUC wave prapacatini in a 
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gravitating atmosphere was attacked &8 eal'1y a8 1845 by Laplace (16). 
followed in 1890 by llayleiah (l"i) and in 1908 by Lamb (18). These 
st'ldies bave been extended and applied to low fl'eq:Aency acoustic 
waveil ienerated in the earth',. atmosphere by meteor impacts (19) 
and atomic explosions (20). Since the already mentioned work of 
Biermann and 5chwarzchild. a number of authors have anal}'.ed the 
propagation of acoustic waves in the 801ar atmosphere (ZI. lZ. 23. IZ). 
The pre.eat observations have provided the fir at direct 
evidence of the actual presence of S<lch an acoustic wave in the .olar 
atmosphere. In the abort time 8ince the first announcement of the 
observationa, corroboratina evidence bas appeared from .everal 
other obttervera. Evans and Micbarc:l (8) at the Sacramento Peak 
Observatory bave obtained time lapae specuogram seq,leACe. at 
sinale points OIl the 801ar liurface. alul bave folmd evidence for the 
oscUlation simultaneously in diffel"ent apectrallines. They abo 
have observed the brilhtness o$cillation in the core .. of strOiller 
lines, as well aa pbase relations between velocity o$cillationa at 
different altit'.ldes and betweeft the brightness and velocity oscUlationa 
at the same altitude (24). Howard (ZS) at Ut. WUson has ob.erved 
a 300 lee pel"iodicity in the velocity time-correlation function. a. 
well as a 380 sec decay time of the function. by \lain, the aabcock 
magnetograph lIet in the Doppler mode. Deubnel" (Zo) reporte similar 
res .. uts from the Fraunhofer Institute '. mapeto,rapb in Anacapri. 
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In. any theoretical analysis of an acoustic wave Pl'0pa,atin, 
vertically through an isothermal atmosphere with Iravitational 
acceleration I 4n4 ecaleheipt H (the vertical dlstanee in which 
1 ' 
the density and pre.sure drop by a factor -), a c~1tical fre,lloncI 
• 
U) appears, which is of. the oreler of fi ; we .ball ••• Ulat if the 
e J H 
expansion. are hothermal (y. I), (l) = i/llH. "'01' the 80lar 
c 
4.44 I 1 0 ( ) photosphere. " = 10 cm sec, and at,. = O. S, H,... ,Z km 7. 
Thla yielda a critical period T :: .e. = 262 sec. The strildn. &Ire.-
c (lJ 
C 
mont with our observed oscillation period suongly sUlle.tll that we 
are actually observing the motion or material in a vertical .ravi-
tational-acoustic wave. 
WhUe 0\11' ob.ervatiqn8 therefore provide &ratifylnl confirma-
tion of long-standing theoretical preQictionll, they aho .eem to rai •• 
some new questions. Chief among these h the problem of under-
standing how the particular beqD~enCv we observe ilf .lniled out. 
and what its precise value can toll us about the structure of the solar 
atmo8phere. The fa.ct that the period depends 011 altitude aUlleats 
that it h probably not a normal mode of the at~oUpbereK b\lt is 
determined b}! local 'conditions which vary with height. The presence 
of an oscillation in the inteosity field raises questions about the 
thermodynamic character of the acoustic wave, which have often ben 
neglected. The variation of amplitude of the oscillation with hel,ht 
shol.1ld tell u. something abo\lt the eneriY dhsipadc.n al'lCi renoctioJ'l 
8S 
of the wave. Finally, the thre.-dimensional pl'operties of the wave 
(variation of abe of the oscillating elementa with heilht, the relative 
sizea of the elemente of the intensity and velocity" field., and the 
ratio of horizontal to vertical velocitie.) need explaining. 
It ia not within the UCl~ of thie thesis to present a fu11-K~ale 
diKu8sion of the above que.tiona. Nevertheless, it 18 po •• ible to 
present a rather simplified picture of the mechanism behind the 
olicilla.tion; such a picture baa been found to retain the overall quali-
tative featllres of the obaervatious we have jU8t reported, at the 
sacrifice of more detailed agreement betweeu theory and observation •• 
We .hall now dbcU8i1 such a simplified mathematical de.crip-
tion of the wave and try to use it to see how the atmosphere CaD siape 
out a predominating freq,1.tency. Next we shaU consider various 
mechanism. by which this frequency can change with height. Finally, 
we ehall devote some time to the question of radiative thermal 
relaxation in the /tolar atmosphere, in an attempt to understand the 
ob.erved rms intenatty fiuctuatl ona, the brightness-velocity correla-
tion, the oscillation. of the intensity field, and the phas8 between the 
intensity a.nd velocity oscillation •• 
B. The Wa ve ~<tCa tion 
In order to make a qllantitative treatment of oscUlations in 
the solar atmosphere at aU tractable, certain aimplifyinl approxi~ 
matton. mUlt be made. Jrirat. we .hall re.trict o!lr".l.e. to .mall 
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perturbations of the static conditions, 1. e., ... e con.ider lineariaed 
.o1lltiona to the bydrodynamic equation.. Thia .. e reali.e already 
remove. U8 somewhat from reality, for the total exeur .10n of a typical 
v 
element d\lrina an oscillation period, z...2 (for v • v co. c» t) is abou.t 
e 0 
50 km for the observed values of ij.) and < vl ) t. This distance is a 
large fraction of a scale belaht. and thus any small elemeat of the 
,.s travels back and forth between re.ions of rather different pre •• llI'8 
a.Bd density. In addition. we .hall nesleet viacoslty. beat conduction, 
magnetohydrodyaamlc eUect., ancl racUation. (The fbst two are indeed 
ne.liaible, aBd the third h nesliaible in the photosphere but not in the 
Chromosphere. The 1&st is nowhere ne,Upble. We shall shortly 
try to consider lome of ita effects separately.) 
With the.e approximatlOD8, we may write clown the usual 
hydrodynamic relations for perturbed quanti tie. in terms of the 
velocity and the r.mpertl.1rbed quantities: 
a ' if + v· (po.!) • 0 (continuity) (f. 1) 
a at (p ~ = p'.1 - '\l P' (momentum cODs.rvatiOll) (4.l) 
BE' 
" - + 
""0 at p v. VE = .. v · P v + I • b v' (enerlY (4.) 0- 0 0 - 0.:.1 
cora •• 1' va tion) 
R R pi • P _ T I + _ T p t (equation of state) 
o ~ .. 0 (4.4) 
1 P 
E- --y .. l p (4.5) 
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where P • P + p'. etc •• and P Ie the equ.Uibrium pressure. etc. 
o 0 
For a layered atmosphere, where ... -I e • and P • P (a). 
a 0 0 
-
p. p (a). the.e eqt~atilftU may be combined to Ilve a lenoral eq\l8.tlon 
o . 
for the perturbation velocity u. vIc. where c 2(a). y Po(s) 
- - "p (.) 
o 
(4.6) 
. P (a) c 2(z) 
In this equation H(_) h the (vadable) scale height o. • 
~f VI 
o 
This .eneral equation is rather complex, it may be reduced som.what 
if we fu.rther ide.uze and restrict ourselve. to the isothermal ea •• 
(c IE constant. H IE coostant): 
(4.1) 
Unfortunately. even thh simplified case presente problems. lor in 
leneral the now wUI not be irrotational unlesil y.a 1. As wiU ahortly 
be seen, however, tn the photosphere racUative Ieakale 18 80 'aat 
compared to the oscWatlon podod that temperature pertllJ'bationa 
are unable to build up, and the expansi.ons and compressions are 
essentiaUy isothermal. Therefore. in the photosphere the eUectlve 
value of gamma is in fact nearly unity. U we 8et y I: 1 in equatioft 
4.7. we obtain the trrotaUonal equation 
I 
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z a u Z Z . 
-:.-r - c \l ~ + • \7 ua 1:1 0 • at 
(4. ') 
Although we can scarcely expect exact alr.ement with ob.ervaticm. 
from equation 4.8. the solution should have at least ql.\&lltatlve 
.imilarity to the actual aUuatioDo The complications we are omlttla • 
.. \II certainly alter the detail., bllt the basic descripUon of an 
acou.tic wave propaptinl Ilnder the influence of a Iravitatlow nel4 
is contained in equation 4.8. 
To dhcu •• thh equation .. e fbat note that .ince the Qow b 
irrotaticmal u is the gradient of a velocity potential .,. Sub.titutina 
-
u • yT~ into equation 4. a. we .ee that the three equationa cOlltatned 
- . 
there reduce to one equation with the Mme appearance: 
ror convenience w. write thh in dimensionle •• uniu. a.tUnl c 1:1 1 
c
Z 1 
and I = l, hence H c - • -C Z 
.. V Zep + z!1 :I 0 
8a (4. 10) 
l'hh equation is separable, and the lolutton h easUy found. to .... 
where 
II 
q',I (.!.. t) • e 
i k·r ... ~t 3 
r.r.r A(!) e - - e d ~ (4. 11) 
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(4.12) 
a.nd A(k) is determined from the hatttal 01' boundary condl tiOGa in the 
usual way. If the boundary cOIldition b. fol' lll.tance. that the .. e 'be 
an oscillatinc velocity potentlal on the plane •• 0, 1. e •• 
III (ll • 0, t) III A coel)t, then the r •• pon •• h OIle tim ••• lonal. aad 
o 
z l(k(,,)z - !U t) 
cp (s, t) III A e e 0 0 
o 
C4.13) 
u ! .. 0' > I. k ("0) i. real. and WOjVz juot an upward propa-d~ 1.6 -1 . 
gatina wave. The Jl'oup velocity dk 0 III ...2.-, or in real unite 
JIl 2 - I.e Z itt Wo 
v • • 0 C c wbere (1\ = ~ la the critical freq~eftC:y and 
g I." , c 4H 
o _ FlP 
c is the sound velOCity c ":J If- · The amplit~e 01. the oscillation, 
A II A oz/ZH • inerease. with altitude.s tb. wave encounters l'epOilI 
o 
of Ie •• and 1 .... dezulty. Thil behavioJ' 18 to be expected .iDce the 
Z kinetle energy pe,. unit volume. which h proportional to ,A •• boulel 
-aIR 
remain con.tant as the wave propa •• te. upward. Sinc. p - • 
+&/lH 
we must have A ..... 0 • 
If 'w 0 ' < 1, k( ... 0) ia imallnary. &DO a ataDdinl rather than 
propalatina wave 18 .et up: -
IS -".. iii) t 
cp (ro, t) • A e e 0 
o 
(4014) 
where J( D ~K Now the amplitude aoe. not iDcr .... faat 
enough to con •• rve enoray density whh altitude. becau •• the wave 
attenuate. rather than propept.s. In the limit of .01'0 frequency. 
.... 1. and the ampUtil4e remaine con.tant, 1. e •• the atmosphere 
is simply bodily translated upward. 
U we a •• ume cylindrical symmetry and separate the dlffereatial 
equation in cyllnClrlcal coordinate., we have in place of- .quatiOD 4. 11 
The 1ntolr&11n equation 4. 15 may be caz:ried out in cloaed form only 
for certaln forma of the function A(k,'). Typical thr •• -c:limenaioaa1 
solutions corre.ponding to locaUzed, rather than plano, source. at 
t ID 0 are given below: 
cp(". II, t) • 
q>(p, s. t) • 
z 0, T '< 0 
• J 1(") 2 
• - ,T > 0 
T 
2 O.T < 0 
II J (,.) 
o 
e - I' 
0, t< II 
Z 
-a 
Z Z l 
." =t-r 
fi:Z Jt-.z-) It (ap).t> z 
o 
(4. 16) 
(4. 17) 
(4. 18) 
From the above examples. it is seen that in leneral the r •• poD.e 
to a localized impulse at till 0 is zero until a time Ric haa .lap •• d, 
8 
where R b the distance from the nearest part of the SOllrc. to the 
response point a.nd c is the soun<l velocity. nel'eafter a B •• sel 
s 
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{ ,ncti.on ·'oaeiUation" J (}t2 _1"2) sets in with decayio& amplitude. 
n 
The B.a.e1 function baa a period which for lal'l. time. become. the 
41TH 
critical period Z'I1, or in phyaieal unit. - • The amplitude alam 
c 
z _/ZH 
vari.es with z as. • or in phy sieal unita. • 
We .hall now further res'tl'iet our •• lves to motion in th. 
vertical, 01' z.direction. only. and attempt a aomewhat more detaU •• 
treatment. The restriction to one dim •• ulon h Dot a!arminl. in 
view of the obsorvaticm&l evidence that, at least at the level of the 
NaS896 Une. velociti •• are primarily vertical. 
It Ie well at thls })Glnt to list a,ain the ba.le ••• ,lmpUons which 
!.lnderlie the foUowina trea.tment. Th ••• are: 
1) Small amplitud.es (linear. beha.vior) 
Z) No 10 ••• " due to heat conduction, vieeosity, radiatioD, 
01' magnetic fields 
3) l.othermal atmosphere 
4) Isothe .. mal expansions ( y:lt 1) 
5) ane.dim.alonal motion 
In view of the crudity of each c:J. the.e aS8l1mptions, we sh&ll be coo-
tent to •• ek in the equations only a rather qualitative iJIlderetaadiul 
of the wave propalation meehan! am. 
Since we are dealing with one-dimeneional modOG, it is aa 
easy to derive the velocity fleld uz(r.. t) III ll(Z, t) aa the potontial tfi(a, t), 
and since our observations are of velocity lie1<1. themselvee, W. 11 •• 
the one-dimeneionallorm of equation 4.8 (aemul C • 1. g • Z). 
,2 
o u 
:-z tlz 
+ z 
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btl 
- a O. 37. 
This has the general solution 
Z ikz im(k}t 
u = e !' A(k) e e dk 
where 
(tJ2 = k Z + 1 
We Ghall now let the initial condition be that there is a 
(4.8&) 
(.l.lla) 
(4. lZ) 
localized region of upward-moving ma.terial at :z • 0 (this is the same 
problem treated by Lamb (18).): 
.1(:C.0) = '.1 6 (z) 
o 
(1. 19) 
(This initial condition might correspond physica.lly to the 9,ldden 
appearance of a bright gran.lie at the photosphere. which is tho<.lght 
of as lIbrea.king the auriace" like a bclbble rising to the surface of a 
llq,lid, c&\lsing the "interface" to move upward Uke a piston (Fig. 4-1). 
1ince the scale size of a granu.le is perhaps 
~}"obsbopfkd 
·iOO to 1000 km. and the Hnes at which we  LAYER" 
"b.erva the nsponse of the atmosphere IKrT~~//; T-O.5 
E/::v/?g:/>~ 
located not more than a few h.mdred km ~iKI~~~/ 
above the gran,lladon "i.l.rface,lI the /~ ~/;~;P> 
approximation of one-dhnenaional motion ij// / 0/:::::::: 
is not totally inapprop~iateKF 
*1 am ir.debted to Professor R. F. ebriety for pointing out this 
reference. 
and 
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Ollr initial eondition (eq. 4. 19) leads to 
A(k). ~O 
Zn 
u 
• 
o IS 
u 1111l. - • ZTY 
ICX) .ikZ. 
-0) 
(4. ZO) 
(4. Zl) 
U slnl the Bateman Tables of IntelJ'a.1 Trall.forms (Z7), 
U· 
o,t < II 
z & 
e i't 
u 
o 
-Z 
f~D IlO fA , ~ t go~p -. ,. -7 • JIV' -. ),-2. ...... z-· ,t > • 
t .. a 
'4.2Z) 
z Z 1 
e t z 
---. -- ). 
4H Z 4HZ 
Thi 8 i 8 plottod lor several valu •• of .. in Ft,t.Jl"e 4-2.. It h .... as 
expected that the OIl.at of the oscUlation OCC'.ll'S only after a t!rD. 
delay ~ • ~ • &n4 that the amplitude lncl"eaaes aa e -/ ZIt • Altboup 
for lonl times the motion approaches a pel"iodic oscillation with 
period ~ • independent of altltllde. the period of the first few 
C 
oscillations depends on z. and is ahorter for oseiUatiOftS at hilher a. 
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yeloeity Oscillation w~th Ahi~~e 
We "hall now turn our attention to the prow.em of tM vaJ'iation 
01. averale pel'ie>d of the oscUlation with beiaht 1n the .alal' .. tlDos-
deerea •• of period with hel.ht. Amon, them are: 
1) The intrin.ic p.riod i. constant with altltucl., but til. 
does vary with heilht. 
-
Z, The atmosphere attenuat.s freq,ueaci •• below the critical 
I 
frequency Ii) c • l~K As the wave FOlres.e. to hilher altitud •• 
there i. peater attenuation of low frequeaci ••• c:aueiftl the avera.e 
period to decrease. We bave just .een (Fig_ 4-2) the effect of thh 
attenuation on the respon.e to an impulaive source at the baa. ot the 
atmosphere. 
3) In the aolar atmosphel'e the scale height hrbleb determiAe. 
the critical peJ'iod lor an ho1hermal atmoaphere to be T • 4" !if) 
c J' 
is not constant. If the observed period. its determined primarily by 
local condition. at that hei,ht, it should vary with helabt in the same 
waya.s JH. 
4) We .hall see later that iU a wave prop ••••• upward. it 
pasaes out 01 the re,ion where it l.lJldergoe. leothermal exp8.lUJiona 
into a more nearly adiabatic: res!on.. This cau •• a the speed 01 souad 
aDd the crUieallrequency to increase. 
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We shall •• sume fo~ aimplicity that th. time correlation 
function is of the form 
-'/T 
e(A) • • coa(!ll A ). (4 • .IS) 
Abeln, th. time lal_ nen the maximum tlme cOI're1atlon OCCUI'. 
dC 
where - :I O. or co tU) 6 = -(It,\" • 
ciA max 
For a given m. the smaller T la, the smaller ."ill be the period A • 
max 
We .hall a.Bum. Ul 18 the _me lor aU Un •• and finel the value. of ,. 
nec ••• ary to yield the observed period. for the various liD... The 
value of OJ used was cho8en in the foUowtnl way: The Ua. (Ca6103) 
with the beat determined period. T. 296 + Z see, was ehos.. The 
-
ob.ervations l"epol'ted In Part In indicate that the decay time for 
the oscUlation inCa,6101 is about 380 sec. Solvinl eot[,,,(Z96 • .en • 
-u(,ao sec) )rielda Ij) •• 0lOa see. 1. or T III ~ • 302 aee. U ainl 
m 
·1 
'1' • O.OlOa sec • we find the valo.e8 of 'f nec ..... ry tOI' the various 
line. Ihted in the '0110.,,1DI table: 
Ll.ne Oba4!l'ved Avera.e meri~ (see) ,. EUf~1 
-
Fe610l Z89 170 
Ca6103 Z96 JaO 
Mg5528 303 -2310 
8&4554 Z88 160 
Na5846 286 140 
MgS173 285 130 
Na5896 core 258 37 (intensity oscillation) 
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Howev •• , actual ob •• l'vaUOIla of decay of tIwt .scUlation in NaS"'. 
wbleb indicated a decay time of 320-440 eec , ... em to rule out aay 
decay time as shOl't aa 140 sec, anel a decay time a. aho.t ae 40 .ec 
in the lAteneity oscUlation of the NaJ89' eore .odd completely aup-
pre •• the oecUlatlon. Tberefore. we canelud. that the rD.chaDlam 
lor d.cy .... of avera.e period with altitude c:aDl'lot be simply a 
In • 
decr .. e. of deeayume of. the oaciUatlon with altltude. 
Le •• than «> 
"i c: 
We have ab ead.y observed that Gl.le to the dlaperelve properti.s 
of an hothel'mal .ravltatin. atmosphere. the r.spons. of aoy poiat 
in the atmosphere to a velocity lmpW" directly helow is a quae'-
oeclllatol'Y motion. I'urtbe1'. we found tbat the "perioct" of the firat 
f ... cycle. depends on the •• paration • of th..ource anet the 
I' •• ~K point; namely. the "periodtl decre ••• , with lDCr ... ta •• 
Thi. behavior actually can he pred1cte4 without solvi .. the 
problem 01. an impul •• eo_ce: we have Hell that the di.pe ... ioa 
Z Z 
relation for an iaothermal one-dimenaiOD&l atmoaph •• h k III ~ .1 
in dimensionl ••• units (eZ III f G lH III 1). Thi. mea.a that aU 
frequencies '\1! ,< 1 are attenuated rather than propaaated (ril_ 4-1)_ 
A 
l~ ________ L-__ ~i-__ i--i~i-i-~-i ________ -L ____ ~ __ ~ 
0.1 w 1.0 
Figure 4-3. A ttenuation I, ver S:.lS II' for isothermal o~cillationP 
in a gravitating a.tmosphere. 
To the extent that the granulation prOdtlCea a epectrllm which con-
tains significant amplitude in the attenuated. frequency ranle, the 
response will vary with thickness of the fUter traversed by the 
signal, i. e., the height. Namely. because the lower frequencies 
are attenuated, tho predominant freq.leney of the aansmitted I'flgnal 
will shift to higher frequencies at higher altitudes. 
As we see from Fig,ire 4-3. the attenuation for very low 
frequencies will reti<.1ce their a.mplitude by a {a.ctor l/e in a dietance 
!J z • I, or in real tmits, ~z = ZH. The scale height in the region of 
line formation is 100 to. 120 km, which me&.ns that the Hattenuation 
length" is 200 to Z50 km for very low frequencies. Such a distance 
is approximately what we estimate to be the distance from the 
"grantuation zone" to level of formation of the upper photospheric 
and lower chromo.pheric spectral lines. Th'1S significant attenuation 
98 
is possible in the observed helaht ranl8. 
We should aho note that in the photosphere our ob.erved 
avera,. period of about 300 seC: is 8omewba.t lon,er than the critlcal 
2". period - -- Z60 ".c. Thus a eonstderabl. fraction of the .erlY 1n 
OJ 
c 
the frequency spectrllm appears to ne in the raDI. 0 <:: 3.1": ;p c. TlMl'e· 
fo!'e. the attenuation of the •• frequcciee should indood ba\te a lal'le 
effect on the averaae frequency. 
Finally, we may recall that the chromo spheric heaunl ocCl.1l'a 
with an averago period of ZOO to 260 aec. i. e •• aborter than. the 
critical period. 'nth implies that til. oacUlations below the critical 
frequency mtt8t not exteDd far up Into the chromosphere. 
aT 3) ~e sar~ation of Scale Heiaht er~K;; with AlUtuele 
We have ••• n (p. 89) that the critical frequency lor vertical 
propagation in an isothermal atmosphere is given by ro e • ~ • 
Secaus. of the decrealle of the temperature with altltafle in the 
region of ob"ervatioa, the scale heilht cleereaeo. a180. and bence 
the critical frequency increa.eli with altitude. rtaure 4.4 i. a plot 
of the 8cale heiaht H .!.! and fIl the "erideal period" .!!!. •• n/H , 
~g H'e , 
versus altitud., uain, Icale heilhb derived bom mOdels by All_ (7) 
and Kuiper (Z8). We 8 •• that the critical period deer.... with alti tude 
in the upper photosphere • by about 15 sec pel' hundred km. 
If the value of the periodicity we ohaerve b detel'mined 
primarily by the local properties of the atmosphere at the level of 
-
98a 
( a) 
160 
0 KUIPER 
0 ALLEN 
140 AVERAGE H 
(km) 
120 
80L-L-__ ~ ____ ~ ____ L-__ ~~ __ -L ____ ~~~~ __ ~_ 
o 
h (km) 
-300 
300 
200 
Tc 
(sec) 
100 
- . 
-
(b) 
T. = 47T' IH c Jg-
- - - Tobserved (F ig. 3-10) 
OL-____ ~ __ ~i-__ _L ____ ~f----~--~--~~f~---~ 
o +300 -300 
h (km) 
Figure 4-4. (a) Scale height H = PIp g. versus height h above T = 0.003. 
using model S ofJuiper (28) and Allen (7). (b) C rtical 
period T c = 4rr HI g. using average scale height from (a). 
Also shown are observed periods from Figure 3 -10. 
Une formation, then the tread In period wUl follow the treAd of the 
"local/l "itical period. It b. however. impo .•• lble to precUct the 
exact variation without und.ertakinl to solve c.ti.rectly the complew 
problem of a pulae propalatina v ... dcally thrOlllh a layereel atmos-
phere. 
4) The Elfect of Adla~tidtr of the Acou.stic Wave at Hiee .. Aldtucl~~ 
We .ball ee. (p. 101) that fo .. an acoustic wave of Rve-
minute period, whUe ~e wave expansions are iaothe .. ma1 at loW 
altitude.. they become mo ... nearly adiabatic at JUahe .. altltud.es. 1l 
one coneider II the case of one-cUmenatemal motion with V ~ 1, di. 
critical frequency become. fIl
C
• ~s · Thus, if we cOD.lde .. chaa.e. 
of both scale height and lIeflectlve 'V 0 with height, the critical pedod 
-
will decrea.e all ~ • i. e •• somewhat falter than Wustrated Ira 
Figure 4-3. AI D.for •• l~ order to let a q.l1&Iltitative estimate of 
this effect we would bave to .olve the problem of a layered atmos-
phere in full. 
D. The Variation of C?~it:r with Altitade anei Its Po.stble Weets 
on the OscUlation 
. " 
A. "'e have mentioned .adier. in the 80lar pbotoepbere the 
lifetime of a temperature perturbatlon h so .bort compared to the 
observed o.eWatlOll pe:riod that the oscUlation may be conaidel'ed 
to be isothermal. Tid. may ea.,Uy be .e. by an order of mapttude 
calct1la.tiOl1: Let there be a temporatul"e perturMtioa 6 T. at optical 
100 
3 depth unity. The esc ••• internal energy per unit volume is '2 NkA t. 
The energy a.bsorbed and emitted per unit voll.1me per lIecODCi 15 .e-
allmed to b. 4i4paT4 and 4e~EfEq + AT)", rKUp~t1ve1yI where th. 
absorptioo coefficient H is evaluated at optical depth umty. Equat-
lng the rate of. chan,. 01. internal en.rlY per unit volu.me to the ..ee •• 
3 dAT 
of absorbed over reradiated enel'lY flllX, wa have! Nk 7t • 
4 AT 4 L 
-16 "paT T . Noting thatoT
e 
• L 2' K.,H· 1. wbereH 
"\'fll o 
h tho .cal. hel,ht. and NkT .. p. we •• a that 
1 dltT 
• e .. 3Z L !L 
.. -- -
• I L 
AT dt 3 2 NkT 4" a.t) 
8 L 1 8 L 1 
II -
-
. - PH' 3 rrR. Z NHkT 3 Z nRo 
where P and H are to b. evaluated at,. lit 1. a.ln. 
z 
erg/em sec, 
Z 
4 2 41fa,o 
P =: 10 dyn/crn ,and H a 100 km, we ftnd. 
sec. 
(4.25) 
= 6. lxl,lO 
1 i • O.lS 
1 Thh number is to be compared .... ith - - SO .ec from our 
t.I) 
1 
observations. The fact that the raciiative deca.y time i h 80 much 
1 fastar than the "wave compression" time - implies that there i. no 
. It1 
chance for a temperature p4trturbation to be c.reated. DY the compr •• -
slone l. e., the o.cillations are leotberroalo 
Nevertheles." the observations of a brigbmess oac,UlatloD at 
higher altitud.e, which is apparently connected with the velocity 
oscUlation, s'.l.Ige.t that the t.ehavlor i. far from isothermal at 
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theae el.vatlone. Accordingly. the radiative relaxation time lie 
walll calculated for various altit:.1des. from the photospheric model 
of Allen. (7), using 
(4.26) 
This relation follows irnmecliate1y from the .. e1atiol18 1ea4inl up to 
equation 4. lS. if w. use )( ( .) and T(.) directly. It haa atao been 
discussed by Spiegel (Z9) and Kraaberl and WhitDey (If). 
Figure 4.5 presents tIw r •• ulb. which show that the l'a4la.dve 
1 decay time i increaeee from - 1 •• c at 'f = 1 to about 15 sec in the 
upper photosphel'. where ,.- 0.01. This latter heipt is p2'obably 
about where the Na5896 line wins i. formed: the fact that here the 
1 1 decay time i' is I'Ol.llhly half a& lar,. as -; implies that the oacUla-
tion will be Don-isothel'mal at this altitl.lde. 
We may lnv •• tigate acoustic wave prop8.latlon vertically in 
an hothermal ,I'avitatina atmoaphere with radiative 1eaka,e by 
solving the u8ual one-cUmenaional linearized equations for small 
motions. W • • hall consider a.n isothermal atmosphere with temper-
atu.J'e To and seale heipt H. a.nd lise a Lagrangian d.scription of 
the motion. We let z be the vertical coordinate and. t! (a. t) the (.mall) 
dtepla.cement from equilibrium of a particle who •• equUib1'ium 
position is z. Then the podtien of that partide is a + ~ (a,.) • s( •• t). 
We let., (a. t). p(a, t) and T(B. t) be the state variables at the positiem 
1000 
100 
1/f3 
(sec) 
10 
-300 
lOla 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
o 
P 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
HEIGHT ABOVE T =0.003 (km) 
+300 
Figure 4-5. Semilog plot of radiative decay time ; versus height 
z above T = 0.003. 0: using equation 4.26 and data 
.from Allen (7). 0: from Krasberg and Whitney (30). 
Table II. 
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x{z. t) of the particle. The linea,dzed eql1ations of continuity and of 
state are then: 
p(z. t) • P (IS) (1 + !.e) • , (a) (1 • U~ , •• t} ). and 
o p 0 &z 
o 
P(z,t) = po(z) (1 +;t +¥):I Po(z) (1 - ~~ + 9(z.t» 
() 0 
where 
p (z) c p (0) e -z/H and P (z) a P (0) e -"/M 
o 0 0 0 
are the equilibrium values o£den.ity and pressure, And where 
e (z, t) • A Tlz' t} 
o 
The equation of moment~lm conservation is 
or 
z 
p (z) ~K t) II: • ~ p(z, t) _ p (a) g , 
o at2 uZ 0 
.!. + 1 
H H 
(4.l1) 
(4. ,1) 
p (z) 
The zero-order terms oR' and - .. 0 (a) I on the right hand 
side cancel, because P :I P 0 gM for hydrostatic: equilibrium. If 
p 0 
Z 0 
we write c • - , eqt.tatlon 4.32 red·lee. to () P 
o 
z 
c 
o 
.-H 
.25 + c Z (.!!. K~FK 0 G 
a. 0 a. H (4.33) 
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We l'nay note that if thero i8 no rad.iativeleakale (! ... 0). the 
w 
expanlion., are adiabatic, a.nd we have T p ( 1 • y) • conat •• or 
9 iii (y - 1)!f • - tv ... 1F~ • p a. 
Pattin. thi IJ in equation 4. 33 yields 
c Z 
o +y-H 
(4. '4) 
(4. 'S) 
which 18 the correct adiabatic relation for one dimensional motioa. 
(cf. equation -t. 7. plDUslo~~s section). On the other hand, if the ex-
pan,iona are isothermal, e 11\ 0, and &<illation 4.33 reduces to 
~ , c 2 e"D~ Z S"'e: 0 (}!;\' 
---- • c --t + - -- =:: 0, lndepenoent 01. y. This 1. the 
al' 0 8.'" H az 
caee where radiative leakage is 80 faat compared to compre.sion 
time. of the wave that temperature perttlrbations do not bave an 
• opportunity to build IIp, i. e. _.... m. The mathematical behavior is If'· 
the eame a8 if there were no source of temperature perturbation. i. e., 
If y were equal to 1. 
P For finit. rat •• of radia.tive clecay. 0 < - < 00 ... e expect 
Jl'\ 
the temperature to be governed by an equation 
ae aw~ 
- = - ~e - (y - 1) -
at az8t 
o (4.36) 
The first term on the right .. band sid. of equation 4.36 dellCrtbe. 
the relaxation tendenci.s of the atmo.pherei i. e •• a temperature 
perturbation e decay. a.t a rate proportional to the perturbatloa. ne 
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second term deecribes the adiabatic headn. eLl. to the rate of com-
pres:Jion a (.8' . ~ --:.) by the wave. For the eq.uLtloo to be valid. we 
"t az 
mu.st 4ssurne that the atmosphere is optica.lly thin. in order that the 
second·order radiation effects be l1ealiaibl •• i. e •• 1n ordeF that the 
pertarbed element does not abaorb radiation different from the .qui. 
libriunL value becallse of the presence of neighboring pert.urbation •• 
Now if we assume that 
+1 ",t qz dO B'" il,t qa 
" A- e an QI: e- e t'. e (4.37) 
we find that. for a solution of equations 4.33 and 4.36 to exl.t, 
1 • (4.31) 
and 
qA. (-4.39) 
Bere we have fiet c 2. 2M • .i = 1 a.s before. The first term of 
o 2 
eq.lation4.38 yields the exponential increase of velocity ampllQlcle 
with height. which we bave already encountered, and which wae nec-
easa.ry to conserve kinetic energy per unit volume for prOp4lation 
WithOLlt 108ses or reflection. We see that if ~K 0 or Q) in equation 
"~K 38. that Re (q) = 1; i. e •• the amplit Jde increases with heiabt in 
the way already die.cussed. For 0 6 < 00, however, there iii a con-
trib ttion to Re(q) from the second term in eq,.tation 4.38, cauBinl the 
lOSa 
r---"""q"------y--~-___r--~-__K_-_Ir__1r__K_r__Ir_____I 1.5 
-1.0 
Figure 4,:,,6. 
w= yI = 1.291 
RE (K) 
I 
I f3=O.5 
I I 
f3=I.O I I 
f3=2.0 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1.0 
The complex wave number Y. (w , a), plotted for various 
values of '1' and S. Solid curves: tl' = const. f' increases 
from 0 to 00 as one progresses clockwise along the curves. 
Dotted curves: S = const. The curves a = 00 and S = 0 fol-
,low the real and imagina..,y axes, and attain the value 
,., = 0 for (£ = 1 and (1) = Y t, respectively. 
lOS 
amplitclde to increaiie with height either faster or !Slower than in the 
ll~U1esa case. Thh corre3plmdG to downward or upward propagating 
wave;;, respectivel). We choose the ':;ol:.ltion for rpward }lropcaK~ating 
waves: 
-i,t ~a Ae • q a l+i ;3 - i,i\ 3 -i y w 
2 
w - 1 
-ill't qz 
€I:: Be e • B == {y - 1) i(t' 
;J - b.l 
qA (4041) 
The complex q'lantity q - 1 $ } ('\" e) is plotted in ~igure -1-6 for 
variO'.IS vahes of, and ~K From Figure 4-6 we see that! 
a) 1£ f, = 00 (idotbermal o3cillationa) there is a critical 
frequency below which )( is real and negative. i. e •• below which 
there h; attenaation b:.lt no propagatiol,\. /\bove the critical {requeuc) 
;. is imaginary. and there is propagation but no attenuation. The 
critical frequency ", has the value·, = 1. or in phyaical unita, 
c c 
c 
'c = 2H • This is the behavior we have already encountered in our 
earlier iaothermal treatment. 
b) If 6 = 0 (adiabatic oscillations) the beha.vior is the same, 
except that the critical frequency has shifted to (I' C 'V •• 
c 
c) For intermediate values of (3 • as'!' increases from zero 
to infinity. y (w,f3) follows a path in the complex plane from -1 to 
y -1 
i (0 - ;y 3/2 r . The lmaginary part of ,'-' is the wave number for 
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propalatlon. and the nelative real part is the attenuationo Thh 
attenuation is due partly to the presence of atandin, wave componeftts 
and partly to radiati ,.,e lo~ueCK 
Figure 4-7 h a plot of the total attenuation v.rsu. ~tD for 
1 
several valu •• of radiative decay dme i' 0 The larle attenuation for 
'" less than the isothermal critical frequency, w • I, i. the eam. 
e 
attenuation due to atandin, wave c:oll'ponent& which we bve encouet.l'" 
in the isothermal cae. (cf. rtg. 4-3. p. 97 ). :F01' hi,Der be· 
quenctce the attenuation h due to radiative lo •• es. 
The fact that for each value of a there is a value of, for 
which the damping is a minimum miaht sUilest that such differeDtial 
damping mi,ht sinale out the least damped frequency from a white 
nohe spectrum introduced at 8 = O. ne broadn ••• of the min1m\l1lJ 
in dampinl as shown in "llure 4-7. however. preclude. very sharp 
filterinaln the distance between a c 0 (the top of the convection aone, 
at ,.- 0.5) and Z II 1 to 1 (the lin. formation repon at., = 0.05 to 
0.005, in real units II • ZH to 4H, or ZSO-SOO km). 
We shall DOW examine the oscUlation of temperature d •• crlbecl 
by equation 4.41 (p. 105). From thh equation we .e. that the 
amplhude, relative to the velocity amplitude, is 
a. ,-'L t :II (" _ 1) t • -~K 
_itllA • P - lW (4.4l) 
t ~ W 0:: 1 
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and that the phase by which the temperature oscillation la,8 the 
velocity oscillation h given by 
where 
i 6 q III re and -1 IV • II tan 
The amplitude and pha.e of the temperatltre are plotted ¥erblU1i5 ~ 
for various values of ,dn Figure 4 .. 80 For lator ule we have also 
shown on the abaci .. "a the values of z to which the different values 
of jj correspond. 
'Ne see from Figure 4-8 that the amplitllde is small for low 
frequencies or ahort radiative decay times, and large for hilh 
freqaencies or long radiative decay times, a.1i we should expect. 
Concerning the phase. we Bee that: (a) for higb frequeftcies ( , .. QO • 
,» ~F the temperat,ue a.nd velocity are i.n phase. This is the usual 
result for an adiabatic wave propagating in an atmosphere without 
gravity. (b) For very low frequencies (')1« 1. (lJ"-< 8). the temperature 
1a.s the velocity by 180· 0 For = iK~ II 1. the temperature 1al8 the 
c 
velocity by 90· for a ... 0 (adiabatic) and by 180· for ~ ... 00 (isothermal). 
In thh section we 9haU t!'y to apply the reillults of the pree.G-
lnl analysis to OiJ.r observational data. We ehall begln by briefly 
8ummarizinl the data already presented in Pa.rt m concerDin, the 
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Figure 4-8. 
( b ) 
20 10 5 2 0.5 f3/wc 0.2 0.1 
(a) Ampli tude ot and (b) pha se lag qJ of the temperature 
oscillation relative to the velocity oscillation, plotted 
vs 13 / til C (axes at top and bottom), and vs height h at 
which these values of S/wc exist (middle axis). 
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brlghtneis-velodty correlation and the periodicity ot the brilhtness 
field. 
It will be recalled that a briptne.s-ve1ocity correlatien was 
observed with a correlation coefficient which decreases apparently 
monotonically with height frem about +0 .. 5 In. the lewer photosphere 
through zero and to abotlt .0.2 at the highest elevation where the 
velocity escillation can be detected. The reverse of sip appears tOo 
OCCllr at an elevation spanned by the height. of formatien of the outer 
and inner NaS8/}6 line winl. The brightness field alene exhibits a 
time correlation function which decays monotonically with a "haU. 
lUeu of a few minute. at lower altiude., but which oscillates with a 
period of about 260 seconds at the altitudo of the Na5896 line cere. 
The oscillation ef the brightness field may be lollowed tOo considerably 
higher altitudes, and exhibits a period which appear. tOo decrea.e 
slowly with increasing altitude. At the altitude ef the NaS896 line, 
the oscillation in the cere appears tOo be roughly 180· eut of phase with 
the velocity oscillation. Finally. the rms ampltt\lde ef the bri,htnea8 
fi'.lctuationl seems to increase rather slowly with altit..lde in the 
photosphere. In the chromosphere. the ampltt·..lde of the bri.htne •• 
oscUlation (as distinct from the non-oscillatory chromospheric mottling) 
appears to decrease with altitllde, antil above the level of the Ca +'933 
cere, the periodicit'1 is no longer observed at all. 
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In the £ol1owinl diac;19sion of the interpretation of theae 
obeervations, wo shall make the aS811mption that increased briahtne •• 
in the 8pectralline is proportional to an inerea.e in temperature at 
the altitllde of ob.ervation. We emphaalse alain that thh assumption 
is at most only approximately valld, for the source function in a 
given Une may be a rather complicated ftlnction of tem~ratur •• las 
and electron preKs~reI the excitation potential of the lower state of the 
transition, and the ionization potential. The last two parameters in 
particular vary from line to line even at the same altitudeo Never-
theless, 0.1.1' crude alJs<-1mption is probably adeqllate for a roach 
qualitative treatment. In addition, the fac t that the brightness fluc-
tuations and their cO»l"elation with the velocity vary rather smoothly 
with height throllgh the atmosphere sUlgests that they reflect a 
property of the atmosphere itself rather than of the partic1llar line 
being st~diedK 
Tho posltive brightness-velocity correlation observod at lowe .. 
levels has been reported. earlier by several authors (31, 3Z). and may 
be interpreted as being due to the close association of low-lylnl 
atmcepheric levels with the granulation ttself •. i. e., with the top of 
the convection zone. Because the granulation transports beat by 
convection, the rising material is hotter, or brighter, than averaa •• 
while faUi.ng ma.terial is cooler. 
In actt.lality, the motions in the convectlvely stable atmosphere 
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even immediately above the gran..uation do not mimlc the temper-
ature nnctuationlJ or the granulation exactly; we obeerve an oRcWatory 
motion in the spect-ral linell, while there is no sip of any periodicity 
in the time correlation of the photospheric granulation field (11). 
Also, as we have reported on pale 79 we aee no slp of a periodicity 
in intensity of the spectral line at these elevation.. Nevertheless, 
it is not hard to lee how the time correlation !-mctlon between a 
decaying velocity oscillation and a noft-otJcUlatol'/ deca.ying temper-
atLlre perturbation may still be positive. For instance, the heating 
d'le to the appearance of bright granule may cause an increase of 
pressure which lifts the atmosphere directly above, initiating the 
velocity oscUlation; the fir 9t motion is t.lpward, and olle to the decay 
with time of the oscillation amplit:.:tde. as well as Iranulation-induced 
temperat· ... r. p.rturbation. the first motions contribute more to the 
time averaged correlation coefficient than e\lbseq.lent motions, 
yielding a net poaitive correlative coefncient. 
At hi,her levels, however, the heating of the atmosphere due 
to the gran.lle liho~d be lessened becauoe of the decreased solid 
angle !I'.lbtended by the grant\le, And thus the rms amplitude of granu-
lation-induced fiuct:.:tations may be expected to decrease with height. 
(In addition, the heating of hilher layer. will be delayed by the lon,el' 
relaxation time, causing the gran tuation-lnduced temperature fluc-
tuations to be less well correlated with the velocity.) The fact that 
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we observe. if anything, an incr ..... of rmra temperature variation wit'b 
height suggests another source of temperature fluctuation; our obeerva-
tion that there is an oscUlatory component to the brightness fiold even 
when no oscUlation ba s boen detected in the granulation pves atre1llth 
to this suglestion. In addition, the obHrvations that this oscUlation is 
approximately out of phase with the v.lochy oscUlation, i. e •• is neaa-
dvely correlated with U. explain how this second source of brightness 
fluctuation, when it overrides the first. can cause the total brightness-
velocity correlation coeIficient to become negative. 
In the previous section we determined. the amplitude and phase 
of the temperature oscUlation &esodated with a wave of frequency \0. 
traveWng vertically through an isothermal atmosphere, with a radiative 
1 decay time r which is independent of z. Now &s we have already seen 
(d. 1<"'i,. 4-5). ~ actually varies throughout the heilht of the eolal' at-
mospbere. indeed, ~ may change by an ol'der of magnitude in a distauee 
considera.bly less than a wavelenath of the propagating wave. Never-
theleflls. it lI.ems reasonable to expect a. a first approximation that the 
amplitude and phase will be appropria.te to 80me average radiative decay 
time characteristic of the height of observation. 
Proceeding in this spirit. we then find that at low levels the 
amplitude of the temperature oscillation for frequencies of interest is 
extremely small due to the rapid radiative relaxation time. Only when 
is and w become comparable does the temperature oscUlation become 
significant. Figure 4 .. 9 shows th. values of e • !,l predicted for the 
diiterent heights of obiliervation and £01' the observed frequency. 
It' ...... 0.85. from the data. in Figure 4-8(a). Also plotted in the filure al'e 
lIla 
6 Fe 6102 
0 Co6103 
0 8o-t 4554 
0.020 0 No 5896 I 4~qFO? 
0 0 
0.010 D. 
-200 h (km) -100 0 
Figure 4-9. Solid line: Predicted values of ( (6 T/T)Z)i for a wave 
of frequency (J) = 0.85, the observed amplitude (Fig. 3-3) 
and a radiative decay time dependent on height (Fig. 4-5). 
Separate points: Observed values of ( (6 T I T)2) t. 
Difference is due to heating by granulation. 
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Figure 4-10. Observed values of average kinetic energy per cm3 , 
E = t p ( v 2) , versus height h above T = 0.003 anp ~~r sus 
non-dimensional height z. Solid line: E = 250e - 0 z. 
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the ob.erved value. of !l. The cUfference between the two curVe II 
repre.ents tho ciirect heatin, by the Iranuladoa. It h seen that at the 
level of th., Na 5896 "_ wing. the difference 1008 to •• 1'0, l. e •• aU the 
temperatu.re nUC:Nations coW.ci be 8UppUed by the quaat-adiabadc heat-
ing o£ th. wave. 
If we examine the phase of the temperature oscUlation wUh v.· 
spect to the velodty osc:U1&tlon, .a portrayed in 4-8{b). we a •• that foJ' 
~l" ·observed frequency, <.0-0. as. the pha.ae laC vades born -180· in the 
photosphere to- 110·hl tile low chromolPphctre. At the 1.".1 of the Na5896 
Une wing the phase lal .hould be about 140·. This h to be compar..:! 
with ou.r 01?_el"ved lag of about 170·. 
Ofte oth .... obltorvaUonal point h available for compart.eon with 
the IiIlmple picture w. have clra.wn! Evans a.nd Mtchard (24 ) have deter-
mined the phaae lal between the temperature and velodty o_clUad,oD8 
1n the low chromospheri.c: Uno F.S171 to b.e about 90·. The oscillation 
period which they me.su.re £01" this line is about 275 ... c. pvins a 
cUmensionless frequency 1fl-0.9. Thus from Figure 4-8(b) W8 would pre. 
dict a. phase 1al of about 115:>. 
We interpret the discrepancies between the aDewe obaervadon. 
aad our expectations to be due to the _treme over.simplifications we 
have allowed In derivins thh <a._Utad.ve deSCription of the thermal 
properties of the oscUlation. We can scarcely expect such a pictUJ'e 
to produc:e detailed agreoment with observa.tions.Neverthel •••• it do._ 
bave the appeal that it s •• ms to explain the otherwise very pl..aline ..... 
v.real of the brighmeas .. velodty c:orJ'elation in tho low cbromospb4u· •• 
We have already implied bow this m1aht come about. aDd DOW we shaU 
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~pKll it out explicitly: 
1£ the compressions as.soc:lated with the velocity oscUlation 
were the only source of heating. the brightness-velocity correlation 
coefficient C would be ~g!Kmply C = cos~D where 4' is the phase angle 
between the two oscillations. C would vary between -1.0 and 0.0 
as the height varies from the granulation up into the chromosphere. 
The combined effects of direct beating by the granulation a.nd quasi-
a.diabatic heating by the oscillation will create a correlation coefficient 
which is positive at low-lying levels where the granulation heating 
predominates. As one proceeds to higher levels. the granulation 
heating decreases and the oscillatory compressional hea.ting increases, 
causing the negatively correlated oscillatory brightness field to pre-
dominate, and therefore causing the net correlation coefficient between 
brightness and velocity to become negative. 
Finally. we have evaluated the kinetic energy per unit volume, 
z i p < v } t at various elevationa, using the observed mean square 
velocities, and densities from Allenls model (7). Our results are 
graphed i.n lrigure 4 .. 10. If there were no 108ses or reflections, we 
should obtain a horizontal line. If there are radiative 1088es only. we 
may calculate the vall,es of Itl and S which would give rise to the 
observed energy losi. The graph of energy versus height shown in 
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Ftaure 4-10 CaD b. approximately fitted by a curve 
.1. Z -1.25z -Za h.. E • l!' < v ) - • • Since p ..... e \uy choice of the uuit of • 
1 zt O.375z 
a. iH)' we mU8t bave (v ) -e • (Thh. of course, a,r ••• 
with our earlier graph of observed I'm. velocity versus height (rlCo 
3-3, p. 43a).) Therefore. to match th. ob.erved decrease of 
kinetic energy we would need to bave 1 + lle(ft) wO.375,or Re(M) • ·0.625. 
1 
From Figure 4-6. we find the value of radiative decay time i nec-
essary to achieve this for varioul values of '.1
' 
to be: 
it' /m 
C 
1/~ (sec) 
1 125 
0.9 54 
0.8 17 
We may conclude that if mo.t of the eneray ia in a frequ.ency 
interval iIllptly 1 ••• than the critical frequency (as w •• eem to 
ob.erve), then r •• anabl. value. 01. rad1ativ. d.ecay time could indeed 
provide the ob.erved 10 •••• of enerlY. 
w. now summari •• our dilfCuaaion by p ..... ntinl the lollowina 
simpUfied picture of the tempe .. ature flUCtuatlOD8 in the solar atmoa-
phar,,: 
The .... pera .... field coasi.t. of a Doa-oacillatory aad &rl 
oacUlatery part. The DOD-oacUlatory p6l't. which PI'e4omina.te. at 
lowe .. altltu.cl •• , h Jua' the cU .. ect heatin. by hot ,ranule. immediately 
below. a.cau •• in the laida! ata ••• of a granule Ufe the h_tlDI i. 
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upward, tid. nOl'l-08cUlatory briptne •• ft.td exhibits a poettlve 
correlation with velocity. Th. cor .. elatiOil i ••• pecially strOftlin 
laye .. s immediately above the Iranulatlcm. At hlper levels, wblch 
are not so dosely coupled with thtt .raDulation, thh correlation 
.pre'llmably d.cr ...... Aho the b_tina by paDul •• decrea ••• witb 
inerea81ng heigbt clue to the increased dhtance from the .p'anule., 
and above a c.rtain level a sec:ond sourc. of atmo.pheric beatinl. 
which incr..... rather thaD decrea.ee with hel,bt. become. more 
important. Th. secOftd .ourc. of heatinl is th. quast-adiabatic com-
pre. alOft of the velocity wave.. and clepcnda Oft the rado of the 
radiative relaxation time to the o.dllation period. The radiadve 
relaxation time incr ..... with altitude. cau8il'l1 the ampUtud.e of 
thermal oscUlation to lncr .... abo. Th. theJ'mal olcillation la •• 
the velocity oKiUadon by between 90· and 180·. thus introduc!nl a 
nepdve br1Ihtn •••• veloelty correlation at hlab altitude.. In addition, 
the combination of the two int4a1uity fields caua •• a net rme iDteD.ity 
fluctiJation which increa ••• rather thaft clecrea.e. with altittJ.4le. 
Los ••• and refleetiona, however. seem to prevcmt the wave from 
. + 
p.netratin, above abollt the level of the Ca 3933 11ne eore (IS - 3000 
km). 
Thh picture, beinl baaed on a very much simplified model of 
the thermal properti •• of the atmoaphere, cannot avoid beiDI wrOll, ift 
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the detaUs. Whether it will be found to be correct eVeD approximately 
wW depend very ml.lch on ftltllre observations, •• pecially of the phase 
and amplit1lde relations between the brightness and velocity oseiUa-
tions. At present, it can be accepted only &$ a reasonable hypothesis, 
based on a rather limited number of observati0l'l8. 
F. Conclusion 
In this thesis .. e have reported on the fbat direct observation 
of the pr ••• race of vertical acousdc wave. in the solar atmosphere. 
We have measured the average period of the oscillatory wave motions 
with 80me accuracy and bave seen a variation of this period with 
altitude. In the chromosphere we found a periodic chance of iatea.lty 
accompanying the velocity oscUla.tion. and. we have attr'ibllted this 
to the qua.i-adiabatic heating by the compressional wave. Abo we 
fOllDd a correlation coefficient between intensity and velocity which 
varies in a regular way throughout the atmosphere. W. have tried 
to understand the temperature variations and their correlation with 
velocity in term. of the thermodynamic properties of an acoo.stic 
wave propapdnl in an atmo_phere with radiative l.akale. 
Much remains to be done. both observationally and theoretic-
ally. The chief observational que.tiona susgested by the pl'.sent 
inv •• tigation are: 
1) What is the actual frequency spectrum at each aldwde? 
Which frequencies represent standin. wave •• and wblch represent 
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travelling waves. i. e •• what is the critical frequency? 
l) The time lag between the elfect. of the wave at low alt1tudea 
and at hiBh altitude. eho·.1ld be thoroughly {nveatiIBted. Abo the 
phase relations between the intensity and veloeity oscUlation will tell 
much about the propagation characteristice of the wave. A superb 
start on thee. problems has already been ma.de by Evane and. Wc:haJ'Cl 
at Sacramento Peak (24). 
3) The amplitude of both the velocity and iuten.ity oecl11aUOfta 
.hauld be more carefully determined for different altltuc1ea. ift order 
to dear up the problem of enerlY h'aneport by the wave. Al.o, the 
"deeay time" or the oscUlation (or separate frequenele. ehoulc1 be 
measured. FollO\lVing the time history of the velocity oedUatioft at 
individua.l points may indicate whether the motion can be repre8ented 
by a decaying 8ine wave or whether it bas a more complicated be .. 
havior. Abo. euch measl.lres should determine to what extent the 
decay of the oscillation of the velocity time cOl'l'elatlon func:tion b 
due to actual damping. and to what extent it h due to chang •• of 
phase. Howard has already made some ob'.l'vatlona of thi. tylM 
with the Babcock magnetograph, fiet In the Doppler mode (l5). 
4) The three-dimendonal properties of the wave .hould be 
more thoroilghly investigated. What can one say about wav •• propa-
gating at an angle with the vertical? What evidence can we find of 
horizontal a.s wen &8 vertical propapti.on of the waves? Is the 
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apparent dilferenee in size between the elements of the velocity neld 
and of the intensity field rea.l? How reliable is our observation that 
the horizontal velocity component .s.entially dl.appea:r& at hiBb alti-
tudes? Can we elucidate the apparent spreadina-oat of the wav.s .. s 
they proSl'e •• upward, as implied by the increase of size of the el •• 
ments of the velocity field with height? 
5) The oscillatory motions should be followed up into the 
ChlDl~ollphere as far all possible, with special attention beinl pl4 to 
the energy tra.n.port properties of the wave. In the medium &ad 
upper chromosphere we should look for the interaction of mapetic . 
fields wit.'l the waves. What h the relation between the acoustic wave 
and the solar spicules? Are the latter simply the high altit~ 
exteneion of the acoluitic waves, for instance? Might the most 
energetic spicl.1l •• be generated by interaction of aco\1stic wav.s aDd 
magneUc field.? We have seen that mapetic fields in plale re,lODft 
damp Ol.lt the wave; what i. the .ffect of the mallnetie fields associated 
with the "chromospheric emission network'! 9ft the aeouadc wave.? 
What, i£ any. is the connection between the acoustic wave. and the 
large-scale, rapidly-changing velocity pattern found in the HOt line? 
The observational problems attendant upon inv •• U,atlag such 
q'..lestiona are manifold. but none of them seem insurmountable, 
given proper refinement of existing techniques, both apectl'ograpbic 
and spectroheliographic. 
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The chief theoretical qllestions which sUllest them.elv •• are, 
1) The discussion we have jUlt presented greatly needs refin-
ing. Ideally, of course, the full differential equation of motion, 
allowing for the variation or eqllUibrium temperature and radiative 
decay time with hei,bt, for the three-dimensional properties 01. the 
wave, for more realistic initial conditions, etc •• should be inve8tiptecl. 
A lel5 ambltiolJl line of approach might be to lntroduce velocity field. 
with various lrequenc)' spet;tra at z • 0 and examine the time eorrelatiOD 
(unction of the reSpOU9f! at different values or z. Krasber, and Whitney 
('0) have idealized the atmosphere a3 divided into parallel slabs of 
different temperatllre and abl3orption coefficients, and investipt.d 
the thermal relaxation properties at different poi.nts in the atmo_pha .. o. 
Perhaps the propagation of a thermal-acoustic wave throllgh such an 
a.tmosphere can be inve3tigated in a similar fashion. 
z) It would be interesting to investigate what the observatioAe 
can tell 11.S aboilt the eq:lilibr;um /jtr~lcture of the solar atmosphere 
itaelf. If we could deylve the critical frequency trom our obaervadOD. 
and similar onei, we could use it to determine better the !!tcale helpt 
H :II!.! . In turn, this wtll lead to a more accurate picture of the 
~f 
va.riation of temperature T and molecular weight J.l in the atmoephere. 
Perhaps observations of phase lags between tho velocity or lntenaity 
oscillations in different lines will help to determine better the relative 
heights of formation of these lines. Many of the parameters we 
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observe--velodty amplitude. averaae period. brightness-velocity 
correlation, avera.ae size, etc. --vary in a regular way through the 
atmosphere; both a relative and all absolt:tte ordering of heights of 
formation might be possible thl"ough the \1&0 01. such data. 
3) Finally. our observations may haye some bear In. on the 
very dlfficult problem of 8\.lPPOl't and heating of the chromo.phere and 
corona. Especially relevant al'e the questiona ,of mechanical ener,y 
nux into the chromosphere and corona. versus reradiation and 
conduction back down to lower levela, of the interaction between 
acoustic wave. or shock waves and hydromagnetic wave:., and the 
whole pl"oblem of the origin and life history of spicules. M'.u:h work 
bas, of course, been done on these problems (12, 13,23), but hope-
fully ou.r observations may s;lggest some new approaches. 
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APPENDIX I. RESOLUTION OF THE SPEC'raOHltLIOGaAPH 
.. ------
In thh appendix we shall dhc'.lS8 80me observation. and 
theoretical studi •• of 10 •• of resolution in the Nt. WUson I)-foot 
apectrohellograpb. 
A number of factors contribute to a <iegradation of the re50-
lution of the .olar image between the initial image formed at the 
entrance alit and the final monochromatic image laid down on the 
photographic piate above the second sUt. In approximate order of 
clecrea.slnl importance. th •• e are: (1) The curvature of the local 
surface of the coUimatinglens-eamera lena system. (2) the leo-
mett-ical .mearin. of the imale due to the non-aero width of the 
entrance and exiet slits. () the gap between the exit .lit and the plate 
em<.llsion. anel (4) finite re~lvynl power of the len ••• and Iratins. 
We .hall now discuss th •• e aeparat. factors in turn. 
One of the third order aberrations in the camera anel collim-
atins lene is Ci.l.rvatllre of the focal surface of the ima,e of the second 
sUt; the focal length is shortest for the ray II making the larae.t anale 
with the axis of the sy stem. Fiall!'e A 1-1(a) represents a plot of 
the focal iJi.lrface ai mea:sttred visually and photoaraphicaliy at the 
spectrohelioaraph for variolls wave1en,tha. The diameter of the 
I2Ia 
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Figure A 1-1. (a) Focal surface at spectroheliograph exit sE t. X = 
coordinate along slit. Number s give diameter of circle 
of confusion atthe slit in sec arc. (b) Logarithmic slopes 
of line profiles, measured at different points on actual 
plates. Variation in slope is partly due to variation of in-
trinsic profile from center (C) to limb (L). Dashed lines 
indicate the approximate effect of slits alone. 
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resultant circle of confusion of the ima.le at the slit is abo plotted 
in the filure. for the case where the lense8 are set to atve the beat 
focus at points midway between the ends a.nd the center of the slit. 
The curvature of the focal 8\lrface has a deleterious effect on 
.pectl'aillne resollltion as well as the resolution of spatial detail on 
the image. 'Figure Al-l(b) is a plot of the slope din TId).. of the line 
profUe. for Fe610Z. Ca6103. and NaS896 at the oUsetl from the line 
core, usually used, versus distance from the Center of the lllito 
From the data presented in Fiaure Al-l we see that there 
can be a l01u 01 resoll.ltion of as much ail several seconds or arc at 
the edles of an image, if the center is in fOCllS, and aho a delraciation 
of the line profile. It sho4d also be noted that when two images, 
exposed side by side on the slit, are cancelleci. a portion exposed 
near the center of the slit is placed in resister with a portion expo.ect 
near the end of the sliti one m'lle be on guard against interpretiftl 
difference. of detail at corresponding points of the image as renectin, 
a property of the sun before investigating the possible results of 
unequal relolution. 
(B) a •• o111tion Loss Due to .Finite Slit Widths 
The total eneriY E( y. z) received by a point (y, z) of the photo-
graphiC plate when the spectroheliograph is set at a wavel.nath A 
will be a tI smeared-out" reproduction of the monochromatic intensity 
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I(y, z,).) Kt~ikinl tho corresponding point of the sola.r lma". a.t tho 
first .Ut. The geometrical smearing duo to the two sUts, each of 
width at may be easily calculated (Fi,. AI-Z). 1£ the spectrohoUo-
-
graph scans at velocity v, the intenaity I(y, at t) below the .econd slit 
-
at any time 18 found by integrating ovor the ranie in x occupiod by the 
-
lirat slit at that instant: 
lb,s,t) e 
vt +!. 
2 
J 
a 
vt --2 
1 (x, z, A. + (y - vt) - ~Ex - vt) J D) dx 
o 
(A 1. 1) 
d'aif! 
D is the dispersion of the spectrolraph. and ~ • dQ 
inc: 
cos 91 DC: :II _ 
cos'diff 
is a factor which takes care of the magnification of the monochromatic: 
image of the slit along the spectrllm due to the grating (Fia. Al-l). 
The total enarlY received by a point on the plate is the lnUl,ral of 
the intenaity lex, a, t) over the Ume that the liecond slit is pas.inl It: 
I +a/2 
E(y. z). r v 
y -al ~ 
v 
r+aK/~ 
J(y,z.ddte f v 
l-a/? 
v 
a 
vt+-
r 2 lo(x, a, "-+( y-vt-e(x-vt)J)dxdt 
a 
vt--Z (AI. Z) 
E(y) is displayed for variouli simple one-dlmen.lonal inputs 
l(x, ~F in Fisure A 1-4. 
A more realistic case. representing the decompo¥ltlon of the 
spatial intensity and velocity field into its FOt.lrier component. A(!) 
and v(!). would have. if the second slit were situated on the wing of a 
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ENTRANCE EXIT SLIT 
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Figure Al-2. Geometry of spectroheliograph slits. (a) slit coordinates 
at t=O and t=tl' V = velocity of spectroheliograph. 
1.5 
(b) Monochromatic image at exit slit of entrance slit. at 
time tl and wavelength A o' Image magnified by IS due to 
grating dispersion. (c) Image (e) at (YI' zl) of source 
(0) at (xI,zl)' at the wavelength A 0 + D[n-S(XI-Vtl)-Vtl]' 
where D = dispersion. 
I.O.+-----r-------r-----,------r--------, 
3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
A IN SECOND ORDER (A) 
Figure A 1-3. Magnification IS at the exit slit of the monochromatic 
image of the entrance slit, plotted versus A. • 
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.2 
(6 ) 
"Response" (- - - --) at the photographic plate to various 
"Input" ( ) functions. (1) - (4): Second slit in con-
tinuum; inputs are 6 -function. step function. and two 
douple-step functions. (5). (6): Second slit set on a 
spectral line wing with slope a +1 aD = 0.5 ; inputs 
f . d f .26 are 6 - unction an step unctlon. 
l~~~ __ ~i-______ ~ ________ -L ________ ~ ________ ~_ 
Figure AI-5. 
2 3 4 5 
27T IkJ(o 2 i 
Transmittance T = [T 1 + T 22] where T I and T 2 
are defined on p. 125. Absclssa is the ratio of the 
size of image detail to the slit width. 
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1 dI 1 
speetralline whoae profile had the loaarithmic slope r dr - i.: ' 
an "input" function 
(A 1. 3) 
Carr/lng out the opel'ationa involved in equation AI.l. we find the 
r -
v ri). v{~ i 
-Z E(y,z)- 1 + . iAE~+S C -! 
a 
v(k t) >. EEK!K+~tFK r 
+ ITA(k) -=- - e 
" - c A 
i k' r 
e --
k a 
x 
Z 
From this rather compU.caWd result we may r'nake the following 
observations: 
a) Spatial wavelengths A. 
the spectrohelioaraph. 
2' 
=- :: k 
a 
- are not transmitted at all throtl,b 
n 
125 
b) If the second ali t is set in the continullm (t. II: (0), the inp'.lt is 
1 + ,I', A(k\ e i _k·_r dw~ d th . :;J an €I outP'lt \!:l 
1 + iD>AE~F Sin2fkzxal Ai _h·_r d l l<. t j '" We deGne tbe "transmittance func-
k a 2 
(2-) 
2 
tion" to be 
c) If the spectroheliograph i~I set ·::>n the wing of a spectral line. 
(A 1. 5) 
the same transmittance fllnction operates on the velocity field, as 
shown b _ the gecond half of the 5econd term of eq'lation AI. 4. 
d) The third term of eq~ticIn .A l. t~ gives the inficlence of the 3pectral 
line slope .. :m the intensity field. We define the transmittance Lmction 
k a 
x 
2 
j 3. 
X 
l. 
aD 
-,. 
The net tra.nsmittance of the ~Kfo1ar intensity field A(k) is 
(A 1. S) 
T • (T 1 2 + T 2 2) i. thi Ii is plotted in Figll.re AI-S, for the Na5896 
p + I i:.LD 
line with 0.07 rnm slita, for which 2'- -;::: Ib~l mes Lh:e vaLte 0.8. 
e) The last term gives the int1jence of the velocity field on the 
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brlptnea. field and vice versa. Since typical maximum value. for 
A(k) and ~ ~ are fo ,nd to be less than 0.1, this i 6 a second order 
c fl 
erec t and may be ftea1ei:ted. 
It should be ftoted that for small spatial wavelengths a DoppleS' 
cancellation does not fully cancel O(1t the brightness field. In the 
discussion on photoaraphic redc1ction in Part n (p. 26 ). we find 
r""~"DrD 
that the transmhaion of a Doppler cancellation ia T .. L ~ .J 
where r is the contrast of the original plate. (Since the second slit 
is set equidistantly' on either wing of a IJpectralline. b h opposite 
for the two images.) ?rom eq.lation Al.4 we see that thh is approxi-
mately 
i k· r d2·. 
e - - .k 
[
kxCl.l cos~ -
• 
• Ie. a 
1 x 
-l 
k a-
x 
-l 
(A I. 7) 
..-
For low-lyinalines. as we see in Part III (p. 68 ff). t,he lntenaUy 
contribation A(k) is larger than the velocity contribution ~ r . 
Vvbene·'er the "lJeeina" i8 sufficiently good that elements of tbe order 
of tho slit widths are resolved. the second term can become comparable 
to the fir at a.nd could ca .tile considerable error. Actually. for almost 
all the plates a.nalyzed in this thesis. the resobtion loss d·.l. to "seein,1I 
and third-order aberrations made this effect negligible. 
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The finite slit widths will, of co,use, have a great effect on 
wavelength re!!iolu.tion as well as spatia.! reaoLltion. Actolal mear.Hlre-
ments of the line profile of the line Hg 4358 were made at Mt. Wilson 
to examine experil:l'lentally the eiiect of lilit width on IiIpectral line 
resolution. A low pressure Hg emission tclbe, which prod,lces for 
all practica.l purposel& infinitely sharp spectral lines, Waf:; '.lsed in 
the third order. The res!-1lU of photometric profile meaS'lrements 
are shown in Fig',lre A 1-6. The observed halfwidth of each profile is 
ver>' close to l3a1 + a l , where a 1 and a Z are the ::slit widths. We 
shall see immediately why thi~K is 80. 
Figure A 1-7 show s the slopes of expanded line profile .. of the 
Ca6103 line, recorded in the !;Clme way as for an act, ... al observation 
(Part 11, p. 16 f). These slope:!) are a meaSlre of tbe wavelength 
resolution of the instr,lment. We see that the resollt:bn g ts pro-
gressively better with decrea;;.ing slit width ,mtH a width (abo it O. 05 
rom) h reached beyond which the redohtion actually worsens. (vv-e 
sha1l diKPc;Kls~ this behavior more thoro:-1ghly in 6e next ~-iectionKF Also, 
it appears that the resoillti.on i6 sornewhat bettel' if the fir'lt \)lit 
has 'width 0.04 mm and the second O.O(i lYlm. rather than if both have 
width O. OS rom, altho,lgb bot.,"'l combinatioJls paa 3 abotlt the same 
amO\lnt of light. (The eff@ct I;; actuallj not very pronoanced in Fig:.lre 
A 1-7. dlle to the 10$ s of re:Jobtionwe have just mentioned when the 
fir st slit becomes less than o. as mlLo 
50 
I 
% 
2 
lZ7a 
.50 
\ 
y 
Figure AI-6. Profile of Hg4358 emission line in 3rd order. 
Second slit width a Z = 0.01 mm t first slit width a l 
. varies as shown. The half-width is approximately 
13 ~l + a Z ..... f3 a I for large fir st slit widths. 
Dispersion D = 0.90 A/mm. 
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We may calculate the values a 1 and a Z for the f11'8t and .econd 
aUt widths whi~h slve the best resolution, subject to the ~oaCiition 
that all combinations pasa the same amount of lllht. i. e •• al&Z .. CODat. 
llelerl'ing to Figure A 1.8 and rememberinl that the monochromatic 
image of the first s11t 18 expanded by the ratio ~ at the second aUt. 
61. E~al + &1.) D 
we see that T II • ~ - • ThullI we wish to minimise Ja 1 + a Z' 
a Z 
aubjec:t to the condition a1&Z It constant. Thh leads to a · a • 
h ~ 1 
Then the resolution n II Z"'D'i'a
1
"'" 20000 for 0.07 mm sUta. 
We .ball see in the nliJXt lIection that if a 1 < - o. OS mm, 1088 
of wav.1enath and spatial resQl\ltlon occurs for other rea.on.. This 
is probably why the increased resolution £01' 0.04 mm and 00 06 mm 
alit. is not more marked in Figure Al.7; the effect h, however, 
very eaay to obs.rve visually a.t the apectrobelioiraph. 
(C) ~sa of 1teK~ution Due to the Gap between the Ext! Slit of the 
Spec:tl'obe1iol!ap! and the mla~ 
The gap between the second sUt and the photolJ'aphiC: plate is 
about 3 mm. which is large compared to typical slit widths of 0.07 
mOl. Thus the width of the intensity distribution which strik •• the 
plate may be cotlil~iderably greater than the .lit width. As te s •• n 
from Figua-e A 1-9, the width w~I of the distribution ta given by 
A za • b 5 + a, where a is the slit width, b is the lap between aUt and 
plate, A is tho width of the light beam at the camera lens, and S is 
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the lene-to-ima.e di.tance. When the speetrohe11olrapb scans acroa. 
th.plate, the inte.rated inteneity at a point is E. J 6 I(x + &, ~ESFd 6 ; 
K~ 
epa.t:lal utaH i. 8mMred over an interval Z6. Similarly, wavel_.th 
l' dotail i. smeared through a window A A. • D • where D is the die-
s per.ton. Ins.rtinl the values A a 60 (the foeal r~tlo of the 12 inch 
'telescope lens, which determines the aperture stop for the 7 inch 
. boa.c) b • 0.3 em, and a • 0.007 em, we find 26 .; • 12 mm. i. e •• 
r",a.rly twice the sUt aperture. (In 1960, when the plate was mounted 
1.0 em above tile slits, the width 26 for 0.07 mm sUts was 0.24 mm, 
more than three times the .Ut width! Tho increase in resolution on 
1961 plates cODaequent to decreaetn, the 8lit-to-plate lap was quite 
noticeable. ) 
The presence of a sUt-to-plate lap explains another pusa11DI 
phenomenon. As the aUt. are narrowed. the re801\.\tion .ets pro-
Ires.tvely "tter until a critical sUt width is l'eacbed, beyond which 
the resolution worsens (Fil_ Al-7)_ The explanation is that at thi. 
critical slit width the diffraction pattern of the first .Ut has broadened 
out untU the eet'ltral maximum fIlls the entire aperture of the five-
inch collimating len.. Then the focal ratio of the telescope lense no 
lonler define. the effective aperture of the camera lens, which instead 
becomea the lull five-inch apart.l.... If we \lse the value 5 • lZ.5 it 
S 
and A II 5 in., w. find A II 30 and the re.oluti.on window 26 becom •• 
(alai.n for a 0.07 mm .econd alit) O. 17 mm. The slit width at wbleh 
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the ceJlual maximum of th~ difbaction patteI'D occupies the entire 
S.inch coUlmatina lens may be calculated (an<S ob.erved. at the wwer) 
to be about 0.04 mm. Thh aFees well with the experimental data 
on the eaect or sUt width OIl relJollltion (Fi •• Al-,). 
(D) ft. •• olution of the Lenses and Oratins 
The theoretical resolution of the .pectrohe1iolraph lenses h 
about 1 sec arc, 01' 0.02 mm at the .Ute. The effective Iratinl 1' •• 0-
lution is ~ .- ; 5000. Th .... fore. the 10 •• of re.olution by the.e AA 
element. ill far lee. than that due to the finite slit width •• the curva-
ture of field of tho spectroarapb. or the lap between exit .Ut and 
plate. We Ileed not cOluider it further. 
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APPltNDlX n. GHOSTS AND seA TTEllED LIGHT 
-
In thh appendix we report on several mealituremeAta made 
at dle IS-ft. .pectroholiopapb at Mt. WUsen in ordor to determine 
&h0ltt anet scattered light intensities. 
(A) O11osts 
• 
Figure AZ-l illustratea the profile of the H,,4358 line in the 
fbiI'd order, with its two strongest Rowland ghosts. This was 
measured photometrically at the apectrohe110lraph, usina a low 
preeuure merc\lJ'y vapor tub. as a source. It is .een that the gboat 
intenllity is about 3. 1 percent. Thus the third order contribution of 
the abosts to the scattered light i 8 about 6 percent. Since tho ,hoat 
intensity varies iU to the squa.re of the order. it le about 3 percent 
in the second order aDd 0.7 percent in the first order. 
There is aleo an indication of the pro.ence of a .oak Lyman 
• Fost. situated about 170 A to the red ot the apecual line. with 
relative strength. 01 percent in second oreler and .02 percent in third 
order (Fi,. AZ-2). 
(B) Light pcatteli~d Parallel to the Seectrum 
Figul'e AZ-Z illu8trates a aean throup the visiblo ran._ of 
the ernis.lon apectrllDl of a low preiUl\ll'e H,lamp. In Filure AZ-3 
100 
- 10 
tf) 
c 
(l) 
-c 
0.1 
131a 
~ Slit Width 
-0.5 o 
f-L (mm) 
Figure A2- 10 Profile of Hg4358 in the third order. with its two 
stronge st Rowland gho stso The ghost intensi ty is 
about 3. 1% of the intensity of the principallineo 
jJ. is the displacement along the spectrum at the 
0.5 
exit slito t:.\. = DjJ.. where D = dispersion = 0 0 94 A/mm. 
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Figure A2-2. Hg spectrum as measured at the 60 ft. tower. Note 
the Lyman ghosts (G) about 170 A to the red of the 
stronge st line s. 
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Figure A2-3. Scattered light from Hg5461, expressed as percent 
of the central intensity. Note ghosts (G). 
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the Ugbt from the). 5461 Haline was bolated from the others by a 
fUUWi the ratio of scattered Uaht to non-acatterec1light wa. found by 
int.lrating th. intensity over the •• vel.nath interval not covereel 'by 
the lma," spectral Une it.elf and comparing tb1. with the Integrated 
intensity of the .pec:tralline. The ratio walt found to be about 8 
percent. Thla Icattered light is exclusive of the ghosts already 
menUODed. If the 8cattel"in. function h rouehly independent of ~ • 
the contribution to any wavelength of light scattered alolll the spectrunl 
would be expected to b. about 8 percent. 
(e) ';'isht Sea.tteJ'ed P,erEendic:ular to the ppec:trDu~ 
Lilht which ie scattered perpendicular to the spectrum wi1l 
be non-lmaled and thu. will create a ratheJ' UftUorm background 
brlptn.... TM ratio of the light 8cattered to any point on the allt 
from all other points on the .lit (except tho •• within + 1. G mOl of the 
-
polat 01 intereat) to the direct. Don •• cattered intensity. ia plotted 
versus poaltioa on the sUt in Fl,ure A2-4. "lpre Al-S ahow. how 
the .uttered intensity for a point of the center of the .Ut h made IIp 
01. contributions from all other points on the alit. The magnitude of 
the lilht acaUered perpendicular to the spectrum is aurpJ'istnpy hiah. 
stftCe it h white lilht. however. it ia cut down very much by the order 
.. paratiOD fllter. customarily used.. 
Iscott 
Idirect 
(%) 
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132a 
(0 ) 
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Figure A2-4. Light scattered perpendicular to the spectrum to various 
points on the slit.(a}unimaged sunlight on entrance slit; 
(b) 17 cm solar image centered at position X on slit. 
100 
10 
0.1 
o X(cm) +5 
Figure A2-S. Light scattered perpendicular to the spectrum from an 
aperture 1. 0 em long at various positions X on the 
entrance slit into an aperture 1. 0 cm long centered at 
X = 0 on the exit slit. Ordinate: Percent of direct 
intensity. 
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Vie conclude that the total imaced extraneous light in the .econd 
order hi in the neighborhood of 11 ,Pel"cent, of which 1 percent is due 
to Rowland posts aad the rest to 8catterina_ Further. a component 
of aeveral pereent is scattered perpendicular to the spectrum. Th •• e 
obaeJ'vadCll8 are u,eful only for order-of-magnitude estimates; if it 
become" nece.uary to have more quantitative lnforma don., a sodium 
absorption tuM mllht be luted to create an intrinsically black line 
at the second alit. 
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APPENDIX W. ElUtOR ANALYSIS 
. 
In this appendix we shall first tJ'y to liat all tho sipific:ant 
sources of lIerl'or, It 1. e., 4eviatione of the measured A -C and C-C 
functioras from the Huuell functions defined Oft p. 32 • SeeoncUr. 
we .hall abo obtain a quantitative estimate of the Umits of error of 
the mea sured functions. baaed on measurements of several of the 
separate contributions to errors, on standard deviations of .ets of 
observations of the same quantity, and on internal lncons! stend •• 
in the relation between A-C and e.c functions of oriainal and cancell.d 
plates. 
(A) 50Ul"c •• of Error 
.. - _. 
In the following <ii.cu..sion we .hall poup the various source. 
of _1"01' by the sta"e of the ob.ervation and data reduction in wblch 
they appear. 
1. ~1D1DorU fntr~ucedK into the lniUal pp!c:troh~ogram Pairs 
a) Imperfect toleS(!ope and spectroheliograph resolution and 10s8 of 
resolution aue to atmospheric: turbulence 
The above effecta contribute to a 8mearin. oat of the .mall-
I1ca1e detaib of the photographic field in aU stage. of cancellation; 
aU features below a critical aiase. dependent on spectrohelio,raph 
•• tUnas anet the ••• ing at the time of observadon. are elfectively 
unre.olved. TIl.refore, one should specify .. "cut_off" spatial 
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ftoequency, 1. e •• the ob.erved limite of resol'<.ltion. This may b. only 
estimated by an examination of the plates for the smallest detail 
visible. (The b.st resolution yet attained. with fine leoina concUtion. 
and accurate adjustment of the spectroheUograph. ie perhaps one 
•• cond of arc.) In 80me ca ••• in connection with this theai., where 
direct compariaon of heights of A-C functions bom difiorent type_ of 
observa.tions was made. the observation. were etallored in 8...ch a 
falbion that each type of obaervation immediately preceded and fol-
lowed. each ather type. in an effort to mitigate the elf.ct. of alow 
chang •• in the •• oiDI_ 
A partic:.U.ar hazard may be encountered when one compal'es 
A-C Ct\rve. of plat.a taken on either half of the spectrohelloarapb 
aUt, and pl.U'portina to b. identical except that they were taken on 
opposite win,s of the 8pectra.l line. In fact. there may be another 
difference between them which must abo be con.idered: becau.e 
corre.ponding pointe on the two images are at different dhtanc •• from 
the center of the alit. the distance of the em,..t1slon from the curved 
focal sU1'face of the spectrograph is in ,enel'al diUerent for corre.pon.d-
ina points on the two images. Thus at a point on one imase the focus 
will be better than at the correltpondlng point of the other imale (.ee 
p. 1 ZOf). rurthermore, the distance between the heights of the focal 
sarfa.ce for corre.ponding points on lb. images varia. along the alit, 
00 the difference in quality of focu8 is dependent on position a10ua the 
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slit. Since both the ulaht and ballwlcltb of A-C &Dd C-C lunctions 
are sensitive to changes f.n focus, any compari&OD of th ••• quan-
titi •• between plates taken on either side of a spectral Une must be 
ca.refully analy ••• for .1'1'01"8 of this sOW't. 
b) Plate Irain 
If no precal1tion. are taken to minimise the effect. plate ira.in 
can contribute considerable error in the belpt of an A-G functloo., 
althoulh, of caUl'.e, it has no .Ueet on C.C fUI)Cti0ft8 between dif-
ferent plat... rlaure A,.l(a) illustrat •• the A-G f\J.ftCtion 01 the p'aill 
em a uniformly foUed Z-I' plate of the type u.edlar mOllt of our 
Ob.ervations. The plate. used in the A-C machine to trace this curve 
were made from a toUed 2.F plate. with the graln in the .harp.at 
pos.ible focus. The height of the peak, 1. S percent, ts comparable 
to typical hellhts of A-C functions of orlpnal non-cancelled imag •• , 
and thus could lntrodllCe signi.fic::ant error$. In addition, it should 1». 
DOted. that additional plate Fain is added at each eta,e of the call-
cellation, 80 that the errors could thereby be compounded. 
Ther.lore, d~inK the projection printina of the first callcel-
lation and of aU rilbt-le1t pairs, tbe image i. very aUlhtly deiocu •• ed, 
juat enoulh to wa.sh out the grain but not destroy the detaU. (Fl'om 
Figure .A3-1(a) we see that the grain size b about 400 km on the .olar 
imac •• whUe signilic:ant detaU is lJ.Stl8.Uy several thou.and. of km 11'1 
abe.) "lure A3-1(b) is the Bame as As-l(a), but with the grain 
136a 
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(a) (b) 
Figure A3-1. (a) Plate grain on a fogged II-F plate, in sharp focus. 
(b) Same. but slightly defocussed during the printing 
of the right-left pair. This is the normal procedure 
for actual observations. 
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thrown out of focus in thh manner. We eee that if auch preca.utiorsa 
are taken, errors du.e to plate grAin are essentially eliminated. 
c:) Small-scale nonuniformities: defecta in the emulsion.streak.& due 
to duat on the slita. sunspots. etc 
The above aU reF.sent aources of enol' in the A-C function 
which can b. eliminated by proper masking of the plate. (Since a.n 
A.C £Uftction is independent of the .hape of the area over which it 18 
integrated. the are .. le simply chosen not to include regtons which 
c:cm.taln defects.) 
d) Larae.seale nou\lnUormities 
These include nonuniform development or dryina of the plate. 
shadows of the compensating fUter, and efteeta of nonuniform sUt 
width. Generally these imperfections are on a scale many time. that 
of the solar detail. and do not affect the shape of the central peak of 
the A.c or e .. e function. Larg ... acale variations may produce a 
tilt in the function near the central peak, but this can be removed 
with the gradient-compensating fUter (Fig. 2-1). 
e) Incorrect setting on the Bpectral line 
ImpeJ'fect setting of the aecond slit on the apectraillne may 
lead to the superpoaition of spectz'oheUolram9 taken at cUfferent 
heights olline formation into a dogly cancelled Doppler plat.. However. 
the photometric: techni.ql.1es of setting on the ltne usually prevnt error. 
in positioning of more than about 0.01 mm, t. e •• 15 percent of the 
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.lit width for 0.07 .lite. 80 such effect. al'e negligible in the majol'ity 
of plat •• ; therefore, by judicious selectic:m. of ~tel to be analy.ed, 
this source of errol' can be effectively eliminated. 
2. Further Sources of Error Introduced at the First CancellatiOl'l 
• 
a) Imperfect re,htration of detail on the two images being canceUecl 
The effect of imperfect reghtration is to broaden the peak of 
an A..c function and red'lCe ih height 1n regions where the trans-
mission fluctuation. at correlJPonding points on the two imales are 
positively correlated. in re.ionl:J of negative correladon the (ne.ative) 
beight will be increased (1. e., the anti-correlation will decrea •• ) and 
the peak broadened. Imperfect registration me.y arise from inaccur-
acies of alignment ot the two image. in the rather delicate cancellation 
operation; even if perfect alignment were achieved at one point in the 
image, other points mipt be out of allanment due to third order 
distortion in the K~ctroholiograph (especially the case for 1960 
plat •• , before corrections were introduced into the curvature and tilt 
lenses which eslltentially oUminated thh problem). 
b) Non-unity gamma 1n. the photographic reduction procedure 
If r for the contact print used in a Doppler cancellation is 
not exactly unity t a fraction of that part of the intensity field which ia 
~ due to Doppler shifts wUl survive the cancellation (Ioe p. 18). 
It r • 1 +- It, it can be shown that the tran,smt saton of the cancened 
print is 
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T • T (1 • 1& +. (tl + 6) • 
o 
(A3.1) 
through terms of firat cwder in' and a. 6 is the (small) variation 
of transmission Oft .ch origInal plate due to Doppler shUts. aDd la 
opposite in aian on each plate. i3 h the (small) variation of trana-
miasion due to all other .a.cts. and is the eame on each plate. The 
height of an A-C curve ot the cancelled plate described by equaticm 
A3.1 may be calculated (see p. 22) to be 
(A3. Z) 
throu,h term. of second order. Thus, if E~aF i. amall (We have 
a.en (p. 69 l ) that for some line. E~aF is aa small a. -0. Z < a ~F 
and if f: i. not small compared to 1, errore call result from nep_edna 
the term in ,. 
The ,amma of the cancella.tion prints is controlled by expo8U1'e 
and development tim ••• and it may b. checked by superposition of the 
contact print on ita own original. The prints are redone if there is 
si,nificant departure from a. \lniform gray field in such a superposition. 
The superposition of the print of the etepwedge (p. 18) on itseU 
indicates the rau,. over which the gamma is essentially unity. It is 
felt that for most of the plates reduced, the value of aamma Ue. 
between about o. 95 and 1. 05, i. e.. I F; !..s O. OS; however. for some of 
the more contraety .econd cancellation. (especially the Na5896 ltne 
... 
and Sa 4554). the c:ontl'ast is so areat that the ran.e of density ie 
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exceeded over whieD ,&nama la •• senually unity. In these platea, 
.ianUicant errors might b. introouced through the above proce.8. 
3. Additional Errorelnwodueed at the Second Cancellation 
.. . 
WheD. a second cancellation h made between Doppler plates 
taken at dUfere.t tiaM., more errors of the kind already described 
can enter. Non-u.n1ty lamma will have .ffects similar to those men-
tionecl in &be last Kec~oni in adc:Utlon, .... e have jUlit mentioned in 
.:he last paralraph, it ts somewhat more diftieult to achieve unity 
pmma over the required. denaity ran,e in a .econG cancellation 
bocau •• 01. the PMter contrast of Doppler plate. over ort,ina! 
epectroheliop-am pail's. Finally. two new .ueets contribuk to 
imperfect repstration of the two Doppler plate. at this stal.. The •• 
&1'e: (a) Drift. in the guider (usually cau •• d by an increa •• of imale 
bripm ••• wUh a concomitant change in the ,ulder 'a null PORtion 
durin, tb. cour •• of an exposu.re) cauee the _tire 'ma.e to be eli.-
placed by amount. which VU'y with time; in acldition, the suldel' may 
tlot b. operatln. sensitively coup to ke.p the hnaa. "tationary to 
the required accuracy during the exposure. (b) Even II the guider were 
to hold the w •• t and south Umbs of the 8\Ul atatio!1.aI'Y. diatortioaa of 
the hna •• from imperfect .eeing would cause relative displacement 
of pointe Oft the disk. 
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4. Errore in PreerinllU,ht-Left Pairs. ~lld in Tracly A-C and ~~ 
Cur ••• t. . t 1J1 
The usual requirements that alight defocus.inS 01. the ima,e occur 
and that r • 1 hold at thie final photopaphiC': sta •• aleo. In the actual 
b"aeinl ot curves there are thr.e maln haurds: 
a) Impropn' regietration or thc ima"es in the autocorrelation device. 
Thc one-climenaioDAl A-C 01" C-C function C(a) ie essentially a naUcc" 
out of the two-cUmenGonallunction C(e. t). where t • O. t 18 •• 1'0 
only if the plates come into reliatrat101l at ODe point durins the tra-
versei if tbls do.s not happen. the slice will mhe the center of. the 
cenb'al peak. and eince the vadient of C(" t) is ,.nerally very .t.ep 
near (0,0) ... lar,. deerea.e in the heipt of the curve will result. 
b) Improper masldnl 01 blembhea, sunspot., etc. This baa already 
been a.cu8sed on pal. 1370 
c) Boundary .uecta. The averaJ •• invalved in an A-C or c-e func-
tiOD are meaDinaful only if the are& of intelration i:a ••• entially the 
aame for aU displacements e. This require. that the dimenslon of 
-
the fldd in the direction of the dbplacornent bo many times the maxi-
mum eliaplacement. Thi. ia not always po •• lble. because the maximum 
cUap1a.cemellt of intereet, namely that for which the two plato. are 
uncol're1ated. and which determine. the normalizing function C(CIO). 
may 'be .. slp1f1cant fraction of the area Oft the imale beina stwUed. 
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Further. ).arle-.cal. nonunlformitles, e.I., darkening at the ect,e 
of the lma.e due to vignettinGh limb darkeninl. or nonu.ftiform 
development. contribute a spurious normalization wben they enter 
aa erad effec:u. whieb is dUterent from the !low-mall_tion over moat 
of the ilDAge. Therefore, it is oft_ impossible to trace an A-G or 
C-C curve out to the point where it b.eome •• ssentially flat and wlle.e 
e(CD) can be ~mblluouKly evaluated. Th. normalisation Ie then 
iU-defiDed. and it may be rather difficult to find a aadHactory acherne 
for normallalng aU curve. in the same way. The proceduJ'e moat otten 
uaeclin caa •• wbere the noraalisat1oD 18 ambiguous 1. to al"bitl"arlly 
define C(Q)) to be that height where th. curve intersects the ends of 
a baseline of predetermined. l-Ith. centered at II C O. The leDlth 
of the ba • .une fa ideally chosen to he very .mall compal'ed to the 
1eulth of the are .. lntegrated over in the direction of eli.placement. M 
that end effKts are n_allatble. yet lonl compared to the alse of detaU 
of inter •• t on the plate. Thus the main contribution to the peak Ues 
above the baseline. 
s. CaUbration Error a 
1 
a) Non-linearity of the 11ne pl'ofile 
We ... au.me in OUl" analysis of Doppler plates that the velocity-
induced traasmtsslon fluetuatiOft. are dil'ectly proportional to the 
velocity. Thit :requires both that the fluctuAtion. be .mall and that 
no Doppler ahUt be over a wavelentlth iDtel'val po_tel' than the Un ... &' 
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rallge of the line prolUe. U the elope of the expanded profile alit 
trac.d on the mieropbotometer i.e coo.taut over a ranle R. 'rom the 
po8-h:lon at .. hi ell the alit waa s.t, then Ibe maximum velocity which 
V 
may be ohaerv" without uror h pvc by ~ == r . Using the 
measured Une pl'olUe. to d.t:armine the maximllD) rana. R 01 con-
staney of the pl'ofUe elope. we find the vallle of V for the com-
max 
monty ll .. d lin •• to be aa follows; 
Line Offaet (A) a(A) V (kOl/ •• c) 
max 
-
Fe 6lea 0.10 0.04 2.0 
Ca 6103 .10 .04 2.0 
Na 5896 .11 .06 3.0 
Ba 4554 .07 .03 l.O 
M1517) .11 .04 Z.s 
Her 6563 .45 • 10 5.0 
C .. 854Z 0.23 O.lZ 4.Z 
We ae. trom comparieon of theae velocities with the oluerva-
tiona.! data Fo.ented in Part m that non-linearitles in. the profile 
contrtbute neall.lble errore. For Doppler shUts neal' the limit of 
the ranee of linearlty of the profile, 11)01'. aeriou8 error8 wowc1 
prohably result fl'om the clia.rent depth. in the 5-01&1" atmosphere of 
contribution to the inten.ity of the two imale •• due to the diU.reDt 
off •• u from the core. 
b) Error. tn rneasurlnallae profile slopes 
Becau •• a certain amount ot solar tnt.n.tty detail survive. 
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the smearing by the long microphotometer apertllret, the measared 
profile is somewhat dependent upon the part of the sun sca.nned by 
the mlcrophotomet8r. In addition, the irregularities introduced into 
the line profUe by sola.r spatial detaU caa.8 the slope of the recorded 
profile to be not perfectly defined. From experience with measuTinl 
the same profile several times. and measuring dilferent micro-
photometer traces of the profile on one plate, we conclude that errors 
due to the above 8011rces may sometimes be as great as 10 percent. 
(B) Limits of Error 
We -ball complete this appendix by a.ttempting a quantitative 
estimate of the influence o£ the various sources of error mentioned 
above. Empirical eethnatell have been roade by the follOWing two 
methods: 
a) "Nolee eta, •. II 
Doppler platea were expo.ed in the usual fa.ahion. except that 
the aUt was on the same wing of the e pee tral line for each of the two 
imagea. (This is accomplished by setting the line shifter to zero 
and displacing the slit by the required diata;nce from the Une core.) 
Thus, in a first cancellation. the Doppler signal, being the same on 
the two plates, Bho~d cancel out, leaving 01Uy IInohe" due to errors 
in registration, non-unity ga.mma. in tho reduction process, plate 
grain, and development and emlusion nonuniformititu. Right-left 
pairs were made in the usual manner. and the A-C CLlrves traced. 
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In addition, a second cancellation between two such "nolse" plates 
was made in order to bring out some of the errora involved 1n a 
Doppler sum or difference. Unfortunately. siuce moat of the errors 
in the second cancellation are dependent on th~ contrast of tho first, 
which is nearly zero for noise plates, thh is not lit. very reliable 
method for eatimatlng noise in second eaneellaticma. Figure AJ-Z 
W,lstratets an A-C C'.1l've for Ii singly canceUed Ca 6103 nohe plato. 
and for comparison a normal sinsly-ca.ncelled Ca 6103 Doppler plate. 
The height of the A-C curve for the 'loiae plate corresponds to a 
velocity of abo'.l.t O. 11 km/sec. This velOCity is tbGl'efore about the 
limit of U~aitivirl of the procedt~reK Since the heisht of the A...c 
C..l.rVe of no1aKeiK~K 13 percent of the beight of the A-C curve of 
the Doppler plate. the ratio of II siWlal to nohell in (v Z) is about 
8 to I, or about 16 to 1 in ( v z) 1 . Since the noise plate was reduced 
in prechely the fashion t..\sed for Doppler plate. the nobe we have 
measured 18 a combination of that due to plate grain, error. in •• t-
tins on the spectral line, Imperfect reghtration of deta.U in the can-
ceUation, non-unity gamma in the cancellation. non-constant ga.mma 
of the original plate. and A-C procedure errors. 
b) _gall-Consistency of A-G and C...c FunCtiOO.6 
'Ne have already indteated in Part II (p. 29 ) that there are 
two different wa.y fJ of determining rnu velocity: from a.n AeC fuoctioa 
of a Doppler plate, and from the A .. C fl1nctious of each oriainal boal. 
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Figure A3-2. (a) A-C curve of "noise" plate for Ca6103, in which 
the velocity signal was suppressed by exposing both 
images on the same wing of the line. 
(b) Normal Ca6103 Doppler plate for comparison. 
"Signal to noise" ratio is 8 to 1 in the A-C curve 
heights, or 16 to 1 in the rms velocities. 
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pair, in conj'.1Rction with the C-C function of the two 'members of the 
pair. The' two methods should agree, ifoD~r ,as3::imption8 listed on 
page 21 are valid. The amll~nt of diiJagreement will provide 118 with 
an e~timate of the error It in the reduction and A -C measurement 
procedureli. 
In order to make a qua.ntitative 3elf-consilitencr check., A-C 
and C -C curve:J were made from all poe ::;1b1e con'1binutions of the 
image from the red wing of a line. the corl"espondin.g one from the 
violet wing, and thoir Doppler cancellation. 1£ '-.lie refer to these 
three images by the letteri:f. r. v, and c, re::.pcctively. and to the 
heights 0{ the A-C and C-C cur,-e:l hetween two i::nagcs i and j as 
H .. , we m" .. j " ... r:rK~1K-:Dlge these heiGhts in a 3X3 matrix: 
1J 
H H II 
1'1' rv rc 
H= Ii H :n 
vr vv vc 
u 
.I.. H 11 
cr cv cc 
The diagonal member3 of the liD~tri"lt are the A -C heights of the red, 
,dolet, and cancelled image~K The off-diagoMl members, which are 
the C -C heighh, are symmetric; C = C • etc. N::>w we may write 
rv vr; 
the transmission of red and vi<"let images ae; 
r = T (1 + f;' ... ,:. I) and 
r r 
o 
(A3.3) 
(A3.4) 
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Thb is perfectly generali any two ftmctlons ma.y be broken up into 
a symmetric and anti.eymmetric part. (For the lJola .. Doppler plates, 
we wOilld have.' • r ~I 6' II r 6, where ~K 6, and r a~e defined on 
page 25 .) The cancelled plate baa the transmission 
T 
T c: • T = (l + !l ' + ~"F (1 + ~D • 6') , or 
v 
(A3.5) 
From equations A3. 3. A3.4. and A3. 5. we find. keeping terms through 
the second order in a • and &. and la.belling r, v, C, as I, Z. 3, 
H =: E~IOK & ,Z) 
lZ 
H • «e' _ §t)=a) 
zz 
11 13 111 2[ ( ~ '6 ') +< 6,2) 1 
H 23 II 2( < 8 'S t) • < a'Z) J 
H :II 4 < & ,l) 33 ' 
We see that the third row of the matrix is the difference between the 
fir st two row I. Also. 
Measured values of the ma.trix H, Uated in percent, for various 
spectra-1Unes, are as followa: 
a) Fe 6102, 6.14.61 
1.86 0.64 O.Sl 
0.64 1.35 .0.41 
0.82 -0.41 1.30 
b) 
3.63 0.33 2.47 
0.33 1.58 .1.04 
2.41 .1.04 3.20 
(A3.6) 
e) 
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+ 8& 4554, 7-1-61 
5.65 -0.53 5.15 
-0.53 3.05 -3.40 
S. IS -3.40 
d) Net. 5896. 8-1-61 
z. ";-, -1.5S 
-1.55 4.74 .. 
.. 12. -'5 
Exar.oination of the value!! listed above reveals that they do 
not satisfy the seU-consistency requirements just discussed. If 
the A-C values H U ' H ZZ' and Hl3 are taken to be correct, then 
the measured C-C curve heights are in general too low ~y {rom 10 
percent to 50 percent. This could be due to the pr.uen,. of J'4nidu.a1 
noise, uncorrel.ated on the red and violet images, and therefore not 
contributing to H 12' but contributing to the A-C functions. Alter .. 
natively, the val'.les H ll , H 12, and H ZZ might be <:or"8<::t. in which 
ca.se H33 iii u.!.l&lly 10 percent to 40 percent too high. We note that 
the lUlcertainties appear to be systematic. i. e •• there is a trend 
toward the same type of inconsietencies on the different sets of plate •• 
From this iltudy we conclude that the reduction and measure-
ment process may introduce systematic errors of perhaps as much ae 
20 percent in the root mean square velocitieli (40 percent in A .. C 
function heights). 
The number II jast qt1oted. along with our previous estimate. 
of 10 percent uncertaint>; due to calibration errore and perhaps 10 
percent uncertainty due to cancellation noige. imply that the final value 
for the velocities may be u.ncertain by a.s much as 30 to 40 percent. 
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This is actuaU}' somewhat larger than the spread of observed values 
for velocity in the same line from d.ifferent plate:.), which is usuall;.' 
Ieali than abo:.lt 25 percent. 
Therefore, we conclude this appendix by adoptins 30 to 40 
percent as a rather cOllservative etltimate of the "limits of error'1 
of the velocity mea:su,l'ed on a Doppler plate. 
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